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ABSTRACT
The human brain critically relies on a continuous blood supply to ensure
its function. Impaired cerebral perfusion is associated with diseases, such as
Alzheimer’s Disease, cortical spreading depression and stroke. Cerebral cells
work together to ensure a finely regulated blood supply. However, many of
the underlying mechanisms of this regulation, termed neurovascular coup-
ling (NVC), are still not fully understood.
The development of mathematical models of cell signalling is a promising
approach that complements experimental studies by investigating the contri-
bution of key components and pathways and guiding further experiments.
This dissertation reports the development of a lumped parameter compart-
ment model of a neurovascular unit (NVU), comprising neurons, astrocytes,
smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and endothelial cells (ECs). The model couples
neuronal activity to vasodilation/contraction models via the astrocytic medi-
ated perivascular K+ and the smooth muscle Ca2+ pathway. It successfully
relates a neuronal input signal to the corresponding vessel reaction.
It was found that the voltage-operated Ca2+ channels are, due to the hy-
perpolarisation from the K+ efflux of the SMC, almost entirely closed and
do not seem to play a significant role during neuronal activity.
The current model shows that in contrast to a number of experiments,
outlining the importance of astrocytic Ca2+ in NVC, this Ca2+ pathway is
not the only one mediating NVC.
Model inputs from the endothelial side of the blood vessel in the form of
luminal agonists provide a flux of inositol trisphosphate (IP3) into the EC
vii
contents
cytosol. EC/SMC coupling through gap junctions has a substantial effect on
the NVC dynamics. The IP3 influx induces Ca2+ release from the SMC stores
resulting in Ca2+-induced Ca2+ release oscillations which were shown to
inhibit NVC.
The incorporation of nitric oxide (NO) signalling pathways in the NVU
model shows the vasodilating effects of NO in the resting state. Further-
more, dilation during neuronal activation is enhanced with NO dynamics
included. Results show that K+ release is responsible for the fast onset of
vascular response, whereas NO-modulated mechanisms maintain dilation.
The governing source of NO that diffuses into the SMC, which provides the
contractile force, depends on neuronal activation. In the resting state the EC
provides the major contribution of NO release for vasorelaxation, whereas
during neuronal stimulation NO produced by the NE dominates.
In a scaled model, embedded in a parallel computing environment, mul-
tiple NVUs were connected to a space filling binary tree, facilitating the
simulation of a perfusing vascular tree. The model couples the NVUs to the
vasculature via stretch-mediated Ca2+ channels on both the EC and SMC.
The coupling between the vasculature and the set of NVUs was found to
be relatively weak for the case with agonist induced where only the Ca2+
in cells inside the activated area becomes oscillatory. However, the radii of
vessels both inside and outside of activated areas oscillate (albeit small for
those outside).
In addition, simulations reveal a different oscillation profile when compar-
ing coupled and decoupled states with the time required to refill the cytosol
with decreasing Ca2+ and increasing frequency with coupling. The solution
algorithm is shown to have excellent weak and strong scaling. Results have
been generated for tissue slices containing up to 4096 NVUs, which corres-
ponds to an area of 2.5 cm ⇥ 2.5 cm of cerebral tissue.
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INTRODUCT ION
1.1 mammalian brain
The brain has the most sophisticated and complex structure of all organs.
It is responsible for general control over the organism and it executes all
purposeful movements. It critically relies on the supply of oxygen (O2) and
nutrients by the perfusion of blood to the cerebral tissue.
1.1.1 Anatomy and Histology
The brain forms, together with the spinal cord, the central nervous system.
It is commonly divided into the following five embryonic structures (from
the Greek en cephalon, “in the head”), which the brains of all vertebrates have
in common and from which the mature parts develop (see also Figure 1a):
• Telencephalon (“endbrain”, develops into cerebral cortex, hippocam-
pus, basal ganglia and olfactory bulb)
• Diencephalon (“interbrain”, develops into thalamus and hypothalamus)
• Mesencephalon (“midbrain”)
• Metencephalon (“hindbrain”, develops into pons and cerebellum)
• Myelencephalon (“marrowbrain”, develops into medulla oblongata)
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Sometimes the telencephalon and the diencephalon are together referred
to as the “forebrain” and the metencephalon and the myelencephalon as the
“hindbrain”.
The three main components of the brain are the cerebral cortex (also called
cerebrum), the cerebellum, and the brainstem (medulla oblongata, pons and
midbrain) and have distinct functions. The cortex is the largest and most de-
velopmentally advanced part. It forms two symmetric cerebral hemispheres,
each of which are specialised for distinctive roles. Language and the dex-
terity of the right hand are controlled by the left hemisphere of the human
brain, whereas the right hemisphere is dominant in the control of the sense
of objects’ interrelation in space (MacNeilage et al., 2009). The two almost
mirrored cerebral hemispheres are connected by a bundle of over 200 million
neural fibres (corpus callosum), through which communication is realised.
The surface of both hemispheres is heavily folded, forming ridges (gyri)
and grooves (sulci if shallow and fissures if deep), which allow the cortex to
grow immensely in surface area without necessarily increasing in volume.
The sulci and fissures divide the cortex into functional lobes, which are
(from anterior to posterior): frontal, temporal, parietal and occipital lobe
(Duvernoy, 1999), see Figure 1b).
The cortex is responsible for several higher functions, including vision,
hearing, speech, emotions, executive function, and the fine control of move-
ment. The cerebellum is the second largest component and is responsible for
maintaining balance and further control of movement and coordination. The
brainstem connects the cerebral structures and the spinal cord. It is respons-
ible for automatic survival functions, such as control of respiration, heart
rate, and blood pressure.
In formaldehyde prepared specimens of brain, the superficial, outer parts
appear grey, while the deeper, inner parts are white. The different colours
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Figure 1: a) Regions of the human brain, lateral view. b) Lobes of the cerebral cortex,
sagittal section. Adapted from Wikimedia Commons. 1
are due to the different cell types present. The grey matter contains the
neuronal cell bodies, glial cells and unmyelinated axons, whereas the white
matter appears lighter due to the presence of myelinated axons and fewer
cell bodies. The grey matter includes regions of the brain involved in muscle
control, and sensory perception, while the white matter connects different
parts of the grey matter and controls communication via nerve impulses
between them (Miller et al., 1980). While 20% of all oxygen taken in by the
body goes to the brain, 95% of that goes specifically into the grey matter, a
recognition its large metabolic function, mainly needed for the maintenance
and restoration of ion gradients across cell membranes (Bélanger et al., 2011).
1.1.2 Neurovascular Unit
The brain tissue comprises multiple heterotypic cells. Studies over the last
decades indicate that neurons (NEs), astrocytes (ACs), SMCs and endothelial
cells (ECs) constitute a functional unit, dynamically performing together with
1 https://commons.wikimedia.org
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the primary purpose of maintaining homeostasis in the cerebral microcircu-
lation (Iadecola, 2004; Hamel, 2006; Attwell et al., 2010; Drewes, 2012). NEs
are connected to each other by synapses forming a synaptic cleft (SC) that
is used for information exchange, e.g. via neurotransmitters. ECs form the
wall of blood vessels creating the blood brain barrier (BBB), the interface
for blood-tissue exchange. Arteries and arterioles are surrounded by SMCs
which provide a contractile force to regulate the vessel diameter and hence
the blood flow. ACs form a complex network surrounding neuronal synapses
and blood vessels with their foot processes (Abbott et al., 2010). Zoppo and
Mabuchi (2003) were the first to collectively call this assembly of cells an NVU.
It highlights the intimate functional relationships between these cells as an
interconnected, interactional system (Iadecola, 2004; Witthoft et al., 2013). A
schematic representation of it is given in Figure 2.
Cells are filled by the cytoplasm, a thick solution of water, proteins and
salts, and are enclosed by the cell membrane. Salt forms electrically charged
solute ions that are contained in the cytosol and in the extracellular fluid
(ECF) in high concentrations. Water molecules surround them and can form
several spherical layers, which is called hydration. An important form of
communication between cells is achieved by ion exchange (Ackerman and
Clapham, 1997).
Each of the highly specialised cell types has its defined functionality and
is in close relationship, and constantly communicates with, its adjacent cells.
Interactions with other cells are essential for their functioning.
1.1.2.1 Neurons
The human brain contains approximately 100 billion neurons, which are con-
nected to each other through over 100 trillion synapses. They form complex
neural circuits sending and receiving information, within, to and from the
4
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Figure 2: The neurovascular unit consisting of neuron (NE), astrocyte (AC), smooth
muscle cell (SMC) and endothelial cell (EC). SC - synaptic cleft, ER - endo-
plasmic reticulum, PVS - perivascular space, SR - sarcoplasmic reticulum,
LU - lumen with indicated blood flow.
brain. Each neuron receives and processes information entering from adja-
cent NEs in the circuit and then sends out signals at the opposite end. Once
these circuits are established during development they remain relatively con-
stant throughout the whole life. The only exception is the hippocampus,
where neurogenesis (birth of neurons) occurs and which constantly replaces
parts of the circuit (Berridge, 2012).
The central part of the neuron is the cell body (soma), which contains
many organelles, such as the nucleus, the Golgi apparatus, the mitochon-
dria and the endoplasmic reticulum. Tapering, typically branching exten-
sions from the soma are called dendrites and are specialised for receiving
signals from other neurons and the environment. The axon, a single, up to
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a few hundred micrometre long cylindrical extension from the soma, trans-
ports electrochemical signals to their targets like other neurons in the brain,
spinal cord, autonomic ganglia, and effector cells in muscles and glands
throughout the body (Purves et al., 2008; Ramachandran, 2002).
Neurons communicate via nerve impulses, also called action potentials,
which are short-term reversible fluctuations in membrane potential. The
axon of many neurons is covered with myelin, a fatty insulating layer de-
rived from the cell membranes of glial cells, which acts as insulation. My-
elinated axons show a higher conduction of action potentials, because they
jump from myelin-free gap to gap, called the nodes of Ranvier (Purves et al.,
2008).
The end of an axon branches into several terminals, also called synaptic
endings or terminal boutons. The most abundant type of synapse in the
nervous system is a chemical synapse, which releases neurotransmitter mo-
lecules from secretory organelles, synaptic vesicles, to communicate with
other cells (another type, called an electrical synapse, is not further con-
sidered in this research). The neurotransmitters released from synaptic ves-
icles modify biochemical dynamics of the target cell by binding to postsyn-
aptic receptors (Purves et al., 2008).
1.1.2.2 Astrocytes
In the last century, ACs, stellate neuroglial cells, were considered to be pass-
ive cells whose main function was to provide structural support for neur-
ons. However, it is now known that ACs play an important role in main-
taining the neuronal environment (Kimelberg, 2004; Wang and Bordey, 2008;
Carmignoto and Gómez-Gonzalo, 2010). The ACs’ peripheral terminals sur-
round the SCs of NEs and other ACs. The end-feet of the ACs are located in
a layered fashion around vascular SMCs. One important function of the ACs
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is their ability to buffer extracellular K+ and other neurotransmitters. These
buffered ions can be taken up and transported to the end-feet of the ACs and
released into the perivascular space (PVS) and subsequently taken up by the
SMCs of the perfusing arteriole.
In addition, ACs themselves seem to have key roles in central nervous
system disorders from neuropathic pain and epilepsy to neurodegenerative
diseases such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) as well as schizophrenia, depres-
sion, and other psychiatric disorders. ACs are known to interact extensively
with neuronal brain elements as well as the vasculature to form functional
compartments controlling communication pathways (Østby et al., 2009).
In the brain, ACs greatly outnumber neurons, often 10:1, and occupy 25%
to 50% of brain volume.
1.1.2.3 Smooth Muscle Cells
The outer layer of the arteriole consists of SMCs usually occupying ca. 90%
of the arterial vessel wall, which are the contractile units of the vessel. All
SMCs are aligned in a circumferential direction, causing either a diameter
decrease or increase when the muscle contracts or relaxes. Similar to other
muscles, contraction of the SMCs occurs by actin and myosin filaments form-
ing cross bridges, but it lacks the striations characteristic of cardiac and
skeletal muscle. The contractile function of SMCs is not under voluntary con-
trol. The rate of contraction is primarily dependent on the cytosolic Ca2+
concentration. Ca2+ interacts with the Ca2+-binding messenger protein calm-
odulin (an abbreviation for ‘Ca2+-modulated protein’) and stimulates the
phosphorylation of the myosin light chain (MLC) (Hai and Murphy, 1988;
Webb, 2003; Zlokovic, 2005).
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1.1.2.4 Endothelial Cells
The endothelial cells form a monolayer on the luminal side of the vessel
in which their surfaces are aligned perpendicularly to the direction of the
flow. This layer, called the endothelium, prevents passive diffusion of bigger
molecules, while small molecules such as O2 can pass through. It can also
sense wall shear stress (wss) induced by the blood flow (Attwell et al., 2010).
Together with the SMC layer the ECs form the BBB, the physical frontier which
protects the brain from unwanted chemical substances in the blood.
1.1.3 Cerebral Vasculature
The four main arteries supplying the brain are two pairs of internal ca-
rotid arteries and vertebral arteries (see Figure 3a)). They deliver oxygenated
blood and glucose to the brain while a network of veins remove carbon diox-
ide and metabolic products. The ring structure that connects the two internal
carotid artery and the vertebrobasilar circulation by communicating arteries
is called the cerebral arterial circle (or ‘Circle of Willis’ after Thomas Wil-
lis, 1621-1675, who gave a very detailed anatomic description of it) (Vrselja
et al., 2014). It is located at the base of the brain and serves as the distribu-
tion point for arteries of the cerebral hemispheres, brainstem and cerebellum.
From these distributing arteries smaller arteries arise and course to the sur-
face of the brain running within the subarachnoid space, called pial arteries
(see Figure 3b)). Penetrating or intracerebral arteries branching off pial ar-
teries enter the brain tissue at right angles to its surface. They are separated
from the brain by Virchow-Robin spaces. Then, they branch into numerous
smaller arteries and arterioles within the cerebral parenchyma and termin-
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Figure 3: Different levels of cerebral vasculature system. a) Arteries to the brain. The
main supplying arteries are represented in darker colour. The cerebral ar-
terial circle (CAC) is marked in green. b) Pial arteries lie on the cerebral
surface distributing blood from the CAC (marked in green). c) Penetrating
arteries and arterioles orthogonally branch off pial arteries. d) Pial arteries
are surrounded by one or two layers of endothelial cells (ECs) and mul-
tiple layers of smooth muscle cells (SMCs) and no astrocyte endfeet. e)
Intracerebral arterioles only exhibit one layer of ECs and SMCs. Addition-
ally, astrocytic endfeet are in close proximity to arterioles. Adapted from
Netter (2014) and Zlokovic (2011).
ate as capillary beds. Capillary plexuses drain into intracerebral venule and
vein systems (Zlokovic, 2005; Pantoni and Gorelick, 2014).
1.2 neurovascular coupling
The concept of cerebral blood flow regulation by neuronal activity has been
investigated with much interest (Butler and Nicholsson, 2003). Traditionally,
it was thought that an increase in blood flow was triggered by a metabolic
signal such as lower O2 or glutamate (Glu) or a higher carbon dioxide (CO2)
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level in the blood. However recently, neurotransmitter-mediated signalling
has been discovered to play a major role in regulating the blood flow via
changes in arterial diameter.
Functional hyperæmia or neurovascular coupling (NVC) describes the local
vasodilation and contraction due to neuronal activation (vasoreactivity). The
change in the vessel diameter controls the blood flow and thereby the cereb-
ral supply of O2 and nutrients.
Each cell type plays an important specific role during the process of NVC.
Communication between cells is based on an exchange of ions through
pumps and channels. These ion fluxes contribute to changes in cytosolic
and intercellular species’ concentrations and cell membrane potentials.
There are manifold direct and indirect clearly defined signalling pathways
at a molecular level that adjust local perfusion (Lok et al., 2007; Berridge,
2012). They are mediated by different signalling molecules, such as K+, Ca2+,
epoxyeicosatrienoic acid (EET), arachidonic acid (AA), 20-hydroxyeicosatetra-
enoic acid (20-HETE) and nitric oxide (NO). Neurotransmitters are released
by the NE into the SC and can bind to receptors at dendrites of other NEs
and ACs. This leads to a cascade of chemical reactions and the opening and
closing of ion channels which influences ion fluxes and concentrations.
The multicellular signalling between the neuronal and the vascular system
is essential for the finely regulated blood supply needed for normal cerebral
functioning (Quaegebeur et al., 2011).
1.3 motivation
Our understanding of the human brain is constantly deepening. However,
crucial coherences and signalling pathways remain undiscovered. The reason
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for the onset of many cerebral diseases and neurodegenerative conditions
are still poorly understood and need to be further investigated in order to
provide possible preventions and therapeutic strategies.
Research findings within the last decades have suggested that there exists
a stronger link between cerebral function and vascular perfusion of the brain
than previously thought (Girouard and Iadecola, 2006; Zlokovic, 2011; Aoi
et al., 2012).
Many neurologic pathologies, such as hypertension, AD, cortical spreading
depression, atherosclerosis and stroke, are associated with impaired NVC (Ia-
decola, 2004; Girouard and Iadecola, 2006; Zlokovic, 2011; Drewes, 2012). All
of these pathologies exhibit an altered relationship between neural activity
and the cerebral blood flow (CBF). These alterations affect the delivery of O2
and nutrients to active brain cells and impair the removal of waste products
from cerebral metabolism (Zlokovic, 2005). It is likely that this disruption
contributes to brain dysfunction and therefore, it is crucial to fully under-
stand the underlying cellular and biochemical mechanisms – both in the
healthy as well as in the pathological brain.
AD is the most common form of dementia, a progressive neurodegenerat-
ive disease, and its prevalence increases dramatically as the global popula-
tion ages (see Figure 4a)). Most cases of AD are sporadic, meaning that they
are not genetically inherited, and therefore can be therapeutically addressed.
AD patients exhibit characteristic senile plaques, neurofibrillary tangles, and
neuronal loss (Zhang and Le, 2010). Plaques are formed by depositions of
amyloid-  (A- ) peptides in the cerebral tissue and blood vessels (Girouard
and Iadecola, 2006).
Interestingly, the accumulation of A-  in AD patients occurs at a pre-sympto-
matic stage, before cognitive impairment is observed (see Figure 4b)). Elu-
cidating the onset of this accumulation on a molecular and cellular basis
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is important for novel therapeutic strategies. Recent studies suggest moving
away from the traditional “neuroncentric” view of AD towards a neurovascu-
lar hypothesis (Zlokovic, 2005; Girouard and Iadecola, 2006; Zlokovic, 2011).
There is increasing evidence that vascular factors have a causal role in the
pathological development of AD (Attwell et al., 2010).
Figure 4: a) Estimated number of people with Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) in the U.S.,
projections through 2015, adapted from Hebert et al. (2013). b) Progression
of pathological and clinical events in AD, adapted from Petersen (2010)
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The NVU is profoundly altered in AD patients ECs and SMCs are damaged
and the number of microvessels is reduced (Girouard and Iadecola, 2006).
Additionally, vessels show increased contractility and resting CBF is reduced
(Bell and Zlokovic, 2009; Attwell et al., 2010). This may reduce A-  clearance
via the BBB and promote ischæmic lesions, which exacerbate the dementia
(Girouard and Iadecola, 2006).
The aim of the presented work is to provide a numerical model of the
regulated blood supply with connected cells for the whole brain, which in-
cludes the complex cell-to-cell signalling in the NVU. We want to investigate
the effect signalling molecules have on the NVC mechanism and how they
are disturbed from their non-pathological equilibrium.
This research will reveal new insights into the NVC mechanism on a cel-
lular and molecular basis. Computational models of several NVC pathways
will be developed, which will facilitate the simulation of healthy and patholo-
gical scenarios. Results of such simulations provide a means for investigating
NVC mechanisms in a non-invasive way, thereby overcoming the limitations
of physiological experiments.
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2
METHODOLOGY - MATHEMAT ICAL
MODELL ING IN CELL B IOLOGY
The development of mathematical models to help the understanding of
physiological processes has been a known practice for over a century (e.g.
Hodgkin and Huxley (1952), who modelled the basic mechanisms of ac-
tion potentials in the squid giant axon). Mathematical and computational
models can be powerful tools to analyse and predict physiological processes
(Keener and Sneyd, 2009). Despite the fact that the interdisciplinary work
between physiology and applied mathematics (like between any other two
disciplines) bears complications due to barriers to communication, this field
of research becomes increasingly important for the comprehensive under-
standing of normal and pathological situations as well as for the guidance
of future key experiments (Keener and Sneyd, 2009).
2.1 model compartments
Cells and spatial domains of the NVU like the SC or extracellular space
(ECS) can be represented as virtual compartments (see Figure 13). They are
assumed to have a homogeneous distribution of species, i.e. any measur-
able entity like ions, such as molecules and enzymes, inside. This so-called
lumped parameter approach assumes that spatial gradients within the com-
partment are negligible. Therefore, every variable in each compartment has
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only one specific value at a certain point in time, which simplifies the math-
ematical description of the physiological processes and will be applied for
the development of our NVU model.
Figure 5: A cell can be modelled by a compartment with homogeneous concentra-
tion of species, depicted as spheres (lumped parameter approach).
2.1.1 Molar Concentration
Molecular concentration or molarity describes the amount of a solute, n (in
moles), divided by the volume, V , of the mixture within one model compart-
ment:
c =
n
V
. (2.1)
n measures the size of an ensemble of elementary entities, such as atoms,
molecules, electrons, and other particles and is proportional to the number
of elementary entities present:
n =
N
NA
, (2.2)
where NA is the Avogadro constant, approximately 6.022 ⇥ 1023mol-1.
The SI unit of c is mol/m3, but more commonly the unit mol/L is used,
typically denoted by a capital letter M (‘molar’). Most concentrations of ions
appearing in this work are of the order of magnitude of 1 ⇥ 10-6 M and are
hence expressed in µM.
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2.1.2 Mass Conservation
Inside each compartment in the NVU model the physical law of mass conser-
vation, or in our case ‘conservation of species’, can be applied. It implies that
the rate of change of a certain species’ concentration is equal to the amount
of species entering (influx, Jin) minus the amount leaving the compartment
(efflux, Jout). For example, the differential equation for the rate of change of
calcium concentration, [Ca2+], in a model compartment reads as follows:
d[Ca2+]
dt
= P+ (Jin - Jout) vol - R , (2.3)
where P is a production term, R a reaction term and  vol is the volume ratio
between the compartment and the external space. A schematic representa-
tion can be found in Figure 6.
Jin
Jout
[Ca2+]
Figure 6: ‘Conservation of species’ in a model compartment. For example, the rate
of change of calcium concentration, [Ca2+], in the compartment is equal
to the amount of Ca2+ ions (represented by small squares) entering and
leaving it through ion channels.
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2.2 enzyme kinetics and substrate binding
Substrate binding, as it happens in the buffering processes of ions or lig-
ands binding to ionotropic receptors, is one of the most common reversible
reactions in biochemistry.
More complex biochemical reactions are often catalysed by enzymes, E,
which are mostly proteins. They help and accelerate the conversion of sub-
strates, S, into products, P, without being changed themselves by the reac-
tion:
S+ E  ! P+ E (2.4)
This enzymatic catalysis typically is a two-state reaction: First, S reversibly
reacts with E to form a substrate-enzyme complex, SE. This then decomposes
into P releasing the original enzyme in the process:
S+ E
kf *) 
kb
SE (2.5)
SE
kcat !P+ E (2.6)
with the forward and backward reaction rates, kf and kb, respectively, and
the catalysis rate, kcat. The second step, which is known to determine the
overall reaction rate, is assumed to be non-reversible as P is continually re-
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moved preventing the reverse reaction from occurring. Mass conservation
gives:
d[S]
dt
= kb[SE]- kf[S][E] (2.7)
d[E]
dt
= kb[SE]- kf[S][E] + kcat[SE] (2.8)
d[SE]
dt
= kf[S][E]- (kb + kcat)[SE] (2.9)
d[P]
dt
= kcat[SE] (2.10)
with the initial conditions [E](0) = E0, [S](0) = S0 and [SE](0) = [P](0) = 0.
The total concentration of enzyme, [E]T , is conserved:
[E]T = [E] + [SE] . (2.11)
Usually, the enzyme concentration is significantly lower than the substrate
concentration, which limits the reaction rate and leads to non-linear beha-
viour.
2.2.1 Michaelis-Menten Kinetics
Michaelis and Menten (1913) proposed a model of enzyme kinetics explain-
ing the non-linear behaviour of the reaction rate, relating it to the concentra-
tion of substrate, [S], (Keener and Sneyd, 2009).
The SE concentration (Equation 2.9) will rapidly approach a steady-state
value and can be assumed constant (steady-state approximation, Briggs (1925)).
Therefore
d[SE]
dt
= 0 = kf[S][E]- (kb + kcat)[SE] . (2.12)
18
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Rearranging gives:
kf[S][E] = (kb + kcat)[SE] . (2.13)
Applying Equation 2.11 we get:
kf(E0 - [SE])[S] = (kb + kcat)[SE] (2.14)
[SE] =
kfE0[S]
kb + kcat + kf[S]
(2.15)
So, the reaction rate, v, which is the rate at which P is released from the
substrate-enzyme complex (Equation 2.10) can be written as:
v =
d[P]
dt
=
Vmax[S]
KM + [S]
. (2.16)
Here, Vmax = kcatE0 represents the maximum rate achieved by the system,
at saturating substrate concentrations. KM = (kb + kcat)/kf is the Michaelis
constant, which corresponds to the concentration of substrate at which v is
at half-maximum (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7: Experimental rate of loss of optical activity of sucrose for fixed initial con-
centrations of sucrose and of the enzyme. The initial rate of the invertase-
catalysed reaction plotted as a function of sucrose concentration. Data of
Michaelis and Menten (1913), figure adapted from Fall et al. (2002).
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2.2.2 Hill Equation
For many enzymes, the reaction rate has a more sigmoidal than simple hy-
perbolic character as originally proposed by Michaelis and Menten (1913).
Here, cooperative effects take place, in which the binding of single substrate
molecules affect the binding of subsequent ones and Equation 2.5 can be
modified as follows:
n[S] + [E]
kf  *) 
kb
[SnE] (2.17)
where n is the Hill coefficient, i.e. the total amount of binding sites on the
enzyme for the substrate.
The resulting reaction rate, v, is described as:
v = kf[S]
n[E]- kb[SnE] (2.18)
When equilibrium is reached, v = 0:
[SnE] =
kf
kb
[S]n[E] . (2.19)
This can be used to find an expression for ✓, the fraction of bound sites
with respect to all available binding sites:
✓ =
[SnE]
[E] + [SnE]
. (2.20)
With Equation 2.19 we get:
✓ =
kf
kb
[S]n[E]
[E] + [SnE]
=
[S]n
kb
kf
+ [S]n
. (2.21)
The characteristic behaviour of the Hill equation depends on the apparent
dissociation constant, Kd = kbkf , and the Hill coefficient, n.
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Note that the Hill equation is also used to describe other biochemical
processes in which the Hill coefficient refers to other biological properties or
is a fitting parameter in order to match experimental data.
For cooperative binding behaviour, three cases can be distinguished:
• n = 1 - non-cooperative binding: The amount of bound sites does not
influence current binding rate.
• n > 1 - positively cooperative binding: An increasing amount of bound
sites increases the rate of binding.
• n < 1 - negatively cooperative binding: The binding rate decreases
when the amount of bound sites increases.
2.3 cell membrane
The interior of a cell is separated from its environment (extracellular fluid)
by a membrane. It consists of a phospholipid bilayer with proteins, water-
filled and protein-lined pores, called ion channels, embedded in it and is
approximately 7.5 nm thick. It is selectively permeable to ions and molecules
and controls their movement in and out of cells.
At equilibrium there are substantial concentration differences for many
species between the interior and the exterior of a cell. This gradient is main-
tained by energy-consuming transporters that pump chemical species against
their electrochemical gradient. The most common and important ion pumps
in cells are adenosine triphosphate (ATP)ase pumps, which occur on en-
doplasmic reticulums (ERs) and in cell membranes and which extract en-
ergy from the hydrolisis of ATP to adenosine diphosphate (ADP) molecules
(Keener and Sneyd, 2009).
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2.3.1 Nernst Membrane Potential
The voltage difference between the two sides of the membrane results in a
non-zero membrane potential (also transmembrane potential or membrane
voltage). This is important for the generation and transmission of electrical
signals between different parts of the cell, e.g. action potentials along the
axon of a neuron.
The equilibrium potential is called reversal or Nernst potential, VNernst
(Fall et al., 2002). It is derived from the Gibb’s free energy, G, which is the
free enthalpy of the system. When one mole of ions of valence z is moved
across a membrane, G changes as follows:
 G = -RT ln
✓
[ion]out
[ion]in
◆
+ VFz , (2.22)
where R, T and F are the gas constant, temperature and Faraday’s constant,
respectively.
At equilibrium, when electrical and osmotic forces are balanced,  G is
zero. Rearranging gives the Nernst potential:
 V = VNernst =
RT
zF
ln
✓
[ion]out
[ion]in
◆
(2.23)
When the actual membrane potential differs from the Nernst potential, a
convergent rectifying diffusion flux tries to bring the membrane potential
back to the Nernst potential. Kirchhoff’s current law gives:
dVion
dt
=
gion
Ccell
(VNernst,ion - Vm) , (2.24)
where gion is the ion conductance, Ccell the capacity of the cell and Vm the
membrane potential of the cell.
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2.3.2 Resting Membrane Potential
The Nernst equation (Equation 2.23) allows us to calculate the equilibrium
potential for a particular ion under specific concentration conditions. How-
ever, the membranes of most cells are permeable to more than one ion.
The Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz (GHK) equation, sometimes called the constant
field equation, considers the case where there are multiple conductances. It
determines the resting membrane potential, at which different ions are en-
tering and leaving the cell, but the net current is zero (Fall et al., 2002). For
a cell whose membrane is permeable to K+, sodium ion (Na+), and chloride
ion (Cl-) the equation can be written as:
VGHK =
RT
F
ln
✓
PK[K+]out + PNa[Na+]out + PCl[Cl-]out
PK[K+]in + PNa[Na+]in + PCl[Cl-]in
◆
, (2.25)
where Pi is the relative permeability for ion i, which can be determined
experimentally.
The membrane potential for a cell containing K+, Na+, and Cl- ions is:
Vm =
VK ⇤ gK + VNa ⇤ gNa + VCl ⇤ gCl
gK + gNa + gCl
, (2.26)
where Vi is the Nernst or reversal potential for ion i (Equation 2.23) and
gi is the ion-specific conductance of the ion channel (the reciprocal of the
resistance).
2.4 diffusion
Molecules move passively from one compartment to another by diffusion.
They can move through either open ion channels or gap junctions, and when
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the molecule is very small also through water-filled pores in the membrane.
One example for this is NO, which diffuses freely through cell membranes.
Molecules in gas and fluids constantly move, which is called Brownian
motion. The two main driving forces for diffusion from one compartment
to another are concentration gradients and electrical charge. Typically, there
is a concentration and potential difference across the membrane (Fall et al.,
2002).
Ficks’s law of diffusion due to concentration difference states ions move
from compartments with high concentration to compartments with low con-
centration, at a rate proportional to the concentration gradient. The resulting
ion flux, Ji, is dependent on the diffusion distance, x, and time:
Ji(x, t) = -Di
@
@x
[i](x, t) . (2.27)
Here, Di is the ion-and-medium-specific diffusion coefficient and [i] the
molar concentration of ionic species ‘i’.
Additionally to the concentration-difference-induced ion motion, the po-
tential difference across the membrane,   , influences the ion flux. The
Nernst-Planck equation describes ion movements due to both the concen-
tration gradient and the potential gradient:
Ji = -Di
✓
@[i]
@x
+
ziF
RT
[i]
@ 
@x
◆
(2.28)
For the ion flux through an ion channel of a given length, L, in steady
state Equation 2.28 can be applied. For simplification, the potential gradient
is assumed to be constant (Fall et al., 2002):
d 
dx
=
  
L
(2.29)
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with
   =  (0)- (L) . (2.30)
The ion flux, Ji, through the channel can be determined as:
Ji = -
Di
L
zFV
RT
 
c(L)- c(0) exp(-zFVRT )
1- exp(-zFVRT )
!
. (2.31)
Ji can be converted to an ionic current Ic by multiplying by zF.
2.5 ion channel open probability
An ion channel is a specialised pathway that allows the passive transport of
ions (see Equation 2.31). The opening and closing of ion channels is accom-
plished in different ways, known as gating (Purves et al., 2008).
• Voltage-gated ion channel - opens and closes in response to the mem-
brane potential.
• Ligand-gated ion channel - directly linked to an ionotropic receptor
and opens and closes in response to transmitter-binding (e.g. Glu,
gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)).
• Mechanosensitive ion channel - opens and closes in response to mech-
anical stretch, pressure or shear (e.g. due to blood flow in the vessel).
• Second-messenger-activated ion channel - e.g. by intracellular ions.
A mathematical prediction of the average behaviour of many individual
channels of a channel type is the open probability.
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An ion channel can be in either of two conductance states: a closed state,
c, or an open state, o. Kinetic transitions between the two states can be de-
scribed with the rate constants k+ and k- (Fall et al., 2002):
c
k+  *) 
k-
o . (2.32)
The fraction of channels in the open state, fo , is defined as:
fo =
no
no +nc
, (2.33)
where no and nc refer to the total number of channels in the open and the
closed state, respectively.
The flux from the open to the closed state, j-, is proportional to the num-
ber of open channels and can be written as:
j- = k
-fo . (2.34)
In a similar fashion and with fo + fc = 1 the reverse flux, j+, is determined
by
j+ = k
+fc = k
+(1- fo) . (2.35)
Then
dfo
dt
= j+ - j- = k
+(1- fo)- k
-fo
= (k+ - k-)
✓
fo -
k+
k- + k+
◆
.
(2.36)
Let
⌧ =
1
k- + k+
; f1 = k+
k- + k+
, (2.37)
then
dfo
dt
=
f1 - fo
⌧
, (2.38)
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where f1 is the equilibrium state open probability at a certain point in time
and can be a function of other variables. The time constant ⌧ gives an indic-
ation of the speed at which f reaches its steady state value, which can also
depend on other variables (Fall et al., 2002).
2.6 numerical solving methods
Systems of non-linear differential equations for the rate of change in cellular
properties are often difficult or impossible to solve exactly using analytical
techniques. Computational numerical analysis has made the solving of non-
linear coupled systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) fast, accur-
ate, and relatively easy (Fall et al., 2002). ODE solvers use a combination of
implicit and explicit iterative methods, such as the Euler method or extended
versions of it.
It can be useful to scale the model using characteristic dimensional quant-
ities and relate the system to them. This non-dimensionalisation provides
a way to determine the relative magnitudes of independent parameters of
the system (parameter sensitivity). It also usually reduces the number of
parameters, thereby leading to a significant simplification (Logan, 2013).
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REV IEW OF EX I ST ING MATHEMAT ICAL
MODELS
Over the past two decades several mathematical models have been developed
to describe basic biochemical mechanisms and pathways within components
of the NVU and the cerebral vasculature.
These models are based on physical, hæmodynamical and electrical laws
paired with often very fundamental experiments and have been elucidating
the role of certain cells and pathways in components of NVC. Our research
group makes use of existing models, develops them further and combines
different aspects of them to create new models. It is also an important part of
research to analyse the work of others in a critical way and, where necessary,
correct parts of it. The fact that some models, including ours, cannot correctly
predict some physiological phenomena shows that we do not understand
everything and emphasises the need for further research.
3.1 models of a neurovascular unit
The NVU is comprised of many interconnected cell types with complex in-
formation exchange. Few mathematical models of a full NVU have been pre-
viously described. However, there are multiple models published that focus
on parts of the NVU. By adding these segments together in a meaningful way
and extending them, we can obtain a model of the whole NVC process.
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3.1.1 Neuron and Astrocyte
NEs and ACs are the most numerous cell types in the brain. Information
transmission in neuronal networks through electrical and chemical signals
are essential for cerebral functioning.
ACs play an important role in maintaining the neuronal environment and
interact with NEs on many different levels. They surround nearly all neuronal
synapses with their processes. NEs and ACs are not connected to one another
through gap junctions (GJs) as SMCs and ECs are, but use the narrow SC space
between them for interactions (Magistretti and Ransom, 2002; Carmignoto
and Gómez-Gonzalo, 2010).
ACs influence the ions, energy metabolites and neurotransmitters of the SC
between two NEs. One of the best-established functions of ACs is the regula-
tion of extracellular K+, which is rapidly increased during neuronal activity.
Uptake and redistribution of SC K+, so-called spatial buffering, through ACs
is essential for K+ homeostatic control, because diffusion alone could not
dissipate K+ released from NEs fast enough (Magistretti and Ransom, 2002).
K+ is taken up by the AC through two types of cotransporters, a sub-
category of membrane transport proteins, namely Potassium chloride co-
transporter type 1 (KCC1) and sodium-potassium-chloride cotransporter type
1 (NKCC1), that cotransport K+ and Na+ ions with Cl- ions into the AC (Ma-
gistretti and Ransom, 2002; Østby et al., 2009).
Chang et al. (2013) presented a detailed biophysical NE model. The re-
search group studied the pathological electrical, ionic, and metabolic dis-
turbances in the grey matter of the brain that occur during cortical spread-
ing depression (CSD). A mathematical model of the neuronal intracellular
space (divided into two compartments, soma and dendrite), the ECS, and
the vascular space is presented. The astrocytic K+ buffering is modelled by
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a simplified flux that accurately reproduces the K+ dynamics of Farr and
David (2011).
The model omits an axon domain, which does not influence their research
findings, but could be an important component of models for information
transduction in neuronal networks.
Furthermore, the Chang et al. model does not include Ca2+ dynamics
in the NE. It is shown, however, that Ca2+ is an important signalling mo-
lecule and has influence on a wide range of intracellular processes in nor-
mal and pathological conditions. These include the release of transmitters,
synaptic plasticity, activation of ion channels and intracellular Ca2+ store dy-
namics (Schutter and Smolen, 1998). There are indications that dysfunction
of the NVU and disruption of the equilibrium of cytosolic Ca2+ in both the
NEs and ACs are implicated in the pathogenesis of AD (Kuchibhotla et al.,
2009). Additionally, LaFerla (2002) emphasised the destabilisation of neur-
onal Ca2+ homeostasis in the ER arising from altered amyloid precursor pro-
tein (APP) processing and increased A-  concentrations, typically associated
with Alzheimer’s Disease. Kuchibhotla et al. (2009) observed elevated resting
astrocytic Ca2+ levels and intercellular Ca2+ waves in mice with A-  plaques.
Against this background the inclusion of a detailed biophysical model for
the Ca2+ dynamics in the NE and AC with special focus on ER signalling
mechanisms seems essential for studying Ca2+ signal-transduction cascades
in the normal and in the AD brain.
An implementation of a rather simple Ca2+ model for the NE is carried out
by Santucci and Raghavachari (2008), who model Ca2+ influx into the neuron
through ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDA-Rs). These are re-
ceptor complexes including transmembrane ion channels in the NE that are
opened or closed in response to the binding of Glu (Benarroch, 2006).
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In contrast to this, a very detailed neuronal Ca2+ model was presented
by Schutter and Smolen (1998). One of its main features is that it includes
an ER, which seems of essential importance as it is believed that Ca2+ re-
lease from this intracellular Ca2+ store plays an important role in excitable
cells (Mattson et al., 2000). Ca2+ is released from the ER through inositol
trisphosphate (IP3)- and Ca2+-gated channels and is taken up through sar-
coplasmic/endoplasmic reticulum calcium-ATPase (SERCA) pumps. The NE
exchanges Ca2+ ions with the SC through voltage-operated calcium channels
(VOCCs) and ionotropic glutamate receptor (iGlu-R) complexes. The physiolo-
gically large equilibrium Ca2+ concentration gradient between intra- and
extracellular space (0.1 µM and 1000 µM, respectively) is maintained by an
ATPase pump and a Na+/K+ exchanger. The Schutter and Smolen model in-
cludes intracellular spatial electro-diffusion of Ca2+ and IP3, hence comprises
partial differential equations (PDEs).
Østby et al. (2009) investigate the shrinkage phenomenon of the extracel-
lular space due to K+ clearance followed by osmotically-driven water uptake
by the AC.
Neuronal activity is modelled by a K+ release from the NE and subsequent
uptake by the AC through co-transporters. In the Østby et al. (2009) model
the interactions of K+, Na+, Cl- and bicarbonate (HCO-3 ) ions are taken into
account. A graphical overview of all ion channels and pumps included in the
Østby et al. model is given in Figure 8. Farr and David (2011) include astro-
cytic Ca2+ dynamics in their model, thereby following the model of Lemon
et al. (2003) and Bennett et al. (2008). Nevertheless, only intracellular pro-
cesses are taken into account and the model does not include Ca2+ exchange
with the extracellular space. The cytosolic Ca2+ concentration, [Ca2+]k, is
determined by the fluxes from and to the ER.
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Figure 8: A graphical overview of the Østby et al. (2009) model.
Witthoft and Karniadakis (2012) andWitthoft et al. (2013) included mechano-
sensitive Ca2+ channels (transient receptor potential cation channel subfam-
ily V member 4 (TRPV4)) at the endfoot of the AC. In this model vessel dilation
activates TRPV4 channels, allowing an influx of Ca2+ from the PVS into the as-
trocytic cytosol. The channel is inhibited by intra- and extracellular Ca2+ con-
centration, it has a slow decay at a low extracellular and a fast decay at high
extracellular Ca2+. However,this is in contrast to the findings of Dunn et al.
(2013), where moderate intracellular Ca2+ levels activate the TRPV4 channel.
3.1.2 Smooth Muscle and Endothelial Cell
The arteriolar vessel wall is formed of a layer of ECs surrounded by one layer
of SMCs. The cells exhibit functional GJ contacts among each other (homo-
typic coupling) and between the two different cell types (heterotypic coup-
ling).
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The SMC is a contractile unit of the NVU and therefore directly impacts
on the CBF by controlling the vessel diameter. The SMC cytosolic Ca2+ stim-
ulates the phosphorylation of the light chain of myosin (for more detailed
explanation, see Section 1.1.2.3).
Hai and Murphy (1988) were the first to describe a biophysical model of
the contraction mechanism of a muscle cell. The model is validated with
data from experiments on stimulated swine carotid artery SMCs (Singer and
Murphy, 1987).
They formulated rate equations for all four states of the actin-myosin in-
teractions: free nonphosphorylated cross bridges (M), free phosphorylated
cross bridges (Mp), attached phosphorylated cross bridges (AMp) and at-
tached dephosphorylated latch bridges (AM; see Figure 9). The dynamics
A+M A+Mp
AMpAM
K1
K2K7
K3 K4
K5
K6
Figure 9: The kinetics of the four states of the actin-myosin interactions as mathem-
atically described by Hai and Murphy (1988). K1 to K7 are rate constants,
of which K1 and K6 are calcium-dependent.
of the fraction of myosin in a particular state is given by four differential
equations:
d[M]
dt
= -K1[M] +K2[Mp] +K7[AM]
d[Mp]
dt
= K4[AMp] +K1[M]- (K2 +K3)[Mp]
d[AMp]
dt
= K3[Mp] +K6[AM]- (K4 +K5)[AMp]
d[AM]
dt
= K5[AMp]- (K7 +K6)[AM]
(3.1)
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with
[AM] + [AMp] + [Mp] + [M] = 1 (3.2)
where the rate constants, Kn (n = 1, ..., 7), regulate the phosphorylation
and bridge formation. Note that this system is overdetermined and using
equation (3.2) the model only needs to be solved for [AM], [AMp] and [Mp].
One of the main assumptions of the Hai and Murphy (1988) model is that
the Ca2+-dependent myosin phosphorylation is the only regulatory mech-
anism. Yang et al. (2005) reduce the Hai and Murphy (1988) system to a
two-state kinetic model and modify it to express the effect that the second
messenger cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) has on MLC activity. The
modified MLC dephosphorylation rate constant, K2, associated with cGMP
concentration reads:
K2 = k
b
mlcp + k
c
mlcp
[cGMP]nH
[cGMP]nH +KnHm,mlcp
, (3.3)
where kbmlcp and k
c
mlcp represent rate constants, Km is the Michaelis-Menten
coefficient, and nH is the Hill coefficient.
M Mp
kmlck
kmlcp
Figure 10: The reduced Hai and Murphy (1988) model (Yang et al., 2005).
Koenigsberger et al. (2004, 2005, 2006) constructed a mathematical model
of a population of SMCs and ECs homo- and heterocellularly coupled through
GJs on the basis of Parthimos et al. (1999). The focus of their research is the
formation of intracellular SMC Ca2+ oscillations leading to arterial contrac-
tion and vasomotion when synchronising. Cell stimulation is obtained by
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receptor-ligand agonists which, via the G protein, activate phospholipase
C (PLC) and induce the release of the second messenger IP3 (Clapham, 1995).
The Koenigsberger et al. model extends that of Parthimos et al. (1999), in
which the equations for Ca2+ concentrations are based on the two-compartment
lumped parameter model of Goldbeter et al. (1990).
The Koenigsberger et al. (2006) model comprises nine differential equa-
tions describing the rate of change of intracellular Ca2+ concentration, IP3
concentration and membrane potential of EC and SMC, the ER and sarcoplas-
mic reticulum (SR) Ca2+ concentration, respectively, and the open probability
of the big potassium (BK) channel in the SMC.
Koenigsberger et al. (2006) include stretch-activated channels (SACs) in
their model, which react to circumferential stress created by blood pressure.
The channels are permeable to Ca2+ and other ions. However, they were not
considered in the model. Data for the SACs are obtained from in vitro experi-
ments conducted on isolated rat kidneys by Takenaka et al. (1998).
A graphical representation of the Koenigsberger et al. model is given in
Figure 11.
The Koenigsberger et al. (2006) model can be used to form an important
basis of an NVU model because it comprises the two cell types that make
up the arteriolar wall. This model includes the most important ion channels
and pumps, and incorporates conservation equations for voltage, Ca2+ and
IP3, but not for K+. However, there are a number of simplifying assumptions
made in the model. The authors omit the introduction of volume ratios for
the cytosol and the intracellular Ca2+ stores. These “effective volumes” are
introduced by Parthimos et al. (1999) and take into account that the ratio
of ’free’ (unbuffered) Ca2+ ions in the cytosol to the ones in the intracellular
stores is similar to the physiological volume ratio of the two compartments.
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Figure 11: Representation of the Koenigsberger et al. (2006) model
Furthermore, the IP3-induced Ca2+ release from the ER and SR is not ac-
counted for in the conservation equation of the Ca2+ concentration in the
stores.
3.2 models of neurovascular coupling
NVC has been studied for over 100 years (Roy and Sherrington, 1890). How-
ever, few mathematical models can be found in the literature.
The presented work is based on the work of Farr and David (2011), who
were the first to publish a mathematical model that describes complete com-
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munication pathways between NEs and the vasculature. Their model includes
the base principles of K+ and EET signalling in the NVU. This model simulates
neuronal activity by a K+ efflux. It also includes astrocytic Ca2+ variations in-
duced by Glu release into the SC and the subsequent efflux of K+ into the PVS
from the Ca2+-mediated BK channel. Although the model provides a qualit-
ative description of NVC the rate of change of perivascular K+ is slow and
the dilation of the associated arteriole takes too long to reach even small
dilations. In addition, the perivascular K+ concentration, at which the SMC
membrane potential is maximally hyperpolarised, is too high. However, it
does predict constriction for large K+ concentrations qualitatively similar to
the experimental work of Edwards et al. (1988).
The extension of the Farr and David (2011) model by Witthoft and Karni-
adakis (2012) and Witthoft et al. (2013) introduces bi-directional NVC (also
called “inversion of NVC”). This is due to the feedback of the vascular ra-
dius via the stretch-activated TRPV4 channels to the NEs. In addition to this,
it has not yet been studied how many of the signalling pathways include
backward feeding segments. One unquestionable fact is that all cells in an
NVU are closely linked with their adjacent cells and complex mechanisms
like NVC would not be possible without this.
Chang et al. (2013) present a phenomenological model of NVC. The arterial
radius, R, is given as a function of only the extracellular K+ concentration,
including terms for constriction and dilation:
R = R0
constrictionz }| {
exp
 
-
✓
[K+]ecs - 3.5
a
◆2!
⇥
dilationz }| {
1+ b exp
⇣
- (([K+]ecs - 10)/c)
2
⌘
1+ b exp (-(6.5/c)2)
,
(3.4)
where R0 is the equilibrium radius and the parameters a, b, and c are fit to
the radius versus extracellular K+ plot of the Farr and David model.
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The arterial radius determines the CBF, well-modelled by Poiseuille flow,
and therefore the O2 delivery to the tissue, S. The following reaction-diffusion
equation describes the time- and space-dependent tissue O2 concentration:
@[O2]
@t
= DO2
@2[O2]
@x2
+ S , (3.5)
where DO2 is the O2 diffusion coefficient. The ATPase pump behaviour, in
turn, is dependent on the availability of O2.
Chander and Chakravarthy (2012) present a biophysical NVU model that
comprises NEs, ACs and SMCs focussing on neuro-glial-vascular loop inter-
actions. Their NE model is based on the Hodgkin and Huxley model and
modified to generate firing rates below 100Hz. The AC compartment follows
the formulation of EET dynamics of Bennett et al. (2008). Interestingly, they
include a metabolic feedback mechanism, including glucose release from
the blood vessel, an astrocyte-neuron lactate shuttle and a simplified tri-
carboxylic acid (TCA) cycle that produces ATP for the Na+/K+ ATPase pump
in the neuron.
The Chander and Chakravarthy (2012) model, however, omits the inclu-
sion of ECs, which are known to play an important role in the dynamics of
the NVU, including modulatory effects (Lok et al., 2007). Furthermore, ECs
express transporters that facilitate the BBB transport of nutrients, ions and
peptides (Zlokovic, 2011).
3.3 models of cerebral vasculature
There are numerous models for cerebral hæmodynamics of different levels
of detail. These models describe either parts of or the whole cerebro-vascular
tree, reaching from the carotid and vertebral arteries down to the capillary
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plexuses. An excellent review of existing models of perfusion in the cerebral
vasculature is presented by David et al. (2008).
Most relevant for the present work are models that focus on the space-
filling geometry of the cerebral arterial sub-tree comprising the arteriolar
and capillary bed level, which is needed to perfuse tissue evenly.
3.3.1 Spatial Tree Layout
The vascular network exhibits a tree-like structure with large vessels branch-
ing into successively shorter and narrower vessels. Due to the high surface-
to-volume ratio most of the blood-tissue exchange of O2 and CO2 occurs
in the terminating arterioles and capillaries. Arterial trees have been optim-
ised for their task of transporting blood to the respective perfusion sites. To
imitate this space-filling geometry Schreiner and Buxbaum (1993) have de-
veloped a method to adaptively ‘grow’ vascular trees in silico following op-
timisation principles for branching angles, pressure profiles, segment radii,
and perfusion homogeneity. For a given cerebral tissue volume considered
to be perfused this method is called constrained constructive optimisation
(CCO) and an example of a three-dimensional vascular tree by Karch et al.
(1999) is given in Figure 12.
CCO generated arterial trees very closely resemble the even distribution of
terminal segments over the perfusion area imitating a homogeneous supply
of blood (Schreiner et al., 2000). However, the fact that they are not sym-
metric and have adaptive vessel lengths and radii makes it difficult to sim-
ulate blood flow through these models and implement them in tissue-like
structures, especially in parallel, which is one of the objectives of this work
(section 1.3).
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Figure 12: Constrained constructive optimisation technique for adaptive arterial
tree growth. (Reproduced with friendly permission from Karch et al.
(1999)).
3.3.2 Blood Flow in the Vascular Tree
Blood is composed of blood cells (erythrocytes, leukocytes and thrombo-
cytes) suspended in plasma. Its colloidal character makes it a complex fluid
with non-Newtonian properties. The blood flow in a non-deformable circu-
latory system can be described by three-dimensional numerical simulation
based on the Navier-Stokes equations:
@u
@t
+u ·ru = -rp+ vr2u , r ·u = 0 , (3.6)
where u is a velocity vector, p the pressure, and v is the kinematic viscosity,
(e.g. Grinberg et al., 2011).
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Patient-specific models and models for local phenomena, like carotid bi-
furcation or stented artery, are better described by three-dimensional simu-
lations (Gabrys et al., 2006). For example, Cebral et al. (2001) simulate vari-
ations of the cerebral arterial circle (CAC) using an unsteady pulsatile flow
in a three-dimensional rigid walled model.
From a computational point of view, however, three-dimensional models
of a complete arterial tree are hardly affordable, because they require com-
plicated methods of model and mesh generation, which makes them very
computationally expensive.
Many authors have described simplified zero-, one- or two-dimensional
models of blood flow through vessels. The simplest form of the governing
equations arises when blood flow is described by Hagen-Poiseuille flow. This
assumes Newtonian, fully developed, steady, axisymmetric flow in a straight
rigid pipe. For a vessel of length l and radius r:
u(t) =
⇡r4
8µl
 pf(t) , (3.7)
where µ is the blood viscosity and  p is the pressure difference over l,
and where  p/l is a constant. The time-dependent function f(t) describes
changes in blood flow, e.g. due to the heart beat.
The Womersley number, Nw, is a dimensionless measurement for bio-
fluids and describes the ratio between the transient internal and the viscous
force (Fung, 1993):
Nw =
transient internal force
viscous force
=
⇢!U
µUd-2
=
⇢!d2
µ
, (3.8)
where ⇢ is the fluid density, ! the angular frequency of oscillations, U the
characteristic velocity, d the diameter of the pipe (characteristic length) and
µ the dynamic viscosity.
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When Nw is smaller than 1, the frequency of pulsations is sufficiently low
that a parabolic velocity profile has time to develop and the flow can be
given to a good approximation by Poiseuille’s law (Nichols et al., 1992). For
blood flow in arterioles we have a typical diameter of 10µm to 20µm (Bell
and Zlokovic, 2009), ⇢ = 1060 kgm-3 and µ = 3⇥10-3 Pa s to 4⇥10-3 Pa s.
! is equal to 2⇡ times the heart rate frequency (60 to 100 beats per minute),
therefore! = 1 s-1 to 1.7 s-1. With these values we obtain a Nw of the order
of magnitude of 0.01, which is small enough to assume Hagen-Poiseuille
flow (Equation 3.7).
Moore et al. (2005) and Grinberg et al. (2011) compare one- and three-
dimensional models of the CAC. Results show good correlation between the
two models for the transient efferent flux profile (Moore et al., 2005) and also
for pressure drop along the arteries (Grinberg et al., 2011). One-dimensional
models have a much faster solution time, however, predicting less resistance
in geometrically complex arteries than three-dimensional models (Moore
et al., 2005).
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S INGLE NEUROVASCULAR UNIT
FOUNDAT ION MODEL
4.1 introduction
The brain consumes high amounts of energy for neuronal firing and cycling
of neurotransmitters. It relies on continuous supply of blood providing nu-
trients and O2 and clear metabolic products such as CO2, lactate, and heat. It
is essential that the blood flow is well-regulated, because cerebral tissue is
extremely sensitive to decreased perfusion and the brain does not comprise
a local energy reserve (Lok et al., 2007).
NVC is a complex cerebrovascular control mechanism that ensures ad-
equate perfusion distribution and increased blood flow in active brain re-
gions. The NVU is an assembly of brain cells dynamically performing to-
gether and functioning as a major contributor to NVC. These cells, namely
NEs, ACs and the vascular cells ECs and SMCs, generate, coordinate and trans-
duce molecular signals underlying the changes in blood flow (Iadecola, 2004).
There are a number of primary and secondary signalling pathways that
couple neuronal activity to vascular response, many of which are still not
fully understood. During activation NEs release vasoactive substances, such
as the neurotransmitters acetylcholine, GABA, catecholamines, and neuropeptides,
into the SC. Other released substances are not vasoactive themselves, but act
indirectly on the vessel by stimulating the production of vasodilators and
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-constrictors. Such mediators include Glu, hydron (H+) ions, K+, Ca2+, aden-
osine, and prostaglandins (Lok et al., 2007).
For NVC signalling, glial cells are of particular importance, specifically
ACs. These are known to have an important role in maintaining the neuronal
environment and in the control of the vessel diameter. ACs surround SCs with
their peripheral ends and take up extracellular K+ released from NEs. K+ ions
are then transported to the end-feet of the ACs, released into the PVS through
BK channels and subsequently taken up by the SMCs.
The SMCs form the centre of the NVU since they receive input from both
neuronal activity via the ACs and indications of the state of blood flow from
the endothelium. These inputs are in the form of voltage coupling via ionic
transport, release of SMC cytosolic Ca2+ from the SR due to IP3 transported
from the EC, and finally Ca2+ from the EC itself. The SMCs and ECs exhibit in-
tracellular communication via hetero-cellular connexin gap-junctions (Had-
dock et al., 2006). Cells can change their dynamical state by transporting
messenger molecules, such as IP3 and Ca2+, through these gap-junctions.
The primary pathways in NVC all seem to be regulated to a large extent
by the K+ concentration in the PVS (Filosa et al., 2006). K+ elevations dur-
ing neuronal activation set into motion a series of events which changes
intracellular Ca2+ in the SMC. Here, the response of arterioles under normal
physiological conditions depends on the amount of K+ released from the ACs.
Higher concentrations lead to vasoconstriction, while lower concentrations
lead to vasodilation (Lok et al., 2007).
Nevertheless, many of the underlying mechanisms that govern NVC have
not been fully elucidated (Iadecola, 2004). Investigating the relationship between
neuronal activity and the resulting variation in the radius of the perfusing
arteriole in addition to the role of EC/SMC connectivity and the resulting
effects of flowing blood is crucial to further understanding of NVC.
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To gain more insight into these complex pathways computational mod-
els based on physical, hæmodynamical and electrical laws have been help-
ful in elucidating the role of certain cells and pathways in components of
NVC. Over the past two decades, several mathematical models have been de-
veloped to mimic components of certain chemical pathways within the NVC
(see chapter 3).
The present model extends the Farr and David (2011) model to include
a more sophisticated neuronal activity simulation using the work of Østby
et al. (2009), which includes the time-dependent efflux and influx of K+ and
Na+ ions, respectively, during neuronal activity. Furthermore, an additional
BK channel at the end-foot of the AC is included, which allows K+ to move
out of the AC and into the PVS inducing vessel response (Filosa et al., 2006).
The present model does not include a Ca2+ mediated BK channel since
the Ca2+ concentration reaches only about 180 nM and data from Cox et al.
(1997) shows that the activation and deactivation times vary very little at
such low concentrations, similarly for tail currents at physiological mem-
brane potentials. Additionally, as noted in the model development, work by
Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout (1994) has indicated that the dynam-
ics of the BK channel are essentially unchanged if an average astrocytic Ca2+
is assumed. BK channels are also mediated by membrane potential (Chung
et al., 2007; Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994). However, this is not
to mean that astrocytic Ca2+ is not an important pathway for BK channel
activation, just that it may not be the only one.
The model is based on experimentally validated ion channel parameters
providing it with the ability to describe the full NVC phenomenon. The model
contains that which we believe to be the fundamental ingredients of NVC, but
it also has the ability to include other pathways.
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4.2 methods
The NVU, as defined in this model, includes the following compartments: NE,
AC, SMC coupled to an EC. These cell types along with the SC and the PVS
are represented in the model by separate subdomains. These subdomains
are assembled together using a lumped parameter approach, where spatial
variations in the compartments are considered negligible, thus allowing in-
tercellular interactions.
It should be noted that although each compartment is assumed to con-
tain a number of homotypic cells and to have differing volumes, they are
considered to be an aggregate of cells and therefore act as a single entity. A
graphical overview of these lumped domains is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: Compartment model of an NVU using a lumped parameter approach.
Aggregates of homotypic cells are assumed to act as single entities with
uniform concentrations throughout. NE - neuron, SC - synaptic cleft, AC
- astrocyte, PVS - perivascular space, SMC - smooth muscle cell, EC -
endothelial cell, ER - endoplasmic reticulum, SR - sarcoplasmic reticulum,
LU - lumen. Intercellular communication is indicated by arrows.
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To understand the connectivity of the full system we consider four “sub-
systems”, the NE/AC subsystem including the PVS and SC, the SMC/EC sub-
system, which couples the SMC and EC together, the Arteriolar Contraction
subsystem and the Arteriolar Wall Mechanical subsystem. We treat each sub-
system as having a “triggering” input and subsequent output that provides
connectivity and a further “triggering” input to the other linked subsystems,
essentially a coupling influence across all subsystems providing a holistic
model.
A full list of equations and parameters used for this model can be found
in the Appendix (section A.1).
4.2.1 Neuron/Astrocyte Subsystem
The model for this subsystem describes the crucial biochemical processes
within the NE, the SC, the AC and the PVS. It extends the model of Østby et al.
(2009) by adding a large conductance K+ channel in the astrocytic wall and
directing K+ into the PVS with flux JBK. The Østby et al. (2009) model was
chosen since it provides a basic model for K+ efflux. We use this on the basis
of the work of Filosa et al. (2006), which showed that K+ efflux into the SC is
one of the dominant effects of neuronal activity.
An illustration of the NE/AC subsystem is shown in Figure 14. All of the
ion channels and pumps that are implemented in this model are listed in
Table 1.
The mathematical formulations for the BK channel are based on those
presented by Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout (1994). We model the
open probability of the BK channel, wk, as a membrane-voltage-mediated
process given by
dwk
dt
=  w (w1 -wk) , (4.1)
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Figure 14: Detail of the NE/AC subsystem.
Table 1: Table of ion pumps and channels used in the Neuron/Astrocyte subsystem.
Flux name permeable to mediated by
JK,s Potassium pump K+ K+
JNa,s Sodium pump Na+ Na+
JNBC,k Sodium bicarbonate pump Na+, HCO-3 vk, Na+, HCO-3
JKCC,k Potassium chloride co-transporter K+, Cl- K+, Cl-
JNKCC,k Sodium Potassium chloride co-transporter Na+, K+, Cl- Na+, K+, Cl-
JK,k Potassium channel K+ vk, K+
JNaK,k Sodium potassium pump Na+, K+ vk, Na+, K+
JNa,k Sodium channel Na+ vk, Na+
JHCO3,k Bicarbonate channel HCO
-
3 vk, HCO-3
JCl,k Chloride channel Cl- vk, Na+, HCO-3
JBK,k Large conductance K+ channel K+ vk, K+
where the equilibrium state BK-channel open probability, w1, is a function
of the membrane potential, vk:
w1 = 0.5
✓
1+ tanh
✓
vK + v6
v4
◆◆
(4.2)
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and the time constant  w associated with the opening of BK channels as
 w =  w cosh
✓
vk + v6
2v4
◆
. (4.3)
In the normal manner we write the K+ flux through the BK channel
JBK,k =
gBK,k
F
wk (vk - EBK,k) , (4.4)
here EBK,k is the Nernst potential for the BK channel given by
EBK,k =
RgasT
zKF
ln
✓
Kp
Kk
◆
(4.5)
with Kp and Kk designated as the K+ concentrations in the PVS and AC com-
partments, respectively. zK is the ionic valence for K+, and F is the Faraday’s
constant. In contrast to both Filosa et al. (2004) and Farr and David (2011) the
characteristic time scale for the BK channel is independent of Ca2+. Unpub-
lished results from our own group and the analysis of Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout (1994) show that the dynamics of the BK channel are essen-
tially unchanged when an average value of the astrocytic Ca2+ is assumed.
This allows investigations into the sensitivity of the model to membrane
potential and other pathways.
The NE model of Østby et al. (2009) is used to provide a time-dependent
input for the NE/AC subsystem simulating neuronal activity. It is a simpli-
fied model, however it is sufficient in providing the essential qualities and
quantities; that is the production of K+ into the SC and its re-distribution
back to the NE via the Na/K ATPase pump. Other more detailed NE mod-
els could be used, such as that given by Chang et al. (2013), but essentially
synaptic K+ dominates the system input for this NVC foundation model.
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Østby et al. (2009) model neuronal activity as a time-dependent input sig-
nal, fK/Na(t), describing the release of K+ into the SC and a simultaneous
equal influx of Na+ into the NE. For the profile of fK/Na(t) Østby et al. (2009)
assumed a beta distribution with the governing parameters ↵n and  n ful-
filling the following two criteria:
1. The time from the starting input until the attained maximum level of
the K+ concentration in the SC should be 5 s.
2. The level of K+ concentration in the SC at t = t0 + 30 s should be 70%
of the maximum level.
The present model uses the Østby et al. (2009) input with ↵n = 2 and  n = 5.
The amplitude of the input signal is scaled by the value Finput to reach the
same order of magnitude of K+ efflux proposed by experiments (Filosa et al.,
2006).
Beside this neuronal input signal, the NKCC1 (sodium-K+-chloride) and
KCC1 (K+-chloride) co-transporters are enabled when the neuronal ion re-
lease and spatial buffering are applied. This behaviour is modelled by a
simple step function with the value 1 when both are activated and with a de-
fault value of 0. The input signal and the co-transporter behaviour is shown
in Figure 15.
For the PVS, the volume ratio between the AC and the SMC compartments
is (unlike the surface-volume ratio for the SC and the AC in the Østby et al.
(2009) model) not a function of time and is kept constant. It is known by
Nagelhus et al. (1999) that the length scale of the PVS is in order of several
nanometres, while the length scale for cells like ACs and SMCs is in the order
of micrometres. For this reason, we have chosen the volume ratio between
the cells and PVS to be 0.001.
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Figure 15: Input signals and the K+ concentration in the synaptic cleft. Top: Neur-
onal release function fK/Na(t) of K+. Blue continuous line - The K+ ef-
flux is modelled by a beta distribution and buffered back afterwards.
Red dashed line - The co-transporters are enabled when the neuronal ion
release and spatial buffering is applied, modelled by a block function.
Bottom: The K+ concentration in the synaptic cleft.
The increase of K+ in the SC during neuronal activity results in an in-
creased K+ uptake by the AC, which consequently undergoes depolarisation.
This results in a K+ efflux in order to repolarise the compartment (“cell”)
membrane back to its steady state potential. Since physiologically most of
the astrocytic K+ conductance channels are located at the end-feet, the out-
ward current-carrying K+ would flow out largely through these processes.
These end-feet K+ conductance channels are modelled by the BK channel
flux JBK,k and are given by Equation 4.1 to Equation 4.5.
Consequently, the K+ is ‘siphoned’ from the SC to the end-feet of the AC
and released into the PVS by the BK channel. This efflux increases the PVS K+
concentration, which is an input variable for the SMC/EC subsystem, there-
fore giving the addition of the BK channel particular importance.
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4.2.2 Smooth Muscle/Endothelial Cell Subsystem
The SMC/EC subsystem model extends the work of Koenigsberger et al.
(2006) by adding an inward-rectifying potassium (KIR) channel (with flux
JKIR) at the interface between the SMC and the PVS. It allows a K+ flux in and
out of the cell, but is named “inwardly-rectifying”, because it passes K+ ions
more easily in the inward direction than in the outward direction at mem-
brane potentials negative to K+ reversal potential. The KIR channel models
the connection between the NE/AC and SMC/EC subsystems via the PVS.
The biochemical behaviour of the KIR channel is modelled and implemented
according to experimental data by Filosa et al. (2006).
A graphical overview of the SMC/EC subsystem is shown in Figure 16. All
of the ion channels and pumps that are implemented in this model are listed
in Table 2.
The KIR channel is mediated by K+ concentration in the PVS, [K+]p, which
varies with neuronal activity. The rise in K+ activates the KIR channel on
the SMC causing release of more K+ into the PVS. The efflux of cytosolic K+
via the KIR channel hyperpolarises the SMC, causing the voltage-operated
Ca2+ channel to close and preventing any further influx of Ca2+ into the SMC
cytosol. The formulation of the KIR channel uses the data of Filosa et al.
(2006).
The flux JKIR,i through the KIR channel in the SMC compartment (in µMs-1)
is written as
JKIR,i =
FKIR,igKIR,i
 conv
(vi - vKIR,i) , (4.6)
where  conv is a conversion parameter relating the net movement of ions
to the membrane potential, providing JKIR,i in the correct units of µMs-1
(Koenigsberger et al., 2006).
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Table 2: Table of ion pumps and channels used in the SMC/ EC subsystem.
Flux name permeable to mediated by
JKIR,i Inward-rectifier potassium channel K+ vi, K+p
JCICR,i Calcium induced calcium release channel Ca2+ Ca2+i , cCa2+i
JIP3,i IP3 sensitive calcium channel Ca2+ IP3i
JSRleak,i Sarcoplasmic leak channel Ca2+ cCa2+i
JSRupt,i Sarcoplasmic uptake channel Ca2+ Ca
2+
i
JNaK,i Sodium potassium pump Na+, K+ -
JK,i Potassium channel K+ vi, Ca2+i
Jextr,i Calcium extrusion pump Ca2+ vi, Ca2+i
JVOCC,i Voltage operated calcium channel Ca2+ vi
Jstretch,i Stretch activated channel Ca2+ vi,  p, R
JNaCa,i Sodium calcium exchange pump Na+, Ca2+ vi, Ca2+i
JCl,i Chloride channel Cl- vi
Jdegrad,i IP3 degradation IP3 IP3,i
JCa2+cpl
Heterocellular calcium coupling channel Ca2+ Ca2+i , Ca
2+
j
JVcpl Heterocellular voltage coupling channel v vi, vj
JIP3cpl Heterocellular IP3 coupling channel IP3 IP3i , IP3j
JCICR,j Calcium induced calcium release channel Ca2+ Ca2+j , cCa2+j
JIP3,j IP3 sensitive calcium channel Ca2+ IP3j
JERleak,j Endoplasmic leak channel Ca2+ cCa2+j
JERupt,j Endoplasmic uptake channel Ca2+ Ca
2+
j
J0,j Calcium channel Ca2+ -
Jcation,j Non selective cation channel Ca2+ vj, Ca2+j
Jextr,j Calcium extrusion pump Ca2+ Ca2+j
Jstretch,j Stretch activated channel Ca2+ vj,  p, R
JK,j Large conductance potassium channel K+ vj, Ca2+j
JR,j Residual current regrouping channel Na+, Cl- vj
Jdegrad,j IP3 degradation IP3 IP3j
JPLC IP3 production IP3 agonist
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Figure 16: Detail of the SMC/EC subsystem.
Here the Nernst potential (in mV) is a function of [K+]p and given as
vKIR,i = z1[K+]p - z2 , (4.7)
where z1 and z2 are derived by fitting a linear function to the data of Filosa
et al. (2006). The conductance of the KIR channel is a function of both mem-
brane potential, vi, and [K+]p. It is formulated as
gKIR,i = exp
 
z5vi + z3[K+]p - z4
 
, (4.8)
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again with fitting parameters to the data of Filosa et al. (2006). Figure 17
shows the experimental data of Filosa et al. (2006) and gKIR,i(vi, [K+]p) for
[K+]p 2 [3, 6, 10] mM. The parameter values and units can be found in
Table 3.
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Figure 17: Experimental data of Filosa et al. (2006) and gKIR,i(vi, [K+]p) for [K+]p 2
[3, 6, 10] mM.
A second important input signal to the SMC/EC subsystem is that of IP3
generation in the EC. IP3 is an important messenger molecule and its produc-
tion in the endothelium is triggered by luminal agonists such as ATP, which
bind onto P2Y membrane receptors on the luminal side of the endothelium.
For the present foundation model the production of IP3 is treated as a con-
stant. However, more attention will be paid to variations of it in the following
model extensions (see chapter 5).
Physiologically, ECs and SMCs are connected by hetero- and homocellular
gap junctions that allow an intercellular exchange of molecules and voltage.
Since in the present NVCs model only one compartment of aggregated cells
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is modelled, the homocellular exchange between cells is neglected. The het-
erocellular exchange, however, is implemented by the following linearised
coupling fluxes: JCa2+cpl , JVcpl and JIP3cpl for Ca
2+, voltage and IP3 coupling,
respectively. These coupling functions are given by
JCa2+cpl
= -PCa2+([Ca
2+]i - [Ca
2+]j)
JVcpl = -Gv(Vi - Vj)
JIP3cpl = -PIP3([IP3]i - [IP3]j) , (4.9)
where the subscripts i, j correspond to EC and SMC, respectively.
Barrio et al. (1997) investigated the voltage-gating properties of connexin-
43 junctions and indicated that the conductance of the hemi-channel was
voltage mediated. However for this particular model, we treat PCa2+ ,Gv and
PIP3 as constants. This can be seen as modelling the simple diffusional flux
rather than the more complete electro-diffusional flux which allows for ion
drift.
In the SMC/EC subsystem, Ca2+ buffering is implemented, and corrects for
the fact that approximately 1% of the intracellular Ca2+ is “free” (Parthimos
et al., 1999).
4.2.3 The Arteriolar Contraction Subsystem
The formation of cross bridges between the actin and myosin filaments in
the SMC provides the contraction force and is mediated by cytosolic Ca2+.
The arteriolar contraction subsystem model is based on the work of Hai and
Murphy (1989), and uses the SMC compartmental cytosolic Ca2+ concentra-
tion as an input signal.
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There are four possible states for the formation of myosin: free nonphos-
phorylated cross bridges (M), free phosphorylated cross bridges (Mp), at-
tached phosphorylated cross bridges (AMp) and attached dephosphorylated
latch bridges (AM; see Figure 18).
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Figure 18: SMC detail with actin and myosin filament contraction system.
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The dynamics of the fraction of myosin in a particular state is given by
four differential equations:
d[M]
dt
= -K1[M] +K2[Mp] +K7[AM]
d[Mp]
dt
= K4[AMp] +K1[M]- (K2 +K3)[Mp]
d[AMp]
dt
= K3[Mp] +K6[AM]- (K4 +K5)[AMp]
d[AM]
dt
= K5[AMp]- (K7 +K6)[AM]
(4.10)
with
[AM] + [AMp] + [Mp] + [M] = 1 (4.11)
where the rate constants, Kn (n = 1, ..., 7), regulate the phosphorylation
and bridge formation. Using Equation 4.11 we need only to solve for [AM],
[AMp] and [Mp].
The Ca2+-dependence of the cross bridge model is modelled by rate con-
stants K1 and K6. The total phosphorylation of myosin is a function of the
SMC compartmental Ca2+ (Koenigsberger et al., 2006) so that K1 and K6 are
given by:
K1 = K6 =  cross[Ca2+]3i , (4.12)
in which  cross is a constant characterising the Ca2+ sensitivity of calcium-
activated phosphorylation of myosin.
The active stress of a smooth muscle cell is directly proportional to Fr, the
fraction of attached cross bridges, and is given by Equation (4.13). This is
used as an input parameter for the Mechanical subsystem.
Fr =
[AMp] + [AM]
([AMp] + [AM])max
(4.13)
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4.2.4 The Arteriolar Wall Mechanical Subsystem
As an initial and simple representation the basis for the Mechanical subsys-
tem is a Kelvin-Voigt model, which describes the visco-elastic mechanical
behaviour of the arterial wall. The model consists of a Newtonian damper
and Hookean elastic spring connected in parallel. The fraction of attached
myosin cross bridges, Fr, is the input signal for the Mechanical subsystem
and corresponds with the active stress state of the smooth muscle cells in
the circumferential direction.
This circumferential stress in the arterial wall,  ✓✓, is given by:
 ✓✓ = E✏✓✓ + ⌘
d✏✓✓
dt
, (4.14)
where E is the Young’s modulus, ⌘ the viscosity and ✏✓✓ the strain in the
arterial wall.
Assuming that the acceleration of the vessel wall due to changes in  ✓✓ is
negligible, Laplace’s law is used in order to relate the circumferential stress
to the change in radius:
 ✓✓ =
r p
h
, (4.15)
where  p is the transmural pressure, r the vessel radius and h the vessel
thickness. For simplicity we treat the wall thickness as a constant fraction of
the radius, h = 0.1r.
To obtain the Young’s modulus, E, and initial radius, r0, as a function
of the attached myosin cross-bridges, experimental data of Gore and Davis
(1985) is used. For the Mechanical subsystem a linear function is utilised,
mapping the fully activated state to the fully relaxed state. The linear fit
is based on the radii between 10 µm and 30 µm, since the full model only
models small strains.
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The Young’s modulus and initial radius is assumed to be a continuous
function of Fr and a linear interpolation is used between two known experi-
mental data states (active Eact and passive Epas) taken from Gore and Davis
(1985) of the smooth muscle cell. We can therefore write
E(Fr) = Epas + Fr
 
Eact - Epas
 
(4.16)
In a similar manner the initial radius is given by
r0(Fr) = r0,pas + Fr
 
r0,act - r0,pas
 
, (4.17)
where r0,act is the arteriolar radius in the active and r0,pas in the passive state.
From Equation (4.14), using Laplacian’s law (Equation 4.15) and Equa-
tions (4.16) and (4.17) for the Young’s modulus and initial radius, respect-
ively, as a function of the Fr, an expression for the time-dependent vessel
radius can be derived:
r p
h
= E(Fr)
✓
r- r0(Fr)
r0(Fr)
◆
+ ⌘
d
dt
✓
r- r0(Fr)
r0(Fr)
◆
(4.18)
giving
dr
dt
=
r0,pas
⌘
✓
r p
h
- E(Fr)
r- r0(Fr)
r0(Fr)
◆
(4.19)
4.2.5 Numerical Solution Method
The model was implemented in MATLAB R2014b. A total of 36 coupled
ordinary differential equations (ODEs) make up the entire system and are
solved using the stiff solver “ode15s”. The system was solved over a time
interval of [0,1000] seconds with default relative and absolute tolerances (1e-
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3 and 1e-6, respectively). Initial conditions for all state variables can be found
in the Appendix.
The three core classes, the Astrocyte, SMCEC and WallMechanics, corres-
pond to the components of the NVU model, namely the astrocyte model, the
SMC and EC model, and the mechanical contraction cell model. For a given
model component, all fluxes and ODEs are grouped together in the code of
the corresponding class. The NVU class uses the three core component classes
to collect the state variables and derivatives values and pass them to the
ode15s solver for stiff problems. All classes in OO-NVU code are subclasses
of MATLAB’s inbuilt handle class which makes them appear as reference
object to avoid unnecessary object duplication on assignment.
The following features apply to the Astrocyte, SMCEC and WallMechanics
classes:
1. The core classes rely on the class constructors to initialise the paramet-
ers with the help of the class-specific function parse_inputs(varangin).
The constructors also initialise the variable indices, initial conditions
and the output indices.
2. In every core class the rhs method contains the algebraic and state
variables, as well as the corresponding equations.
3. The shared(self, ˜, u) method, where present, provides access to
the shared algebraic or state variables used as input variables in the
other model components where appropriate.
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Table 3: Parameters used in this model.
Parameter value unit ref.
v6 22 mV (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994)
v4 14.5 mV (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994)
 w 2.664 s-1 (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994)
gBK,k 1.16⇥103 ⌦-1m-2 (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994)
F 9.649⇥104 C mol-1
Rgas 8.315 J mol-1K-1
T 300 K
zK 1 dim.less
FKIR,i 750 mV µM-1 (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994)
 conv 1970 mV µM-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
z1 4.5⇥103 mV µM-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z2 112 mV (Filosa et al., 2006)
z3 4.2⇥102 mV-1s-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z4 12.6 µM mV-1s-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z5 -7.4⇥10-2 µM mV-2s-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
K2 0.5 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K3 0.4 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K4 0.1 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K5 0.5 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K7 0.1 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
 cross 17 µM-3 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
Fi 0.23 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Kri 1 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Ci 55 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
sci 2.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
cci 0.9 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
⌘ 104 Pa s (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
r0,pas 20 µm model estimation (ME)
h0,pas 3 µm ME
PT 4⇥103 Pa ME
Epas 66⇥103 Pa (Gore and Davis, 1985)
Eact 167⇥103 Pa (Gore and Davis, 1985)
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Results are presented from the full model (all subsystems coupled together)
that describe the K+ and Ca2+ NVC pathway, starting from a neuronal input
signal to the mechanical vessel response.
4.3.1 Neurovascular Coupling via Potassium Signalling
The results of the full NVC model are shown in Figure 19. During neuronal
stimulation (t = 100 s to 200 s) K+ is pumped into the SC (see Figure 19a). This
results in an increased K+ concentration in the SC until the NE starts buffering
K+ out of the SC at the end of the stimulus. The elevated K+ concentration
hyperpolarises the AC cell membrane (Figure 19b) resulting in a K+ efflux
through the BK channel into the PVS, in order to repolarise the cell (see Fig-
ures 19c and 19d). The increased K+ concentration in the PVS causes the KIR
channel on the SMC to open, extruding more K+ into the PVS (Figure 19e).
This efflux of K+ is very small compared to the efflux through the BK chan-
nel. However, it is large enough to hyperpolarise the SMC (Figure 19f). SMC
hyperpolarisation decreases the influx of Ca2+ through the voltage-operated
Ca2+ channel (Figure 19g). The SMC cytosolic Ca2+ concentration decreases
(Figure 19h) and the SMC contraction force diminishes (Figure 19i) allowing
the artery to dilate (Figure 19j).
4.3.2 Characteristic Vasoreaction Rate
The original reaction rate constants for the Arteriolar Contraction subsystem
given by Hai and Murphy (1989) were developed using a carotid artery,
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Figure 19: Overview of the NVU dynamics.
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which has a larger wall thickness than a cerebro-vascular arteriole. In this
case the force exerted by the SMC contained in the carotid wall media is such
as to develop a relatively large characteristic time for dilation (or contraction).
Experiments with cerebral arterioles have shown the characteristic times to
be much shorter. Figure 20 shows the radius as a function of time when the
Hai and Murphy (1989) constants have been scaled to allow the rise time of
a cerebro-vascular arteriole to be favourably compared with the experiments
of Chen et al. (2011). This single scaling factor was found to be 6 to obtain
a rise time of approximately 12 seconds, such as found experimentally by
forepaw or hindlimb stimulation in the cortex of a rat (Chen et al., 2011).
Figure 20: Scaling of the Hai and Murphy (1989) reaction rate constants; dashed line
- no scaling factor, solid line - scaling factor of 6.
4.3.3 Extracellular Potassium
The neuronal input function fNa/K(t) was scaled and a series of simulations
run to produce an increasing concentration of K+ in the PVS and the asso-
ciated SMC membrane voltage, vi, as shown in Figure 21. This indicates the
membrane potential change as a function of potassium concentration in the
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PVS for the model compared with the experimental data of Edwards et al.
(1988).
Figure 21: SMCmembrane potential dependence on perivascular potassium concen-
tration. Experimental data from Edwards et al. (1988) in comparison with
the simulation results of the present model (at a JEC,IP3 production rate
of 0.18 µM s-1).
Figure 22 shows the relationship between the K+ concentration in the
synaptic cleft and the induced radial change in the perfusing arteriole. This
compares well with the results of Farr and David (2011) varying between 19
and 25 microns over the range of 0.3 µM.
4.3.4 Calcium in the Smooth Muscle Cell
The contractile force of SMCs is directly dependent on the intracellular Ca2+
concentration (Hai and Murphy, 1988). The resting steady state Ca2+ concen-
tration in the SMC cytosol of 0.27µM is mostly determined by the balance
between the calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) influx from the SR and
the effluxes Jextrusion and Juptake (results not shown). Neuronal activation in-
duces hyperpolarisation of the SMC and a decrease in cytosolic Ca2+ (see
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Figure 22: Perfusing artery radius variation as a function of K+ in the synaptic cleft.
Figure 19h). Figure 23 shows the contribution of fluxes in and out of the SMC
through Ca2+ channels and pumps. In the interest of clarity they are grouped
into fluxes through the cell membrane (blue line) and fluxes in and out of
the SR (red line). The sum of both shows that they balance each other for
the steady state basal Ca2+ concentration and during the plateau activation
phase (black line).
The first transient is determined by both the fluxes through the cell mem-
brane and the SR fluxes (see Figure 23 b)). Here, the most influential flux of
the former group is JVOCC,i and of the latter one is JCICR,i (results not shown).
The second [Ca2+]i transient is started by the membrane fluxes, but, with a
delay of 5 s, mostly determined by the SR fluxes. This pronounced second
spike leads to an overshoot of [Ca2+]i, but is balanced by a negative spike in
the total flux at 609 s (see Figure 23 c)).
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Figure 23: Ca2+ fluxes contributing to the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration. Neuronal
activation occurs from 400 s to 600 s.
4.4 discussion
The present detailed biophysical model based on the K+ and SMC Ca2+ path-
way successfully simulates the vascular response upon neuronal activation.
This was accomplished by further developing available models found in the
literature and extending them to include additional ion channels, intercel-
lular coupling and a mechanical model to describe temporal variations in
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vessel diameter. It can be used to investigate different components and path-
ways of the complex NVC process.
This foundation model intentionally omits the Ca2+ dynamics in the AC
and can therefore be used to investigate whether or not Ca2+ is a necessary
ingredient in the set of neurovascular pathways for effective NVC.
Zonta et al. (2003) have indicated through experiment and Filosa and
Blanco (2007) have suggested that arteriolar dilations are dependent on Glu-
mediated Ca2+ in the AC. In complete contrast Nizar et al. (2013) have sug-
gested through experiment with IP3 type-2 receptor knock-out mice that
astrocytic Ca2+ does not mediate NVC and that stimulus-induced dilation
precedes Ca2+ variations.
The current model does not include Ca2+ dynamics in the astrocyte in
contrast to the experiments of Filosa et al. (2004) and the model of Farr
and David (2011). However, in comparison to the published work by Filosa
et al. (2004) where in vitro studies showed that astrocytic cytosolic Ca2+ in-
creased under neuronal stimulation and inhibited spontaneous vasomotion,
the work by Nizar et al. (2013) using IP3 receptor knock-out mice indicated
that Ca2+ is not necessary for neurovascular coupling. Our model supports
this. This is not however to assert that Ca2+ is not required at all since it
plays a crucial role in the production of EET and 20-HETE, mediators of
dilation and contraction of the arteriole, respectively (Hadfield et al., 2013).
Unpublished work by our group and the analysis of Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout (1994) indicates that the dynamics of the BK channel when
an average value of cell Ca2+ is assumed is essentially the same as when
cell Ca2+ is fully taken into account. This provides some indication that Ca2+,
although varying in the astrocyte during neuronal activation, may not be
necessary for NVC, in support of Nizar et al. (2013).
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Additionally, there has been a considerable number of experiments out-
lining the importance of astrocytic Ca2+ in NVC, whereas the current model
makes clear that this pathway is not the only one mediating NVC. Indeed
LeCrux and Hamel (2011) have made clear the non-additive effects of path-
ways indicating possible parallel mediation of the perfusion response. This
implies a careful development and subsequent study of more complex math-
ematical models to include the activation of phospholipases, production of
arachidonic acid (AA) mediating both COX and cytochrome P450 pathways
for dilation as well as the production of 20-HETE for constriction and that
of the vasodilator NO. The VOCC channels are, due to the hyperpolarisa-
tion from K+ SMC efflux, almost entirely closed and do not seem to play a
significant role during neuronal activity.
The dilation of the blood vessel, as a result of neuronal activity, is of the ex-
pected order of magnitude. As determined from experimental data in the lit-
erature (Berridge, 2008), the time between neuronal activation and the vessel
response is around 5 seconds. However, in the initial NVC Model the time
between a neuronal input signal and the maximum vessel response is ap-
proximately 20 seconds. This longer response time is caused by the Hai and
Murphy latch state model reaction rates, where the intracellular Ca2+ concen-
tration influences the fraction of phosphorylated myosin cross bridges. The
rate constants in this model are based on experimental results from swine
carotid smooth muscle cells (Hai and Murphy, 1989), and although there is
no evidence to strengthen this suggestion it is likely that human cerebral
vascular smooth muscle cells compared to the carotid artery have different
rate constants for the phosphorylation of myosin cross bridges.
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4.5 conclusion
A numerical model of NVC is presented based on neuronal activity coupled
to vasodilation/contraction models via the astrocytic mediated perivascular
K+ and the SMC Ca2+ pathway. The model is able to relate a neuronal input
signal to the corresponding vessel reaction.
This ‘foundation’ model of an NVU can be used to investigate the basic
mechanisms found in NVC and it also forms a framework for model exten-
sions to further investigate the complexities of NVC, and importantly its re-
lationship to neuro-degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease.
The present model shows that astrocytic Ca2+ is not necessary for neur-
ovascular coupling to occur, in contrast to a number of experiments outlining
the importance of astrocytic Ca2+ in NVC, whereas the current model makes
clear that this pathway is not the only one mediating NVC.
Future work will include other signalling pathways and the growing im-
portance of cerebral arteriolar blood fluid dynamics on cerebral perfusion.
Finally, work will need to progress in the important area of blood flow and
its feedback effect via agonists such as ATP and adenosine.
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5
MODEL EXTENS ION : LUMINAL AGONISTS
INFLUENCE
5.1 introduction
The flow of blood provides a spatially varying concentration of agonists,
such as ATP, via convection and diffusion and the release from red blood
cells by fluid shear stress. These agonists activate P2Y receptors, a family of
purinergic G protein-coupled receptors, situated on the luminal side of the
ECs surface. Upon activation P2Y receptors provide an IP3 signalling pathway
via the membrane bound PLC (Keizer and De Young, 1992), thus allowing
information on the blood flow environment to pass to the NVU and influen-
cing the NVC mechanism. The SMC, which forms the contractile unit of the
system, therefore receives input from both neuronal activity via the AC and
indications of the state of blood flow from the endothelium. ATP is one of the
most important luminal agonists. It acts on P2Y receptors, providing a flux
of IP3 into the endothelial cytosol. This concentration of IP3 is transported
via hetero-cellular connexin GJs between ECs and SMCs (Haddock et al., 2006).
Cells can change their dynamical state by transporting IP3 through these
gap-junctions. IP3 can mediate CICR from intracellular Ca2+ stores (SR). This
was originally mathematically described by Endo et al. (1970) and used sub-
sequently by a number of models, notably that of Goldbeter et al. (1990) and
Parthimos et al. (1999). Work on the coupling of ECs and SMCs by Koenigs-
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berger et al. (2005, 2006) is based on the model developed by Parthimos
et al. (1999). CICR provides a mechanism for the oscillatory behaviour of the
cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in the SMC (Keener and Sneyd, 2009).
The NVU foundation model (chapter 4) can be extended with the luminal
agonist and IP3 signalling pathway to investigate the influence of agonist
concentration in flowing blood, thereby providing information on the role
that endothelial receptors play in NVC.
5.2 methods
For this model extension the SMC/EC subsystem of the NVU foundation
model is most relevant (see subsection 4.2.2).
There are effectively two inputs to this subsystem: The KIR channel on the
SMC facing the PVS and allowing a flux of K+ into the cytosol, and the influx
of IP3 into the EC by virtue of the luminal agonist P2Y receptors on the EC
membrane.
The input from KIR channel, which models the connection between the
NE/AC and SMC/EC subsystems via the PVS, is discussed in chapter 4. The
second input to the SMC/EC subsystem is that of IP3 generation in the EC due
to the activation of membrane receptors by agonists flowing in the arteriolar
lumen. IP3 mediates the JIP3 channel in both the EC and SMC, situated on the
surface of the endoplasmic (EC) and sarcoplasmic reticulum (SMC). This al-
lows Ca2+ to be released from the reticulum. With certain IP3 concentrations
inside either the SMC or EC compartments, Ca2+ oscillations can occur due
to CICR from intracellular Ca2+ stores (Goldbeter et al., 1990; Koenigsberger
et al., 2005). We treat the production of IP3 in the EC given by JEC,IP3 as
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emanating from the P2Y receptors (via a membrane bound G-protein and
PLC).
Physiologically, endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells are connected by
hetero- and homocellular gap junctions that allow an intercellular exchange
of molecules and voltage. Since in the NVC model only one compartment
is modelled, the homocellular exchange between cells is neglected. The het-
erocellular exchange is implemented by the following linearised coupling
fluxes: JCa2+cpl , JVcpl and JIP3cpl for Ca
2+, voltage and IP3 coupling, respect-
ively. These coupling functions are given by
JCa2+cpl
= -PCa2+([Ca
2+]i - [Ca
2+]j)
JVcpl = -Gv(Vi - Vj)
JIP3cpl = -PIP3([IP3]i - [IP3]j) (5.1)
where the subscripts i and j correspond to EC and SMC, respectively.
Barrio et al. (1997) investigated the voltage-gating properties of connexin-
43 junctions and indicated that the conductance of the hemi-channel was
voltage mediated. However, for this particular model, we treat PCa2+ ,Gv
and PIP3 as constants. This can be seen as modelling the simple diffusional
flux rather than the more complete electro-diffusional flux which allows for
ion drift. In the SMC/EC subsystem, calcium buffering is implemented, and
corrects for the fact that approximately 1% of the intracellular Ca2+ is “free”
(Parthimos et al., 1999).
We chose two representative values ((Shaikh et al., 2011)) for each coupling
coefficient giving 8 cases which are listed in Table 4.
Haddock et al. (2006) have shown the existence of myoendothelial gap
junctions comprised of connexins 37 and 40 in the rat basilar artery. How-
ever, there is very little information on the values of coupling permeabilities
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Table 4: Coupling coefficients for Ca2+ coupling, voltage coupling and IP3 coupling,
respectively (Shaikh et al., 2011; Koenigsberger et al., 2005; Diep et al., 2005).
CASE GV (s-1) PCa2+cpl (s
-1) PIP3 (s
-1)
0 0 0 0
1 0.5 0 0.05
2 0.5 0.05 0.05
3 0 0 0.05
4 0.5 0.05 0
5 0.5 0 0
6 0 0.05 0
7 0 0.05 0.05
for these connexins. In addition, Diep et al. (2005) suggested that IP3 coup-
ling is favoured over both membrane or Ca2+ coupling. Additionally, Charles
et al. (1992) showed very little in Ca2+ coupling (albeit in astrocytes) and later
Charles et al. (2002) indicated that ATP transport through hemichannels me-
diated Ca2+ coupling. In the light of this we have chosen the coupling coef-
ficients to reflect the evidence so far available in the public domain. Shaikh
et al. (2011) has used coupling coefficients for connexins 37 and 40 and we
take these as values for the cases presented below. We should note that the
coupling coefficient given by Koenigsberger et al. (2006) for membrane coup-
ling is high, with a value of 50 s-1. Tests showed that using a value of this
magnitude effectively clamped the SMC at the membrane voltage of the EC
and shut off the voltage operated calcium channels. This would cause full
dilation of the arteriole regardless of any neuronal input. In addition the
myo-endothelial junction conductance is to a great extent proportional to
the surface area of the junction itself. In the light of this and the work by
Diep et al. (2005) we reduce this figure to 0.5 s-1.
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5.3.1 Luminal Agonist Influence on Neurovascular Coupling
The results of the full NVC model for CASE 2 are shown in Figures 24a to 24d
with the IP3 production rate of JEC,IP3 set at 0.18 µMs
-1 and at 0.4 µM s-1.
For the case presented in this figure the coupling fluxes PCa2+cpl , GV and PIP3
have values 0.5, 0.05 and 0.05 (s-1), respectively.
During neuronal stimulation (t = 100 s to 200 s) SMC hyperpolarisation
decreases the influx of Ca2+ through the voltage operated calcium channel
(Figure 24b). It is at this point that the variation in the JEC,IP3 makes itself
felt. For the JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 simulation the VOCC flux is small and
the influx of IP3 into the EC and hence into the SMC via coupling is too low
to induce the SMC into an oscillatory state. The SMC cytosolic Ca2+ remains
low and the SMC contraction force diminishes, allowing the artery to dilate as
shown in Figure 24d. For the case where JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1, the IP3 concen-
tration in the SMC is high enough to induce an efflux of Ca2+ from the stores
and mediate the CICR process, providing an oscillatory state even though
the VOCCs are effectively closed. In this contrasting situation the “average”
Ca2+ is higher and thus the contraction force greater, thereby reducing the
radius to a lower value as shown in Figure 24d.
5.3.2 IP3 Production Rate Constant and Myoendothelial Coupling
From the results shown in Figures 24a to 24d we see that IP3 has a signific-
ant influence on the time dependent radial profiles of the arteriole. Figure 25
shows two cases (2 and 4) where the IP3 coupling between the EC and SMC
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Figure 24: CASE 2 - GV = 0.5 s-1, PCa2+ = 0.05 s
-1, PIP3 = 0.05 s
-1; blue line:
JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1, green line: JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1
is changed from 0.05 s-1 (CASE 2) to 0.0 s-1 (CASE 4). Where the coupling
is zero the profiles for both JEC,IP3 production rates are similar with that for
JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1, providing a slightly lower maximum radius change.
Since the coupling coefficients are non-zero (CASE 2; Figure 25a), the EC is
diffusing IP3 into the SMC for non-zero values of the JEC,IP3 flux. At a higher
production rate of JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1 the basal radius is lower and the rel-
ative dilation is smaller compared to that obtained at JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1.
It is also in a permanent oscillatory state.
The intracellular Ca2+ concentration in the smooth muscle cell is either
constant or in an oscillatory state for different IP3 production rate constants.
As a result of these oscillations, the radius, membrane voltage and all the
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Figure 25: Radius profiles at different CASEs 2 and 4 showing the influence of
IP3 coupling. Blue line - JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1, green line - JEC,IP3 =
0.4 µM s-1.
fluxes through the Ca2+ and voltage mediated channels also oscillate. These
intracellular Ca2+ oscillations in the smooth muscle cell start when the Ca2+
efflux through the IP3 mediated Ca2+ channel in the sarcoplasmic reticulum,
JIP3 , is large enough to activate the calcium induced calcium release (CICR)
channel residing on the sarcoplasmic reticulum membrane. This activation
results in a large efflux of Ca2+ from the stores in the sarcoplasmic reticulum
into the cytosol, which is represented by an increase in frequency of the Ca2+
oscillations (Berridge, 2008; Wu and Marx, 2010).
However, due to the increase of intracellular Ca2+ concentration, the Ca2+
mediated K+ channel, JKi , starts pumping out more K+. Again, this hyperpol-
arises the membrane voltage and decreases the flux through the voltage op-
erated calcium channel (VOCC), decreasing the cytosolic Ca2+ concentration.
The CICR channel initially relies on the flux of IP3 via the myoendothelial
gap junction coupling between SMC and EC, since this flux increases the re-
lease of cytosolic Ca2+ from the SR stores. Oscillations occur under relatively
large values of JEC,IP3 (for some non-zero value of the IP3 coupling coeffi-
cient).
To examine which IP3 production rate, JEC,IP3 , is large enough to activate
the CICR channel, the model is run for JEC,IP3 from 0 to 0.8 µM s
-1. The
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results of these simulations are shown in Figure 26.
Figure 26: Calcium bifurcation diagramm for CASE 2. Squares show Hopf bifurc-
ations. Red - activated state, blue - resting state. (Figure was produced
using the continuation and bifurcation software AUTO-07P.)
The blue line in Figure 26 represents the intracellular Ca2+ concentration
as a function of JEC,IP3 without the presence of a neuronal pulse and the red
line represents the Ca2+ concentration during a neuronal pulse. It is not yet
clear as to whether the initiation of oscillations (JEC,IP3 = 0.223 µM s
-1 for
blue and JEC,IP3 = 0.26 µM s
-1 for red) are Hopf bifurcations although they
seem to be supercritical in form.
To investigate the relationship of the arteriolar radial motion the model
is run using the data of CASE 2 for various values of the IP3 coupling flux
JIP3cpl . Figure 27 shows the maximum and minimum radius values of the
arteriole plotted against the IP3 coupling coefficient for both cases (with and
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without neuronal input). Again, we find constant and oscillatory domains
for the radius values during, and without, neuronal pulse.
Figure 27: Radius bifurcation diagramm for CASE 2. Squares show Hopf bifurca-
tions. Red - activated state, blue - resting state. (Figure was produced
using the continuation and bifurcation software AUTO-07P.)
5.4 discussion
This model extension further develops the NVC ‘foundation’ model of chapter 4
by extending it to include variations in luminal agonist concentrations and
coupling coefficients between the SMC and EC using different combinations
(coupling cases).
Significant mathematical analysis of the dynamics of this large and com-
plex system is not possible. However, wherever possible discussion will
provide some indications of dynamic behaviour, including points of bifurca-
tion.
In the interests of comparison CASE 2 is considered to be a “standard”,
though this does not necessarily imply a normal physiological condition,
but one by which other states may be analysed. Results show that the time-
dependent profiles for K+ in the synaptic cleft and the perivascular space
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(see Figure 19a and Figure 19d) follow each other and are independent of
the value of JEC,IP3 . This is to be expected as the model does not include
diffusion through the cell (lumped parameter assumption). In contrast to
the membrane potential, significant differences arise for the cytosolic Ca2+
concentration and the CICR Ca2+ flux (see Figure 28) when the JEC,IP3 values
vary between 0.18 µM s-1 (shown in blue in the figures) and 0.4 µM s-1
(shown in green). For JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 no oscillations occur and the
arteriole vessel dilation during the neuronal activity is considerable, being
of the order of 40%. The SMC VOCC and CICR fluxes (mediated by the coupled
IP3) are small (almost zero) incurring a low cytosolic Ca2+ concentration of
approximately 0.3 µM. This allows the smooth muscle cell (via the 4-state
latch model (Hai and Murphy, 1989)) to dilate. Figure 24b shows the VOCC
flux for both JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 and 0.4 µM s-1. We see no signific-
ant difference in VOCC flux between these two cases since the membrane
potential remains essentially the same. Haddock et al. (2006) state that my-
oendothelial voltage coupling mediates vasomotion. However, their experi-
ments utilised brain slices and are therefore considered to be of type in vitro,
excluding the influence of the luminal agonists in flowing blood. Addition-
ally, the present model shows that the membrane potential of the SMC varies
very little between the two values of the JEC,IP3 , whilst comparisons of res-
ults from CASE 2 versus CASE 7, CASE 1 versus CASE 3, CASE 6 versus
CASE 4 and CASE 5 versus CASE 0 (results not shown) show no difference,
strengthening the argument for IP3 coupling as the major contributor.
For the case of JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1 a completely different dynamic state
is apparent. Oscillatory behaviour occurs especially for cytosolic Ca2+ with
variations between 0.3 µM and 0.7 µM. Although large Ca2+ variations exist
their average value varies very little and induces only a small increase in
radius. It is noted that during steady state prior to neuronal activity (50 <
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t < 100) Ca2+ levels are significantly higher than for the case of JEC,IP3 =
0.18 µM s-1. The membrane potential, although oscillatory in form, does
not vary significantly from the JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 case.
We ascribe these differences in Ca2+ concentration to the influence of the
IP3 coupling. Since for a wide range of physiological values of JEC,IP3 the
VOCC and leak flux are small both before and during neuronal activation
thus any variations in [Ca2+] emanate from the sarcoplasmic reticulum.
The rate of change of [Ca2+] is directly proportional to the concentration
of IP3 in the SMC, [IP3]i, with the release of calcium from IP3-sensitive stores
in the SMC given as
JIP3i = Fi
[IP3]2i
K2ri + [IP3]
2
i
(5.2)
whilst the calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) is
JCICRi = Ci
d[Ca2+]i2
s2ci +
d[Ca2+]i2
[Ca2+]i
4
c4ci + [Ca
2+]i
4
, (5.3)
were [Ca2+]i and d[Ca2+]i are the Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol and in
the stores, respectively, as noted in equations given in the Appendix.
Oscillations from the CICR mechanism first stated by Endo et al. (1970)
are due to the positive feedback by cytosolic Ca2+. That is, oscillations were
regulated by the cycling of calcium between the IP3-insensitive store and
the cytosol. Calcium released from the IP3-sensitive pool regulated the cyclic
calcium release from the IP3-insensitive pool. For the oscillatory condition
the frequency decreases during neuronal activity. The above equations (5.2)
and (5.3) show clearly the influence that IP3 has on the cytosolic Ca2+ and
thus any vessel radius variation. Figure 28 compares the (CASE 2) CICR
flux for JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 and 0.4 µM s-1. The time-averaged Ca2+
is approximately 0.41 µM prior to neuronal activity and 0.54 µM during
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activity for JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1 and for JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1 is 0.1 µM
prior, 0.013 µM during activity.
Figure 28: CICR flux for CASE 2. Blue line - JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1, green line -
JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1.
For CASE 3 (voltage and Ca2+ coupling turned off, results not shown) sim-
ilar comparisons occur although the oscillations are of a slightly higher mag-
nitude. Experimental work in the feline thalamus by Rivadulla et al. (2011)
indicate a dominant frequency of 0.14 Hz which is double that in our results
as shown in Figure 24. This indicates the influence that the endothelium has
through both IP3 coupling and the IP3 influx from JEC,IP3 .
To complete the analysis of the influence of the endothelium, CASE 0
essentially removes this influence by decoupling the SMC and EC. For this
case the basic profiles are profoundly different from the previous two cases.
Firstly, we note that the steady state condition (no neuronal activity) is
clearly the same for both values of JEC,IP3 since there is no coupling from
the EC. Secondly, the dilation caused by the neuronal input causes a change
of vessel radius from 20 µm to approximately 33 µm compared to CASE 2
where the radius change is from 19 µm to 25.5 µm for JEC,IP3 = 0.18 µM s
-1,
and 17 µm to 18.5 µm for JEC,IP3 = 0.4 µM s
-1. It is here that we see the
direct influence of the agonist concentration in the lumen affecting the dila-
tion/contraction characteristics of the cerebral vessel. Figures (25a) and (25b)
clearly show that for a higher JEC,IP3 value the dilation for a constant neur-
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onal input signal produces a lower radial change. From previous studies
(David, 2003; Comerford and David, 2008b) it is known that there is a dis-
tinct relationship between wall shear stress and the concentration of agonists
(e.g. ATP) at the vessel wall (endothelial surface). In addition, there is evid-
ence to suggest that P2Y (ATP) and P1 (adenosine) purinergic receptors exist
in the cerebral vasculature and that ATP concentration is an increasing func-
tion of wall shear stress (Comerford and David, 2008a).
As shown in Figure 26, for low JEC,IP3 the SMC Ca2+ increases monotonic-
ally and will clearly reduce any further dilation. As the arteriolar radius in-
creases to allow an increase in oxygen and glucose to perfuse to the cerebral
tissue, the wall shear stress increases and thereby induces a higher concen-
tration of Ca2+ in the SMC via the JEC,IP3/ATP pathway. Additionally, fluid
shear stress can cause ATP to be released from red blood cells, enhancing
even further the ATP concentration and thus the cytosolic IP3 concentration
in the SMC. However, we recognise that this receptor function may act in
concert with stretch activated channels located in the SMC, and additionally
in opposition to the stress activated production of eNOS (Comerford and
David, 2008b).
Increasing the concentration of IP3 via the P2Y pathway induces oscilla-
tions in the arteriolar radius. Sakurai and Terui (2006) and Rücker et al.
(2000) have shown that vasomotion can induce an increase in, or maintain
perfusion into, the capillary bed under critical conditions, even though the
perfusing arteriolar radius is effectively reduced. It is unclear as to whether
this occurs in the cerebro-vasculature, but it is not unreasonable to suggest
that this may happen. Therefore, the model supports a number of compet-
ing effects, all of which seem to suggest that perfusion is paramount under
neuronal activity.
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Our results indicate that for low values of the rate of IP3 production
(JEC,IP3) vasomotion is absent, whilst in the higher ranges an oscillatory phe-
nomenon occurs. To understand this, there are essentially two pathways by
which the smooth muscle cell can be induced to oscillate. Firstly, that of the
relative rate of opening of calcium mediated potassium channels where the
potassium open probability function acts as a relaxation parameter and the
equilibrium state of the calcium channel is shifted to higher or lower values
(Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994), and secondly, to the calcium-
induced calcium release mechanism (CICR) from the sarcoplasmic reticulum
first elucidated by Endo et al. (1970). In both cases L-type voltage mediated
calcium channels play an important role since they allow the influx of cal-
cium into the cell but depend on the concentration of extracellular calcium
as shown in the in vivo experiments by Fuji et al. (1990).
In vivo experiments allow a “natural” condition to prevail. However, in
vitro perfused brain slice experiments require a carefully defined Ca2+ con-
centration. The present model investigates predominantly the role of the
CICR mechanism since it relies on the IP3 concentration in the SMC emanat-
ing from the coupled EC. Further exploration is required to determine the
balance between Ca2+ influx via L-type channels and SMC IP3 concentration.
The complete NVC model shows, both with and without a neuronal input
signal, one oscillatory domain as a function of varying JEC,IP3 as indicated
in Figure 26. However, the action of the neuronal signal shifts the oscillatory
domain to the right (critical bifurcation points increased in JEC,IP3 value).
The dilation of the blood vessel, as a result of neuronal activity, is of the
expected order of magnitude. As determined from experimental data in the
literature (Berridge, 2008), the time between neuronal activation and the ves-
sel response is around 5 seconds. However, in the initial NVC Model the
time between neuronal input signal and the maximum vessel response is ap-
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proximately 20 seconds. This larger response time is caused by the Hai and
Murphy latch state model reaction rates, where the intracellular Ca2+ concen-
tration influences the fraction of phosphorylated myosin cross bridges. The
rate constants in this model are based on experimental results from swine ca-
rotid smooth muscle cells (Hai and Murphy, 1989) and although there is no
evidence to strengthen this suggestion it is most likely that human cerebral
vascular smooth muscle cells compared to the carotid artery have different
rate constants for the phosphorylation of myosin cross bridges.
The present model shows the considerable effects of luminal agonists via
the IP3 pathway on neurovascular coupling.
5.5 conclusion
In this study, we have presented an NVC model based on neuronal activ-
ity coupled to vasodilation/contraction via the AC-mediated perivascular K+
and the smooth muscle cell Ca2+ pathway. The advantage of this NVC model
is that it is able to relate a neuronal input signal to the corresponding ves-
sel reaction. The model indicates that induced vasomotion by increased IP3
induced calcium from the SMC stores and the resulting CICR oscillations
would seem to inhibit neurovascular coupling. However, from previous res-
ults from Sakurai and Terui (2006) and Rücker et al. (2000) this may even
enhance perfusion in the capillary bed. From results presented IP3 seems to
be important in the dynamics of the smooth muscle cell. The VOCC channels
are, due to the hyperpolarisation from K+ SMC efflux, almost entirely closed
and do not seem to play a significant role during neuronal activity.
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6.1 introduction
Cellular signalling involves numerous pathways and transmitter molecules.
In 1980 Furchgott and Zawadzki discovered an endothelium-derived relax-
ing factor (EDRF) in the cardiovascular system. They found that this un-
known signal molecule was only produced by an intact endothelium. Ig-
narro et al. (1987) later proved that EDRF was nitric oxide (NO) and that
cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) is its second messenger. For these
discoveries Robert F. Furchgott, Louis J. Ignarro and Ferid Murad were awar-
ded the Nobel Prize in Medicine or Physiology in 1998.
The identification of NO as a vasodilating signalling molecule in cardi-
ovascular, and especially also in neurovascular systems was a surprise to
the scientific community, because it did not fit into the traditional defini-
tion of neurotransmitters since it is not produced in advance and stored.
Furthermore, due to its small size NO diffuses widely and readily in all
three dimensions and is not limited to local effects, which sets it apart from
other central nervous system signalling molecules. It is extremely diffusible
in both aqueous and lipid environments which allows rapid spreading even
through membranes. Nevertheless, NO is an unstable gaseous free radical
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and therefore has a very short half-life, which limits its activity tempor-
ally (Garthwaite and Boulton, 1995; Dobutovic et al., 2011).
NO is known to be produced in a large number of different tissues playing
a wide variety of physiological roles, including relaxation of blood vessels
(Dawson et al., 1991; Alderton et al., 2001). However, it still is not fully un-
derstood as to how exactly NO contributes to NVC and particularly which
source of NO plays the major role (Butler and Nicholsson, 2003). The bio-
chemical reaction that synthesises NO is catalysed by the enzyme family of
nitric oxide synthases (NOS) (Förstermann et al., 1998; Alderton et al., 2001;
Rafikov et al., 2011).
In mammals, three isoforms of NOS have been identified: neuronal (nNOS),
mainly expressed in neurons, endothelial (eNOS), mainly expressed in EC,
and inducible (iNOS), a transcriptionally regulated enzyme, which is present
in multiple cell types (Förstermann et al., 1998). Literature suggests dif-
ferent NO production rates ranging from 0.035µM s-1 up to 68µM s-1
(Chen and Popel, 2006). All isoforms have important biological functions,
strongly linked with their location and output, and it has been suggested
that changes in their expression may have physiological and pathophysiolo-
gical consequences (Förstermann et al., 1998). Their layout of catalytic do-
mains is similar to a C-terminal reductase and an N-terminal oxygenase sec-
tion, including binding sites each for calmodulin (CaM), L-arginine (L-Arg)
and for several cofactors (Mayer and Hemmens, 1997). The catalytic activity
of the constitutively expressed isoenzymes, nNOS and eNOS, is regulated by
the intracellular calcium (Ca2+) that builds a complex with CaM, but evid-
ence indicates that these enzymes are also regulated by other factors such as
physical stimuli (Forsythe et al., 2001).
The physiological role of NO is still a matter of debate (Attwell et al., 2010)
and the molecule has been described to have a “Janus-faced” character (För-
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stermann, 2006; Calabrese et al., 2007): NO can act either neuroprotectively
by controlling the vascular smooth muscle tone and blood flow, thereby pre-
venting ischaemic cell injury, or neurotoxically leading to severe cerebral de-
generation. Literature suggests that the production source and quantity de-
termines the character of its functioning (Zorrilla-Zubilete et al., 2010). This
emphasises the necessity of a functional model that predicts NO release from
different cell types and its biophysical influence, ideally including vessel con-
trol and interaction with feedback from wall shear stress (wss), intracellular
Ca2+ levels, and oxygen delivery and consumption (Buerk, 2001).
Because of its high diffusivity, it is difficult to measure the exact NO
production and concentration experimentally. Mathematical modelling can
hence be a useful tool to elucidate physiological processes and guiding dir-
ections for further experiments.
6.2 model development
The potential of NO as an important vasodilating messenger molecule is
assessed using a holistic mathematical model that includes the dynamics of
NO in the NVU. With the help of this model the most crucial signalling path-
ways are analysed and the influence of NO in NVC investigated, including
the localisation of the main contributing source.
Therefore, our previous foundation NVU model (Farr and David, 2011;
Dormanns et al., 2014) is extended by mathematical equations that represent
production, diffusion and consumption of NO in different cell types, as well
as the interaction of NO with other biochemical species and ion channel
open probabilities.
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As in the previous models of an NVU (Farr and David, 2011; Dormanns
et al., 2014) we divide the full model into seven compartments: the neuron
(NE), the synaptic cleft (SC), the astrocyte (AC), the perivascular space (PVS),
the smooth muscle (SMC) and endothelial (EC) compartments, and the ar-
teriolar lumen (LU). The compartments are coupled predominantly by ion
fluxes through ion channels, and membrane potential differences.
Our NO model focusses on NO production by the two constitutive iso-
forms of nitric oxide synthase, nNOS and eNOS (Fleming and Busse, 1999).
Both enzymes’ activation is mediated by intracellular Ca2+ in the NE and
EC, respectively. In addition, eNOS gets activated by blood flow induced
wall shear stress in cerebral arterioles (Joannides et al., 1995).
Due to its high diffusion coefficient NO diffuses rapidly into other com-
partments, shown in experiments (Malinski et al., 1993) and in kinetic simu-
lations (Lancaster, 1994). When NO reaches the SMC it interacts with intra-
cellular enzyme activation and regulates SMC relaxation (Yang et al., 2005).
A schematic representation of the compartments and the NO signalling
pathway in the NVU is given in Figure 29, spanning NO synthesis in the NE
and the EC through to the relaxation of the SMC.
The dynamics of NO in the involved compartments are described mathem-
atically using mass balance formulations. The concentration of NO in each
domain is determined by the balance between production flux pNO,m, con-
sumption flux cNO,m within the cell, i.e. the reaction with oxygen or other
molecules, and the diffusive flux dNO,m from and into other compartments.
The NO concentration [NO]m is given by the solution of the following
generic first-order non-linear differential equation:
d[NO]m
dt
= pNO,m - cNO,m + dNO,m , (6.1)
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Figure 29: NO signalling pathway in NVC. NO is produced in the neuron (NE) and
the endothelial cell (EC) and diffuses into other compartments, where it
gets consumed by chemical reactions. In the smooth muscle cell (SMC)
it leads to relaxation and therefore vasodilation. SC - Synaptic cleft, AC
- Astrocyte, ER - Endoplasmic reticulum, PVS - Perivascular space, SR -
Sarcoplasmic reticulum, LU - Lumen.
where m 2 {n,k, i, j} denotes the cell indices for NE, AC, SMC and EC,
respectively.
6.2.1 Nitric Oxide Production
The production rate of NO is dependent on the concentration of activated
nitric oxide synthase. L-Arginine (L-Arg), oxygen (O2) and nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) are the biochemical substrates
needed for the NO production (Chen and Popel, 2006), where L-Arg is the
requisite and sole nitrogen donor (Forsythe et al., 2001). L-Arg is oxidated to
L-Citrulline and the biochemical reaction leads to the production of NADP+,
water and NO. This five-electron oxidation reaction takes place in two steps.
The overall stoichiometric chemical formula reads as follows:
L-Arg+ 2O2 +
3
2
NADPHNOS !L-Citrulline+ 3
2
NADP+ + 2H2O+NO .
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For the reaction several biomolecule cofactors such as flavin mononuc-
leotide (FMN), flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and tetrahydrobiopterin
(H4B) are needed.
The constitutive NOS isoforms nNOS and eNOS are thought to be the
most influential NO producers and are critical for maintenance of homeo-
stasis (Fleming and Busse, 1999; Forsythe et al., 2001). For this reason we
assume NEs and ECs to be the predominant producers of NO and assume
no production in other cell types, hence pNO,k, pNO,i = 0.
6.2.1.1 Neuronal Nitric Oxide Production
NO synthesis in the NE is catalysed by nNOS in response to glutamate-
induced calcium influx into the post-synaptic neuron. An overview of the
model detail is given in Figure 30.
Figure 30: Graphical representation of the mathematical model, detail. The biochem-
ical reaction that produces NO in the NE is catalysed by the enzyme
nNOS and depends on the available concentration of L-Arg and O2. The
model addition to our previous foundation model (Dormanns et al., 2014)
is highlighted. NE - Neuron, SC - Synaptic cleft, AC - Astrocyte, PVS -
Perivascular space, SMC - Smooth muscle cell.
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The NO production in the NE depends on the amount of activated nNOS
[nNOSact] (Förstermann et al., 1998) and is limited by the availability of the
substances O2 and L-Arg (Chen and Popel, 2006). We express it mathemat-
ically as
pNO,n = pmax
[O2]n
Km,O2,n + [O2]n
[L-Arg]n
Km,L-Arg,n + [L-Arg]n
, (6.2)
where pmax is the maximum neuronal production rate and given by
pmax = Vmax,NO,n[nNOSact]n , (6.3)
with the maximum nNOS catalytic rate Vmax,NO,n and the neuronal O2 and
L-Arg concentrations, [O2]n and [L-Arg]n, respectively. Km,O2,n and Km,L-Arg,n
are the associated Michaelis constants (Chen and Popel, 2006, 2007).
The nNOS activation in the NE is triggered by the chemical neurotran-
stimnter glutamate (Glu) in response to neuronal activation. In a chemical
synapse, when an action potential reaches the axon terminal of the presyn-
aptic NE, it allows the release of Glu from vesicles into the SC which then
binds to Glu-sensitive receptors of the postsynaptic NE’s dendrite and is
subsequently removed from the SC by diffusion and hydrolysis (Keener and
Sneyd, 2009).
As a stimulation input to the model we give a Glu concentration of 1850 µM
into the SC during neuronal activation, which corresponds to the release of
a Glu vesicle into the SC with a volume of 0.0018 µm3 (Santucci and Ragha-
vachari, 2008). Before and after stimulation we assume a zero value of [Glu]sc.
Neuronal NOS is often colocalised with ionotropic N-methyl-D-aspartate
receptors (NMDA-Rs, Mayer and Hemmens, 1997; Förstermann et al., 1998;
Bredt, 2003), which are receptor complexes including transmembrane ion
channels in the NE that are opened or closed in response to the binding of
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Glu (Benarroch, 2006). These channels provide Ca2+ influx into the cytosol.
The two subtypes of NMDA-Rs, NR2A and NR2B, show different open-
ing probability kinetics and expressed values. Within different subunits we
model the open probabilities w of NMDA-Rs with dependencies on neur-
onal Glu concentration using Michaelis-Menten kinetics to fit the experi-
mental data from Santucci and Raghavachari (2008):
wNR2,i =
[Glu]sc
Km,i + [Glu]sc
i 2 {A,B} , (6.4)
where Km,A and Km,B are fitted Michaelis constants.
At open state NMDA-Rs are highly permeable to calcium ions (Jahr and
Stevenst, 1993). The equation for the neuronal inward calcium current ICa in
femtoamps (fA) per open NMDA-R is given by Santucci and Raghavachari
(2008):
ICa =
4vnGM(PCa/PM)([Ca2+]ex/[M])
1+ exp(↵v(vn + v))
exp(2vnF/(RgasT))
1- exp(2vnF/(RgasT))
(6.5)
where F is Faraday’s constant, vn is the neuronal membrane potential (as-
sumed to be constant during activation, an average value of the neuronal
spiking activity of multiple action potentials. This is a simplified mathem-
atical description, but suitable for our purpose as the model is focusing
on Glu-effected Ca2+ changes in the NE), GM is the conductance, PCa/PM
the ratio of the NMDA-R permeabilities to Ca2+ and to monovalent ions,
respectively, [Ca2+]ex the external Ca
2+ concentration, [M] the concentra-
tion of monovalent ions (intra- and extracellular), ↵v and  v are translation
factors, T is the temperature, and Rgas is the universal gas constant.
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Santucci and Raghavachari (2008) arrive at estimates of 0.63 NR2A- and
11 NR2B-NMDA-Rs, on average, per synapse (Santucci and Raghavachari,
2008). Therefore, the total calcium current ICa,tot reads as follows:
ICa,tot = ICa(0.63wNR2,A + 11wNR2,B) . (6.6)
The rate of change in neuronal cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in µM s-1 is
given by Santucci and Raghavachari (2008):
d[Ca2+]n
dt
=
ICa,tot/(2FVspine)- ex([Ca2+]n - [Ca2+]rest)
1+  buf
, (6.7)
where Vspine is the volume of the neuronal dendritic spine (used together
with F to convert the electrical flux ICa,tot (in fA) into a molar flux (in µM s-1)),
the decay rate constant of internal Ca2+ concentration ex, the resting Ca2+
concentration [Ca2+]rest and the buffer capacity  buf (Santucci and Ragha-
vachari, 2008).
We formulate the concentration of activated neuronal NO synthase [nNOSact]n
in µM s-1 as the solution of the following rate equation (Hayashi et al., 1999):
d[nNOSact]n
dt
=
Vmax,nNOS[CaM]n
Km,nNOS + [CaM]n
- µdeact,n[nNOSact]n , (6.8)
where Vmax,nNOS is the maximal rate of nNOS activity, µdeact,n is the de-
activation rate (Comerford et al., 2008), and Km,nNOS is the corresponding
Michaelis constant (Hayashi et al., 1999).
The concentration of calmodulin / calcium complexes is given by Crouch
and Klee (1980):
[CaM]n =
[Ca2+]n
mc
(6.9)
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with mc, the number of Ca2+ ions bound per calmodulin:
mc =
[Ca2+]n
 mc
d mc
d[Ca2+]n
, (6.10)
where  mc, the sum of all states of bound Ca2+ with respect to free [Ca2+]n,
is
 mc = 1+Q1[Ca2+]n+Q1Q2[Ca2+]2n+Q1Q2Q3[Ca
2+]3n+Q1Q2Q3Q4[Ca
2+]4n
(6.11)
with the binding constants Q1 to Q4 (Crouch and Klee, 1980).
6.2.1.2 Endothelial Nitric Oxide Production
NO production in the EC is catalysed by the constitutive enzyme isoform
eNOS, whose catalytic activity is sensitive to the availability of the sub-
stances O2 and L-Arg (Chen and Popel, 2006). An overview of the model
detail is given in Figure 31.
Figure 31: Graphical representation of the mathematical model, detail. The biochem-
ical synthesis of NO in the EC is catalysed by the enzyme eNOS. It de-
pends on the available concentration of the substances L-Arg and O2
and is mediated by wall shear stress. The model addition to our previous
foundation model (Dormanns et al., 2014) is highlighted. SMC - Smooth
muscle cell, EC - endothelial cell, LU - lumen.
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The endothelial NO production can be mathematically expressed as
pNO,j = Vmax,NO,j[eNOSact]j
[O2]j
Km,O2,j + [O2]j
[L-Arg]j
Km,L-Arg,j + [L-Arg]j
. (6.12)
The maximal activity of eNOS Vmax,NO,j is controlled by the intracellular
calcium concentration [Ca2+]j (Chen and Popel, 2006) and additionally it
depends on wss, which occurs due to the blood flow through the perfusing
arteriole (Comerford et al., 2008).
Fluid shear stress activates a pathway involving phosphatidylinositol 3-
kinase (PI3K) and the serine/threonine-specific protein kinase enzyme, which
phosphorylates eNOS (Fisslthaler et al., 2000).
Comerford et al. (2008) describe the elastic strain energy stored within the
vessel membrane and quantify exogenous Ca2+entry via shear stress-gated
ion channels. The concentration of activated eNOS is given by the solution
of the following differential equation (Comerford et al., 2008):
d[eNOSact]j
dt
=  eNOS
Kdis[Ca2+]j
Km,eNOS + [Ca2+]j
+(1- eNOS)gmaxFwss-µdeact,j[eNOSact]j .
(6.13)
The activation of eNOS by the cytosolic free calcium concentration in the
EC, [Ca2+]j, is given by the first term of the equation, where Kdis describes
the eNOS-caveolin disassociation rate and Km,eNOS is the Michaelis constant.
gmax is the maximal wss-induced eNOS activation rate, and µdeact,j denotes
the deactivation rate (Comerford et al., 2008).
The function Fwss describing the elastic strain energy stored within the
membrane is given by Wiesner et al. (1997):
Fwss =
1
1+↵wss exp(-Wwss)
-
1
1+↵wss
. (6.14)
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Here ↵wss is a zero shear open channel constant (Comerford et al., 2008).
Note that we have added the term 1/(1 + ↵wss) in order to deactivate the
endothelial synthase of NO in the presence of no wss.
The strain energy density functionWwss is taken fromWiesner et al. (1997):
Wwss = W0
(⌧wss +
p
16 2wss + ⌧
2
wss - 4 wss)
2
⌧wss +
p
16 2wss + ⌧
2
wss
(6.15)
with W0, a shear gating constant and  wss, the membrane shear modulus
(Comerford et al., 2008).
The wss, ⌧wss, in the arteriolar wall depends on the regional cerebral blood
flow (rCBF), Q. We assume Hagen-Poiseuille flow for cerebral arterioles:
Q =
 P⇡r4
8⌘L
, (6.16)
where  P/L is the pressure drop over a given length of pipe (arteriole) and
⌘ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid (blood), both assumed to be constant.
The radius r of the arteriole is determined by the dynamics of the actin-
myosin phosphorylation model by Hai and Murphy (1988) used in our NVU
model (Dormanns et al., 2014).
The wss, i.e. the frictional force per unit area, reads as follows:
⌧wss =
4⌘Q
⇡r3
=
r P
2L
. (6.17)
This creates a positive feedback mechanism, since increased wss will result
in higher NO production from the EC, leading to vasodilation and further
variation in wss.
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6.2.2 Nitric Oxide Diffusion
The mathematical description of the NO diffusion is approached in many ref-
erences (Wood and Garthwaite, 1994; Laurent et al., 1996; Lancaster, 1997). It
can be derived from Fick’s second law describing a general diffusion of a sub-
stance over time in space. Steady-state conditions can be assumed, because
diffusivity of NO is very high (diffusion coefficient Dc,NO = 3300 µm2 s-1,
Malinski et al., 1993), whereas the consumption of NO, represented by cNO,m
in Equation 6.1, is shown to be rather slow (Vaughn et al., 1998). Instead of
using complex partial differential equations, we simplify the diffusion for-
mulation, using the Einstein-Smoluchowski equation to describe the charac-
teristic time ⌧ x that is needed for NO to diffuse over a certain distance,
 xm, from the centre of one cell to another, which reads as:
⌧ x,m =
( xm)2
2Dc,NO
. (6.18)
The distance between the centre of the EC layer and the centre of the SMC
layer, xji, is 3.75 µm (Kavdia et al., 2002) and the distance between the centre
of the NE layer and the one of the SMC layer is estimated to be 50 µm with
the astrocyte in the middle between them.
For the diffusive flux of NO from one compartment into another, we as-
sume linear diffusion, similar to Sneyd et al. (1995a,b); Bindschadler and
Sneyd (2001):
dNO,m =
[NO]out - [NO]in
⌧ x,m
; m 2 {n,k, i, j} . (6.19)
NO diffusivity is assumed to be constant even though Vaughn et al. (1998)
propose that the value of the effective diffusion coefficient Dc,NO varies for
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different regions. Furthermore, we do not consider concentration gradients
within the cytosol (lumped parameter approach).
The compartment model describes the diffusion between the different do-
mains, but does not consider the amount of NO that is released in the lumen
and is scavenged by reactions with haemoglobin. Butler et al. (1998) and
Kavdia and Popel (2003), who base their results on numerical simulations,
find that the NO concentration in the lumen is zero after a distance of ap-
proximately half of the radius. Therefore, the diffusion flux Jlumen, i.e. the
amount of ions leaving the EC per unit area and time, described by Fick’s
first law can be approximated by:
Jlumen = -Dc,NO
@[NO]j
@x
⇡ -Dc,NO [NO]j
 x
⇡ -Dc,NO [NO]j
r/2
(6.20)
Jlumen is converted into a concentration leaving the region per unit time by
multiplying with the arteriolar surface area and dividing by the volume. The
arteriole is treated as a hollow cylinder with radius r and a given length  z.
So, the diffusive flux dNO,j into the lumen reads as:
dNO,j =
2⇡r z
⇡r2 z
✓
-Dc,NO
[NO]j
r/2
◆
⇡ -4Dc,NO[NO]j
r2
(6.21)
6.2.3 Nitric Oxide Consumption
As a free radical, NO reacts readily with biochemical species containing un-
paired electrons, such as molecular oxygen, superoxide anions and metals
(Mayer and Hemmens, 1997). NO gets scavenged in the cytosol of all cell
types through which it diffuses. Mathematically, the scavenging term for all
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model compartments (except for SMC, see Equation 6.23) is given as (follow-
ing Kavdia et al. (2002)):
cNO,m = km[NO]mCm; m 2 {n,k, j} , (6.22)
where Cm is the concentration of reactive species in the cell type and km
represents the reaction rate constant.
6.2.4 Nitric Oxide in the Smooth Muscle Cell
NO diffuses through all cell types and reaches the SMC, which forms the
contractile core of the NVUmodel (Dormanns et al., 2014). NO, via its second
messenger cGMP, influences the SMC contraction mechanism and the open
probability of the BK channel (see Figure 32).
The time dependent rate of change of NO concentration in the SMC [NO]i
is the sum of the diffusive fluxes from the NE and the EC less the amount of
NO that is scavenged. This is written as:
d[NO]i
dt
=
[NO]n - [NO]i
⌧ni
+
[NO]j - [NO]i
⌧ij
- kdno[NO]i , (6.23)
where kdno denotes the lumped NO consumption rate constant that reflects
the activity of various NO scavengers like sGC (Yang et al., 2005).
In the SMC NO activates soluble guanylyl cyclase (sGC), an enzyme cata-
lysing the formation of the second messenger cGMP. The kinetics of sGC and
its complexes are described by Yang et al. (2005) with reaction rate constants
from Condorelli and George (2001). The sGC system with Eb, the fraction
of sGC in the basal state, E6c, the fraction of sGC in the intermediate form
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Figure 32: Graphical representation of the mathematical model, detail. NO in the
smooth muscle cell (SMC) influences the contraction mechanism and the
open probability of the big potassium channel (BK). The model addition
to our previous foundation model (Dormanns et al., 2014) is highlighted.
PVS - Perivascular space, EC - Endothelial cell.
and E5c, the fraction of sGC in the fully activated form, is described by the
following set of equations (Yang et al., 2005):
dEb
dt
= (-k1[NO]i - k-1)Eb + (k4 - k-1)E5c + k-1
dE6c
dt
= k1Eb[NO]i - (k-1 + k2)E6c - k3E6c[NO]i
E5c = 1- Eb - E6c ,
(6.24)
where k-1 to k4 are rate constants, of which k4 depends on the cGMP con-
centration:
k4 = C4[cGMP]m4i . (6.25)
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Here m reflects the strength of the cGMP feedback and C4 is a rate constant
(Yang et al., 2005). The cGMP concentration is determined by
d[cGMP]i
dt
= Vmax,sGCE5c -
Vmax,pde[cGMP]i
Km,pde[cGMP]i
, (6.26)
where Vmax,sGC is the maximum cGMP production rate, Vmax,pde the phos-
phodiesterase rate constant, and Km,pde the Michaelis constant (Yang et al.,
2005).
6.2.5 Nitric Oxide Mediated Dilation
Yang et al. (2005) suggested two pathways by which NO can lead to local vas-
odilation of arterioles in the brain. The first pathway is by indirectly influen-
cing the SMC contractile system that is determined by the formation of cross
bridges between the actin and myosin filaments and that was first described
by Hai and Murphy (Hai and Murphy, 1988). There are four possible states
for the formation of myosin: free nonphosphorylated cross bridges (M), free
phosphorylated cross bridges (Mp), attached phosphorylated cross bridges
(AMp) and attached dephosphorylated latch bridges (AM). The second mes-
senger of NO, cGMP changes the rate constants K2 and K5 for the de-
phosphorylation of Mp to M and AMp to AM by myosin light-chain phos-
phatase (MLCP) (Yang et al., 2005). In our previous fundamental NVUmodel
(Dormanns et al., 2014) we used the rate constants based on the model of
(Koenigsberger et al., 2006) where K2, K5 = 0.5 s-1. Yang et al. (2005) used
the following reduced two-state model to describe the phosphorylation kin-
etics:
M
kmlck*)
kmlcp
Mp , (6.27)
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where
kmlcp = kmlpc,b + kmlpc,c
[cGMP]2
[cGMP]2 +K2m,mlcp
(6.28)
To adjust the reduced model to the Hai and Murphy (1988) model used by
Koenigsberger et al. (2006), we scale the two factors kmlpc,b and kmlpc,c in
order to achieve K2, K5 = 0.5 s-1 for no NO production.
The second pathway concerns the open probability, wi, of the BK channel
in the SMC, which is a function of the membrane potential, vi, and is shif-
ted to the left (in the membrane potential space) by cGMP (Stockand and
Sansom, 1996).
In the NVU model (Dormanns et al., 2014) the open probability of the
BK channel in the SMC is described by the equation of Koenigsberger et al.
(2006):
dwi
dt
=  i (Kacti -wi) , (6.29)
with the equilibrium state Kacti given by
Kact,i =
([Ca2+]i + cw,i)2
([Ca2+]i + cw,i)2 + i exp(vCa3,i - vi/RK,i)
. (6.30)
Here the constants  i, vCa3,i and RK,i describe the channel activation. We
assume that in the vi range of interest there is an approximately constant
shift of wi when activated by cGMP that can be modelled by making cw,i a
function of cGMP, so that:
cw,i =
1
✏i +↵i exp( i[cGMP]i)
(6.31)
with ✏i, ↵i and  i as translation factors that are chosen to give the desired
shift of wi upon cGMP stimulation as observed in experiments (Stockand
and Sansom, 1996).
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6.3 results
A numerical model of the NO signalling pathway in NVC is presented,
which is based on our previous NVUmodels (Farr and David, 2011; Dormanns
et al., 2014). It includes NO derived from neurons and endothelial cells, cata-
lysed by the enzymes nNOS and eNOS, respectively.
6.3.1 Nitric Oxide Signalling Pathway under non-Pathological Conditions
To assess the influence of the NO signalling pathway in NVC, the model
was tested using a neuronal activation (stimulation) input from 400 s to 600 s
simulation time. This stimulus consisted of the neuronal K+ release (see
Dormanns et al. (2014)) and a simultaneous [Glu] increase in the SC. The
stimulus was given after the model had reached steady state conditions.
Figure 33 shows the key components of the NO pathway and the resulting
radius change. Neuronal NOS activation is mediated by an increased intra-
cellular Ca2+ concentration and endothelial NOS is activated by Ca2+ and
as a response to increased wss due to arteriolar blood flow (see Figure 33a)).
In a non-activated state there is constant [NOSact] in both cells, NE and EC,
which is known to maintain basic homoeostasis (Chen and Popel, 2007). The
baseline value of [eNOSact] (0.71µM) is approximately twice as high as that
of nNOS (0.32µM).
Steady state baseline values of [NO] vary for different cell types (see Fig-
ure 33b)). The distribution is shifted towards the NE with a basal [NO] of
0.18µM, followed by the AC with 0.13µM. In the SMC and EC we find only
marginally different NO concentrations (0.068µM and 0.067µM). At 400 s
stimulation starts and [NO] in all cell types increases immediately (in less
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Figure 33: The nitric oxide (NO) signalling pathway in neurovascular coupling
(NVC) - key components and radius change. Black bar shows the time
period of stimulation (see text for description).
than 1 s). We observe that the increase is rapid at the beginning and then
gradually slows down with an inverse exponential decay profile. Within the
period of stimulation none of the profiles reach steady state, but they reach
their maximum at 600 s when the stimulation ends. The highest [NO] ob-
tained in the NE is 0.50µM (2.8-fold increase), followed by 0.32µM in the
AC and 0.15µM in both, the SMC and EC (2.1-fold increase). After the stimu-
lation ends, all profiles show an exponential decay until they reach the initial
steady state baseline value (approximately 300 s after the end of the stimula-
tion). These profile characteristics are typical for intracellular NO dynamics
and are observed upon stimulation experimentally (Laranjinha et al., 2012)
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and numerically (Fadel et al., 2009), who model endothelium-derived NO
release upon shear stress activation using a PDE system.
The cGMP concentration in the SMC reaches from 8.9µM (baseline) to
11.3µM (activated state, shown in Figure 33c)). Its profile is similar to that of
[NO], but with a slower return to pre-stimulation conditions (approximately
400 s). The [cGMP] dynamics lead to changes in K2 and K5 of the adapted
actin-myosin crossbridge model (Hai and Murphy, 1988; Yang et al., 2005;
Dormanns et al., 2014). (Figure 33d) shows the non-dimensional values). In
a steady state (non-stimulated) stage we obtain K2 = K5 = 1.8 s-1, which is
more than three-fold the baseline value in Dormanns et al. (2014). This leads
to a more dilated resting tone of the vessel and an overall shift of the radius
profile. K2 and K5 reach a maximum value of 2.0 s-1 at approximately 600 s.
Figure 33f) shows the perfusing vessel radius as a function of time. It has
a baseline (steady state) value of 22.91µm and a peak value during stimu-
lation of 29.81µm. The profile shows a rapid radius increase immediately
after the start of stimulation, continuing for approximately 10-15 seconds,
but the gradient then decreases until the stimulation ceases. The first 80%
of dilation is achieved within 30 s and the remainder within 170 s. At the
end of stimulation it has not reached steady state conditions yet and takes
approximately 300 s to return to the original non-activated value.
6.3.2 Distribution of Nitric Oxide
Investigating the cellular distribution of NO among all cell types is of high
interest, because NO diffuses rapidly from one compartment into others
and therefore its physiological impact is not limited to the cell in which it
is synthesised. In our model NO is produced in the NE and the EC, which
are the most influential NO producers (Fleming and Busse, 1999; Forsythe
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et al., 2001). We analyse the equilibrium concentration of NO obtained by
diffusion and consumption in all four cell types, with special emphasis on
that in the SMC, since it forms the contractile unit of the NVU.
We are interested in the resting state, when NO is produced at a basal
level, and in the activated state during NVC, when we expect higher NO
release from the NE. In each state, three cases are studied: The influence of
NO release 1) from both, the NE and EC, 2) only from the NE and 3) only
from the EC.
Figure 34a) shows the equilibrium distribution of basal NO. When both
cell types, NE and EC, release NO, the equilibrium NO concentration is the
highest in the NE (0.18µM), followed by the AC (0.13µM) and the lowest in
the SMC and EC (both 0.07µM). With NO only released from the NE, we ob-
tain a similar gradient among the different cell types reaching from 0.14µM
in the NE to 0.03µM in the SMC and EC. However, when only endothelial
NO production is activated, the concentration in all cell types is constant
(0.04µM). The NO concentration in the SMC in a resting state is dominated
by the production from the EC. Figure 34b) shows the equilibrium distribu-
tion of NO during neuronal activation. Here, the NO concentration in the
NE is more than twice as high as in the resting state (Figure 34a)). In all
cell types the influence of the neuronal NO production governs the total
equilibrium concentration in an activated state.
6.3.3 Contribution of Nitric Oxide towards Neurovascular Coupling
The majority of published work in the literature states that NO plays a cent-
ral role in cerebral blood flow regulation by modulating NVC. In order to
further understand this, the vascular response to neuronal activity with and
without the NO signalling pathway was analysed. Figure 35 shows the open
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Figure 34: Steady state distribution of NO concentration among different cell types
under the influence of basal NO release from NE and EC (plain, left), only
from NE (hatched, middle) and only from EC (dotted, right). a) Resting
state, b) Activated state.
probability of the BK channel and the arteriolar radius over time in four
cases: 1) No input stimulus, 2) only neuronal K+ as input and all NO sig-
nalling pathway related components disabled, i.e. no NO production in EC
or NE, 3) only Glu stimulus with NO signalling pathway enabled, and 4)
both input stimuli K+ and Glu. In all cases the neuronal stimulation, if ex-
istent, was given from 400 s to 600 s.
With the NO pathway included the arteriolar vessel shows a more dilated
resting tone (22.91µm) compared to the NVC model without NO (19.46µm).
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Figure 35: Open probability of the SMC BK channel (a) and arteriolar radius re-
sponse (b) for four different cases of stimuli (see text for description).
During neuronal activation the vessel responds differently for the two cases.
Both profiles show a rapid increase upon stimulation in the first 30 s. After
this the radius of the model without NO drops slightly and reaches a plateau
value of 24.8µm, whereas the radius of the model with NO keeps constantly
increasing, but at a slower rate than in the first 30 s. Within a stimulation
of 200 s it reaches 29.9µm, which is 4.7% more dilation with respect to the
baseline. After stimulation ends both profiles return to the original value.
Without NO we observe an undershoot of the radius, whereas with NO we
obtain a smoother curve with a relatively slow return to the baseline.
6.4 discussion
Our numerical model of NVC including the NO signalling pathway is cap-
able of simulating arteriolar responses to neuronal activation. It can show
that NO acts in a vasodilatory sense and that it significantly influences key
components of NVC dynamics. Furthermore, it can give a unique insight
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into the effects of NO in the whole NVU, thereby revealing underlying mech-
anisms that are not able to be shown in experiments, or only to a limited
extent.
6.4.1 Contribution of Nitric Oxide towards Neurovascular Coupling
The implementation of the NO signalling pathway in our NVUmodel (Dormanns
et al., 2014) leads to major changes throughout all model components, of
which the arteriolar radius is of highest interest, because it directly determ-
ines the regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). With the NO pathway included
the arteriolar vessel shows a more dilated resting tone compared to the NVC
model without NO (see Figure 35, right). This shift of baseline is due to a con-
stant supply of vasodilatory NO from both NE and EC (see Figure 34a)). The
other novelty is the dilation behaviour during neuronal stimulation. The ra-
dius profile shows a larger and longer response to stimulation than without
the NO pathway.
Analysing all model components we can divide the radius response into
two phases:
1) During neuronal stimulation, the K+ concentration in the PVS increases
and activates the K+ efflux through the inward-rectifying potassium (JKIR)
channel in the SMC (see Figure 32). As a result of this the intracellular K+
drops. This leads to hyperpolarisation of the cell, which in turn enhances the
JKIR efflux further, forming a positive feedback mechanism. At the same time,
the decreased membrane potential vi leads to a decrease of the K+ efflux
through the big potassium (BK) channel (JBK,i). This absolute amount of
decrease, however, is smaller than the increase of K+ leaving the cell through
the JKIR channel. Therefore, the drop in the SMC membrane potential (vi) is
maintained and leads to a closure of the VOCC channel. The Ca2+ influx
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through this channel is decreased leading to a drop of Ca2+ concentration
in the SMC cytosol and a relatively fast dilation of the vessel radius. After
approximately 100 s the fluxes balance each other and the system reaches
steady state conditions and rests at an activated, dilated state equilibrium.
2) A slower component of the model with the NO signalling pathway is the
increase of cGMP in the SMC. This leads to the shift of the open probability
of the BK channel. The K+ efflux increases with the opening of the channel,
which means that the intracellular K+ concentration drops at a faster rate
than before. Instead of reaching steady state conditions after around 100 s,
as the model would do if the NO pathway was not included, the membrane
potential drops further. As a consequence of this the VOCC channel closes
further and the SMC Ca2+ concentration decreases. As an overall behaviour
the vessel dilates further with the NO signalling pathway included in the
model and returns back to the basal state more slowly.
We can conclude that the neuronal K+ release governs the fast onset of
vasodilation whilst the Glu release, via the NO signalling pathway, is re-
sponsible for maintaining the dilation longer and thus providing more oxy-
gen and glucose to adjacent brain tissue with increased cerebral blood flow.
The model shows the interactions between K+ and Glu signalling and that
NO plays a role as an important vasodilator, which is in agreement with
experimental results that show that NOS blockade strongly attenuates the
K+-induced vasodilation and, ultimately, elevation of rCBF (Dreier et al.,
1995).
The rCBFQ changes the arteriolar radius r in the following way (assuming
Hagen-Poiseuille flow, see Eq 6.16):
dQ
dr
=
 P⇡4r3
8⌘L
. (6.32)
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Using Eq 6.16 and 6.32 changes in Q upon neuronal stimulation compared
to the basal rCBF Q0 can be written as:
dQ
Q0
=
 P⇡4r3
8⌘L
dr
✓
 P⇡r4
8⌘L
◆-1
=
4
r0
dr , (6.33)
from which follows
dr
r0
=
1
4
dQ
Q0
, (6.34)
where r0 is the basal arteriolar radius.
Dirnagl et al. (1993) observed an increase of rCBF upon vibrissae stim-
ulation for 60 s of dQQ0 = 17% in control rats and approximately 50% less
response when the production of NO was blocked. This corresponds to a ra-
dius increase of 4.25% (with NO) and 2.13% (blocked NO production). Our
foundation model without NO shows an increase of the arteriolar radius
of 27.4% and the radius in our model including NO signalling responds to
neuronal K+ and Glu stimulation with a 30.5%. There may be several ex-
planations for the discrepancy in the vessel response, e.g. anesthesia of rats,
measuring method and level of neuronal activity. Hillman et al. (2007) ob-
serve rapid dilation of pial arterioles upon fore- and hind-paw stimulation of
17% to 29%, which corresponds more with our findings. Further validation
of our model with experimental data combined with a parameter sensitivity
analysis will be needed to improve accuracy of results.
6.4.2 Governing Source of Nitric Oxide
NO signalling is regulated at the level of its production. It can lead either
to toxicity or to neuroprotection depending on the level of NO (Zorrilla-
Zubilete et al., 2010). Our model predicts an NO concentration in different
cerebral cell types from 0.03µM in the SMC and EC to 0.18µM in the NE
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(see Figure 34a) and 34b)). This lies in the range of neuroprotective effects
(Zorrilla-Zubilete et al., 2010), but physiological measurements in literature
show conflicting results regarding NO concentration in the brain. Basal NO
levels reach from <0.01 µM (Malinski et al., 1993) to as high as 1.6µM (Buerk,
2001). Our model shows the distribution of equilibrium NO among different
cell types (see Figure 34a) and 34b)). A high amount of NO being scavenged
by the reactions with arteriolar haemoglobin explains the reduction of NO
concentration the closer the cell types are located to the lumen. This can
be described as a luminal “sink”. Our diffusion model is very approximate,
however the result are in the same order of magnitude as those from models
with spatially varying solutions (Kavdia and Popel, 2003).
A considerable amount of experimental research has been focussed on de-
termining the most important source of NO contributing to cerebrovascular
regulation. NO is involved in the maintenance of resting cerebral blood flow
as well as in the control of the vascular response to neuronal activation. How-
ever, it is still a matter of debate which cell type contributes most in each
physiological phenomenon (Butler and Nicholsson, 2003; Lourenco et al.,
2014; Tabatabaei and Girouard, 2014). Fleming and Busse (1999) emphas-
ise that NO derived from the endothelium is the primary relaxing factor in
the regulation of vascular tone and homeostasis. Nevertheless, eNOS is not
believed to be the only regulator of vascular perfusion. Simultaneous meas-
urements of NO dynamics and cerebral blood flow changes in hippocampus
in vivo by Lourenco et al. (2014) support the hypothesis that NVC is medi-
ated by nNOS-derived NO. It is believed that, despite the fact that nNOS is
the major form of NOS in arterioles (Chen and Popel, 2006), both nNOS and
eNOS are involved in NVC. Depending on the level of stimulation, eNOS
plays a prominent role at low intensity stimulation, while nNOS is more
involved at high intensity stimulation (Tabatabaei and Girouard, 2014).
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Generally, the NO in the SMC comprises NO that was produced by nNOS
in the NE and by eNOS in the EC. Our model shows that in a resting state
the main source of vasodilating NO that diffuses to the contractile unit of the
NVU, the SMC, is eNOS (see Figure 34a)). However, during glutamatergic
neuronal stimulation nNOS plays the more prominent role in providing NO
and the SMC NO concentration is dominated by the NE component (see
Figure 34b)).
6.5 conclusion
Nitric oxide (NO) is a neurotransmitter known to act as a potent cerebral
vasodilator. Its role in neurovascular coupling (NVC) is discussed controver-
sially and one of the main unanswered questions is which cell type provides
the governing source of NO for the regulation of vasodynamics.
Mathematical modelling can be an appropriate tool to investigate the con-
tribution of NO towards the key components of NVC and analyse under-
lying mechanisms. The lumped parameter model of a neurovascular unit,
including neurons (NE), astrocytes (AC), smooth muscle cells (SMC) and
endothelial cells (EC), was extended to model the NO signalling pathway.
Results show that NO leads to a general shift of the resting regional blood
flow by dilating the arteriolar radius. Furthermore, dilation during neur-
onal activation is enhanced. Simulations show that potassium release is re-
sponsible for the fast onset of vascular response, whereas NO-modulated
mechanisms maintain dilation. Wall shear stress-activated NO release from
the EC leads to a delayed return to the basal state of the arteriolar radius.
The governing source of vasodilating NO that diffuses into the SMC, which
determine the arteriolar radius, depends on neuronal activation. In the rest-
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ing state the EC provides the major contribution towards vasorelaxation,
whereas during neuronal stimulation NO produced by the NE dominates.
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VASCULAR TREE MODEL
7.1 introduction
The network of blood vessels responsible for supplying the brain has two
primary purposes, to deliver the required O2 and nutrients to the tissue, and
to convectively remove metabolic waste products such as CO2. It has to dy-
namically match the supply to the varying metabolic demand of localised
neuronal activity. This is achieved by NVC, the local vessel dilation and con-
striction due to changes in neuronal activity. The vessel diameter controls
the local cerebral bloodflow and thereby the supply of O2 and nutrients.
Nutrient exchange primarily occurs in the capillaries, the fine mesh-like
network of blood vessels embedded in the tissue, where species such as O2,
CO2 and Glu are able to diffuse through the capillary walls.
The principal physical mechanism that controls bloodflow through the ca-
pillary network is the active dilation and contraction of the small arterioles
that feed the tissue. Vessel dilation reduces the resistance to bloodflow, and
hence increases the flow, while contraction restricts the blood supply. The
vasocontraction and -dilation is due to the layers of SMCs surrounding the
arteriole, which have the ability to actively contract or relax through actin-
myosin crossbridge formation and cycling. The primary biochemical agent
responsible for regulating this process is Ca2+ in the cytosol of the SMC. As
highlighted in previous chapters, stimuli that have chemical pathways ulti-
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mately affecting cytosolic Ca2+ are manifold, including shear stress at the
arterial wall (Wiesner et al., 1997; see chapter 6), transmural pressure in
the vessel (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermentrout, 1994), tissue pH, and neur-
onal activity through Glu and K+ release in the SC (Attwell et al., 2010; see
chapter 4).
The cerebral cortex is fed with blood and nutrients from the outside in-
wards, starting at the pia mater (pial arteries) and bifurcating into the cortex
with penetrating arteries which eventually perfuse the capillary bed. Thus it
is essentially a tree of blood vessels, which repeatedly bifurcates from a large
root vessel into vessels of shorter length and smaller radius. A cerebral vas-
cular tree may comprise up to 20 or more bifurcation levels, corresponding
to many millions of vessels in the tree.
The dimensions of the vessels scale in such a way as to leave a significant
fraction of the overall pressure drop from the root of the tree to the capillary
bed across the smallest arterioles near the leaves of the tree (Fung, 1993).
Variation in the resistance of these vessels can hence modify bloodflow in
a highly localised manner, and collective variation can significantly modify
the overall cerebral perfusion.
Because of the connectivity of the tree, a change in resistance of one blood
vessel can cause a change in pressure, and hence flow, throughout the bin-
ary tree. For example, if the resistance of blood vessels in a particular region
decreases, then bloodflow will effectively be diverted through those vessels
from other parts of the tree. The remainder of the tree will need, to some
extent, to compensate for this decrease in flow. The effect that this connec-
tedness will have on cerebral perfusion is not immediately apparent. One
means of studying this problem is through large-scale simulation, whereby
arteriole-level models of NVC, achieved by the collection of linked NVU cells,
incorporating the desired biochemical processes are inserted into a spatially-
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embedded vascular tree, and simulations are conducted at a macroscopic-
scale.
The communication between cerebral tissue and vasculature exhibits a
bidirectional character. Not only does neuronal activity modulate the vessel
diameter via the previously described signalling pathways, but the NVU can
also receive information from the vessel lumen. Spatially varying luminal
agonists, such as ATP, can act on endothelial receptors and provide a flux of
IP3 into the EC cytosol. IP3 diffuses through GJ between ECs and SMCs and can
change their dynamical state (see chapter 5).
Additionally, ECs and SMCs are able to detect and respond to radial changes
through stretch-activated channels (Koenigsberger et al., 2006). These chan-
nels provide a flux of Ca2+ into the EC, which again through GJ transfers
Ca2+ to the SMC increasing vasoconstriction via the myocin-actin pathway
(Hai and Murphy, 1988). The stretch channel flux equation is a function of
a number of variables, notably the membrane potential, v, and the vessel
radius, r, and is given as
Jstretch =
Gstretch
1+ exp
⇣
-↵stretch
⇣
 pr
h -  0
⌘⌘ (v- ESAC) . (7.1)
Here p is the pressure in the vessel (mean value of the pressure in the two
nodes connected by the vessel), Gstretch the channel conductance, h the vessel
wall thickness, ESAC the Nernst potential, ↵stretch a model parameter and  0
the circumferential stress associated with an equilibrium state of the vascular
tone of the vessel (Koenigsberger et al., 2006). Hence, the stretch-activated
channels provide an essential link between the NVU and the vascular tree.
Up to now in vitro, in vivo and in silico experiments have either investig-
ated time-dependent flow through either simple or complex vasculatures or
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looked at cell functioning independent of the consideration of how blood flow
itself is affecting the neural phenomena and vice versa.
To investigate the effect of complex cellular models embedded in a vas-
cular tree we allow a single NVU to be connected to each of the leaves of
a tree which models in some topological sense a small section of cortical
tissue/vasculature. Thus an individual NVU perfuses a small section of tis-
sue. The activity of each NVU may be varied according to its position in the
tissue block. By introducing a model of a spatially embedded dynamic vas-
cular tree regulated by a time-dependent and spatially varying cellular scale
model of NVC we can begin to examine some of the effects introduced by
the connectivity of the structure of the tree and the dynamics of the cellular
function. In addition, the coupling induced by the vascular tree presents nu-
merical challenges to not only the numerical solution of the resulting ODE or
PDE systems, but also because of the possible size of the system to the parallel
implementation itself. In chapter 5 it was shown that for certain concentra-
tions of agonist in both the flowing blood and tissue, the EC/SMC system
exhibits domains of oscillation and induces oscillation in the arteriolar radii
of the vascular tree (vasomotion). In addition, the frequency changes as a
function of agonist concentration. The model is therefore able to investigate
the relationship between oscillatory states of the EC/SMC and the resulting
motion of the vasculature.
7.2 methods
In this section first the basic structure of the vascular tree, which allows for a
space filling simulation, is described. The root of the tree can be considered
as either a pial artery and a subsequent penetrating arterial structure into
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the cerebral cortex or the start of the penetrating structure itself. Having
determined the basis of the tree the NVU is briefly described, but the details
can be found in Chapter 4 and the Appendix. Finally, a description is given
which links the two models together forming a multi-scale model and an
algorithm, which determines the numerical solution method in a parallel
environment.
7.2.1 Vascular Tree Model
The vascular network considered in this work is a tree-like structure of blood
vessels modelling a portion of the cerebral vasculature branched off from the
pial or penetrating arteries (see subsection 1.1.3). The blood vessels branch
into successively shorter and narrower vessels until they reach the fine mesh
structure of the capillary bed. The final vessels in the tree are referred to as
the terminal arterioles, and have a typical radius of 10 µm (Bell and Zlokovic,
2009).
The Reynolds and Womersley numbers for the flow in the small blood ves-
sels in the model are very small, so we can readily assume Hagen-Poiseuille
flow: for a vessel of length L and radius R, we have
Q =
⇡R4
8µL
 P , (7.2)
where Q is the blood flow, µ is the blood viscosity and  P is the pressure
drop over the vessel. We fix characteristic length and pressure values R0, L0,
and P0, and setting R = R0r, P = P0w and L = L0l, equation (7.2) becomes
Q =
⇡R40P0
8µL0
r4
l
w = Q0gw = Q0q , (7.3)
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where g = r4/l is the (non-dimensional) conductance of the vessel. The
equation q = gw is analogous to Ohm’s Law for an electrical circuit, with
flow q taking the role of current, w as potential difference, and g as conduct-
ance (reciprocal of resistance). Note that the conductance is highly sensitive
to the radius of the vessel. Because most of the systemic pressure drop occurs
over the small arterioles, we assume a constant capillary bed pressure pcap,
and a (possibly) time-dependent pressure p0(t) at the root of the tree (see
Figure 36). We consider a network of n blood vessels arranged in a symmet-
ric binary tree with m internal nodes. The branches and nodes are ordered
breadth-first, i.e. the neighbour branches and nodes are labelled first, before
moving to the next level in the tree.
p0(t)
p1
p2 p3
pcap pcap pcap pcap
q1
q2 q3
q4 q5 q6 q7
Figure 36: Indexing scheme for a binary tree. The branches and nodes are ordered
breadth-first. The terminating arterioles have their pressure fixed at pcap.
7.2.1.1 Spatially Embedded Vascular Tree
As a crude approximation of a tree with physiologically realistic morpho-
logy, we model the tree as a symmetric binary tree, with a 2D H-tree spatial
structure. At each bifurcation, the radius of the daughter vessels is a factor
↵ =
p
2 of the radius of the parent, and the length is divided by 2 every
second bifurcation. These scalings are again within the biologically realistic
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limits described in the asymetric binary tree algorithm of Ottesen and Oluf-
sen (2004). The smallest vessels are defined to have radius 10 µm and length
200 µm, and the scale of the model is therefore determined by the number
of levels in the tree. A tree of 5 levels, perfusing an approximately 1.6 ⇥ 1.6
mm ⇥ 0.4 mm slice of tissue, is depicted in Figure 37.
a
2
a
2
a
a
a
a
2a
Figure 37: Spatial arrangement of a 5-level H-tree model. The tree is laid out in such
a way that the terminal arterioles form a regular 2-dimensional grid in
space. Each of the terminal arterioles is considered to perfuse one block
of tissue.
Finally, we assume that when unpressurised, each vessel has wall thick-
ness h⇤ proportional to its radius R⇤, namely
h⇤ = hRRR⇤ . (7.4)
The result is a tree with a somewhat realistic morphology, but with a space-
filling property that enables the coupling of 2D or 3D spatial phenomena
such as the localised neural activity to the inherently 1D (or 0D) problem of
blood flow in the vascular tree.
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7.2.2 Parallel Implementation
The parallel implementation follows the work of Brown and David (2013).
Because of the global coupling induced by the resistive network, the result-
ing stiff system of ODEs has a dense Jacobian which precludes the direct
application of traditional implicit methods for numerically solving the dif-
ferential equations. We consider a technique for remedying this problem by
taking a block diagonal Jacobian approximation which allows use of an im-
plicit method but retains the desirable property of explicit solvers of linear
solution time scaling with problem size. Additionally, the method is amen-
able to significant parallelisation, and we present scaling results. A mathem-
atical description of the problem is as follows. We model the network by a
directed graph withm internal nodes and n edges. The graph is represented
by an incidence matrix A 2 Rm⇥n with entries aij given by: aij = -1 if edge
j enters node i, aij = 1 if edge j exits node i, and aij = 0 otherwise. For
example, for the tree depicted in Figure 36 we obtain
A =
2666664
-1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 -1 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 1 1
3777775 . (7.5)
With imposed potential or flow boundary conditions, the potential differ-
ences w across the edges are given by an expression of the form
w =
26666666664
p0 - p1
p1 - p2
:
p4 - pcap
37777777775
= ATp+b , (7.6)
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where p 2 Rm is the vector of potentials at each internal node, and b 2 Rn
incorporates the boundary conditions:
b =

p0(t) 0 0 -pcap -pcap -pcap -pcap
 T
. (7.7)
We assume that the constitutive relation on each edge is Ohm’s law: the
flow through edge j is qj = gjwj where gj is the conductance of the edge. In
matrix form,
q = Gw 2 Rn , (7.8)
where G = diag g.
Flow conservation requires
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
node 1: - q1 + q2 + q3 = 0
node 2: - q2+ q4 + q5 = 0
node 3: - q3 + q6 + q7 = 0
; ) Aq = 0 , (7.9)
and thus the vector of potentials p 2 Rm is given by solving the positive
definite linear system
AGATp = -AGb . (7.10)
The class of models we consider takes such a network and couples it to a
system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
x˙ = f(x,p, t), x 2 Rl, l 2N , (7.11)
where the vector x corresponds to the set of state variables of the ODE sys-
tem. The differential equations for the state variables depend on the poten-
tials in the network, and the conductances in the network are algebraically
dependent on the state variables, g = g(x) (the conductances can be com-
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puted from the radii of the terminal arterioles). Further, the boundary condi-
tions may be time-varying, b = b(t). Equations (7.10) and (7.11) thus define
a semi-explicit index-1 differential algebraic system of equations. The system
can naively be solved by standard ODE methods by transforming it into an
ODE system:
dx
dt
= f(x, (AG(x)AT )-1AG(x)b(t), t) (7.12)
The linear system (7.10) is positive definite, typically highly sparse, and de-
pending on its structure can be efficiently solved by the conjugate gradient
method or direct sparse Cholesky factorisation. Hence, function evaluations
for this ODE system are relatively cheap. However, the system is stiff, requir-
ing the evaluation of the Jacobian of the system. The Jacobian of (7.12) can
be decomposed into the following form:
J =
@f
@x
+
@f
@p
@p
@g
@g
@x
. (7.13)
For a typical problem the terms @f@x ,
@f
@p ,
@g
@x are likely to be highly sparse,
because f and x span all of the tissue blocks and components, e.g. @fi@xj in
these matrices are only non-zero if i, j correspond to equations / variables
within the same tissue block. The term @p@g is given by
@p
@g
= -(A diag(g(x)AT )-1A diag(ATp+b) , (7.14)
which is a dense matrix, since it contains the inverse of a sparse matrix
A diag(g)AT and that matrix cannot be permuted into block triangular form.
The system Jacobian, J, is thus also dense, precluding its direct evaluation
for a large-scale problem. For large-scale problems it is not feasible to con-
struct the full Jacobian of the system to use in a direct linear solver. For
example, the autoregulation problem for a vasculature involving approxim-
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ately 10,000,000 vessels would require more than 20TB of RAM to store the
Jacobian. We choose the approximation to have block diagonal structure,
so that the factorisation and solution can be decomposed into as many in-
dependent tasks as there are blocks, and hence the decomposition yields a
natural parallelisation of the problem. Details of this procedure can be found
in Brown and David (2013).
7.2.2.1 Parallel Considerations
When this algorithm is implemented on a parallel system, the H-tree net-
work is partioned at a coarser scale, one subnetwork per computational node.
Each of these coarse partitions is formed from the union of a number of fine
partitions. Each coarse partition has its own incidence matrix A(i) with its
own set of boundary values b(i) corresponding to where it meets the prob-
lem boundary and other subnetworks. Before the approximate Jacobian can
be evaluated, a global computation of pressures throughout the network is
completed.
7.2.2.2 Large-Scale Simulation of the Neurovascular Coupling Model
We now consider applying the methodology to our previously described
autoregulation model. The tissue blocks and terminal arterioles are of fixed
size, so the overall problem size is dictated by the number of levels, L, in the
binary tree.
To parallelise the problem, the tissue domain is split into N subdomains,
where N = 2L0 ,L0 2N, where L0 is the number of levels in the root subtree
such that each of the subdomains corresponds to an equally sized subtree
with incidence matrix A(i). The root subtree of the network connecting each
of these subtrees has incidence matrix A(0). The subtrees are binary trees
of L - L0 levels each. For each subtree in the coarse partition we specify
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the fine partitioning for the Jacobian approximation by further decomposing
each subtree into its own root tree with subtrees of NS levels. The imposed
boundary nodes are the nodes where the fine subtrees interface with the root.
The degree of sparsity of the Jacobian can be controlled by specifying the
number of levels in the tree,NS, each subtree spans. The two decompositions
are illustrated in Figure 38.
a) b)
Figure 38: Example of an H-tree model of the vasculature showing fine and coarse
decomposition. a) depicts a 12 ⇥ 12 ⇥ 0.4 mm tissue slice. Each subdo-
main of the coarse partition is mapped to one processor, whereas the fine
partitioning of each subdomain (b) sets the Jacobian block size. For this
example NS = 5, so there are 16 tissue blocks and hence 16 ⇥ 24 state
variables per fine partition, the Jacobian block size is 384 ⇥ 384. A tree
of L levels has an m ⇥ n incidence with L = 11 into N = 4 four subtrees
(L0 = 2). The root subtree is shown in grey. b) Fine partitioning of sub-
tree with NS = 5 for Jacobian approximation. The network is split at the
nodes (marked as black circles), resulting in Jacobian blocks for the state
variables in each grey rectangle.
7.2.3 Numerical Solution Method
Numerical experiments were conducted to assess the convergence and scalab-
ility of the approach for the cerebral vasculature problem in the UC HPC
IBM Power 755 cluster and the HP DL560 generation 9 server. The test sys-
tem used is up to 32 processors in HP DL560, and 128 processors in the
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Power 755 cluster, which corresponds to 4 nodes. Intranodal communication
is conducted using shared memory, while internodal communication utilises
an infiniband network.
To solve the ODE system, a fixed-step backward Euler method was used
to solve the radial change of the leaf of the H-tree using the NVC model de-
scribed in Chapter 4. The Jacobian was computed from the initial state, and
then updated subsequent to any iteration that took more than 8 iterations to
converge. Newton’s method was said to converge when either the function
value or relative error dropped below a tolerance of ✏ = 10-6. The matrices
@f(i)/@p(i) and @f(i)/@x(i) were computed numerically by finite differences,
using the algorithm of Curtis et al. (1974). The equations were all scaled to
have steady state values near 1. The matrix @g(i)/@p(i) was computed ana-
lytically. The algorithm was implemented in C with MPI, compiled using
IBM’s XLC (Power 755) and the GNU compiler GCC (HP DL560), and util-
ised CSparse (Davis, 2006) for the sparse matrix operations (sparse Cholesky
factorisation, sparse LU decomposition, and matrix multiplication). The code
was executed on a number of cores ranging from 1 to 32 and 128, respect-
ively.
7.2.4 Diffusion
The vascular tree with the space-filling property coupled with tissue blocks
allows us to study spatial phenomena such as diffusion in the tissue, which
was not possible in the single NVU models.
Physiologically, the extracellular space (ECS) provides a space for multiple
species to diffuse between cerebral cells. Here, hindrance by the structure of
the narrow confines of the ECS compared to a free medium, expressed as
tortuosity, has to be considered (Syková and Nicholson, 2008). Diffusion can
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also occur between cells through ion channels and homo- and heterocellular
GJs such as exhibited in SMCs and ECs. Furthermore, some molecules, such as
NO, are small enough to diffuse freely through cell membranes.
For diffusion of a species,  , between two adjacent tissue blocks we as-
sume linear diffusion:
d =
[ ]i - [ ]i+1
⌧ 
. (7.15)
Here, ⌧  is the characteristic time that is needed for   to diffuse over the
distance,  xtb, from one tissue block centre to the next. It is defined by the
Einstein-Smoluchowski equation:
⌧  =
( xtb)
2
2D 
. (7.16)
D  is the effective diffusion coefficient of   in the medium and is determ-
ined by
D  =
Dfree
 20
, (7.17)
where Dfree is the free diffusion coefficient of   and  0 is a non-dimensional
tortuosity factor. For intracellular diffusion a value of 3.2 has been reported
and for extracellular diffusion  0 =1.6 (Syková and Nicholson, 2008).
Diffusion between tissue blocks and across message passing interface (MPI)
domain boundaries was implemented using so-called ‘ghost blocks’ at the
edge of each MPI domain. In these ghost blocks variable values are stored
after each iteration of the solver. Then information is exchanged with the
adjacent MPI domain using the MPI routine MPI_Sendrecv().
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7.3.1 Numerical Scaling Experiments
Two numerical experiments were performed in order to determine the scal-
ing effects of the parallel code, the results of which are depicted in Figure 39.
The first experiment measured the strong scaling performance of the prob-
lem for a fixed problem size of L = 10 levels, with subtree size NS = 3. The
number of processors was varied in powers of 2 between 1 and 32 and the
simulation wall clock time recorded. Figure 39a) shows that up to this num-
ber of processors, the method scales ideally. Scaling is initially superlinear,
because as more processors are added, more of the problem is able to fit
in fast cache memory. The second experiment measured the weak scaling
Figure 39: a) Strong scaling (L = 10, N = 1,. . . ,32; NS = 3). b) Weak scaling (L = 9,
. . . ,16; N = 1,. . . ,64; NS = 3).
performance of the problem, whereby the problem size is increased in pro-
portion with the number of processors. The problem size was varied between
L = 9 and L = 14, with the number of processors varying between N = 1 and
N = 32. Figure 39b) shows that the elapsed computational time increases
slightly as the problem and computing size increase. Small problem sizes
were chosen to accentuate the relative contribution of communication, and
increasing the problem scale would flatten the curve further.
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7.3.2 Multi-Scale Simulations
The presented simulations concentrate on the resulting linkage between the
vasculature and the NVU embedded in a tissue block. The results are divided
into three sections where the simulations provide the system when there is
only i) neuronal activation only (varying spatially with the tissue block), ii)
agonist activation only and iii) where is both agonist and neuronal activa-
tion.
Figure 40 shows a 64 ⇥ 64 tissue block slice containing 4096 individual
blocks. The case shown simulates a Gaußian distribution of agonist in the
centre of the slice, inducing oscillation in each of the tissue blocks out to a
defined radius. The colour map of the blocks depicts Ca2+ whilst the colour
of the vascular segments depicts the (scaled) bloodflow through the vessels.
It is normalised for each level by a factor of 2(L-1) to be able to compare the
bloodflow of different levels in the tree.
7.3.2.1 Neuronal Activiation Only
Figure 41 shows the tissue block of size 8 ⇥ 8 where the neuron is activ-
ated in the area, denoted by the 3 ⇥ 3 sub-block whose border is defined by
cells numbered 60 (outside) and 61 (inside). The neuronal activation starts
at t = 100 seconds. The colour map on the vessel segments denotes blood
flow whilst the colour mapped onto the tissue blocks denotes cytosolic SMC
Ca2+. The sizes of the radial segments indicate the actual radius of the ves-
sel segment. For this particular part of the time-dependent behaviour the
radius inside the activated area shows a constant and dilated set of arterial
segments. As a response, vessels in the activated area dilate and due to flow
conservation adjacent vessels outside get constricted. If both leaf vessels lay
in the activated area their dilation is smaller than if in different areas. NVU tis-
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Figure 40: Simulation of a 25.6 ⇥ 25.6 mm cerebral tissue slice including 4096
NVU blocks globally coupled with a space-filling vascular tree. A two-
dimensional Gaußian input function is used to activate the centre of the
tissue blocks with an increased luminal agonist flux (0.18 to 0.4 µM s-1).
a) Overview; b) detail.
sue blocks and vasculature are bidirectionally coupled. The feedback from
the radius to the NVU via the stretch-activated channels leads to a (small)
change in Ca2+ also for the tissue blocks in the non-activated area.
Figure 42 shows the time dependent profiles for both Ca2+ and radius for
cells 60 and 61. At the start of the activation the radius of cell 61 (inside the
activated area) shows a constriction and then a dilation to accommodate the
increase in neuronal activity and hence oxygen consumption. The Ca2+ for
cell 61 shows an initial increase in value but then decreases to a constant
value. This is due to the increase in K+ in the PVS and subsequent hyperpol-
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Figure 41: A square of 9 tissue blocks (shown in blue) is activated with neuronal K+
release (Finput = 2.5).
arisation of the SMC. The Ca2+ and radius in cell 60 (outside of the activated
area) shows only a small perturbation with the radius reaching a constant
value slightly lower than the steady state, due to the effect of the conserva-
tion of mass at the junction of the vessel segments that perfuse cells 60 and
61.
Figure 43 shows a tissue block slice of size 4 ⇥ 4 with different number of
activated blocks. In Figure 43a) the neuron is activated in the area denoted
by a 1⇥ 1 sub-block and in b) increased to a 2⇥ 2 sub-block. Here, the colour
mapped onto the tissue blocks denotes the K+ concentration in the SC. Again,
vessels in the activated area dilate due to neuronal activity. When a leaf
vessels lays in the activated area and is surrounded by other non-activated
blocks its dilation is larger than if surrounded by activated blocks (compare
vessel 0 in Figure 43c) and Figure 43d)). Also, the time-dependent profiles of
the bloodflow in the tree segments that feed vessel 0 are shown. When only
one block is activated the vessel response during activation decreases with
increasing level in a non-linear fashion (see Figure 43c)). However, when
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Figure 42: a) Ca2+ concentration in the SMC changes in two adjacent tissue blocks
and b) radius dynamics in the corresponding leaf branches. Tissue block
and leaf vessel 60 lay in a non-activated area and 61 in an area which is ac-
tivated with a time-dependent K+ input (Finput = 2.5). NVU tissue blocks
and vasculature are bidirectionally coupled (stretch-activated channels
enabled).
more tissue blocks are activated the leaf vessels in the activated area and
their parents exhibit the same (relative) increase in bloodflow (see vessels
0, 16 and 24 in Figure 43d)). Furthermore, with a larger activated area, the
root vessel (number 30) shows an increased radius and hence bloodflow
compared to that with a smaller activated area.
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Figure 43: Bloodflow change in the vessels upon a time-dependent K+ input (Finput
= 2.5) in different activated areas.
7.3.2.2 Lumen Agonist Activation Only
Figure 44 shows a detail of a 64 block simulation. The small 9 ⇥ 9 block (red)
has a constant agonist flux of 0.4 µM s-1 whilst the remaining blocks (blue)
have a constant value of 0.18 µM s-1. Two blocks are also highlighted where
one block lies within the high agonist domain (cell 61) and the other (cell 60)
lies adjacent but inside the low agonist domain.
Figure 45 shows the time-dependent profiles of radii in the two adjacent
blocks (cells 60 and 61). Since the agonist flux of 0.4 µM s-1 is high enough
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Figure 44: A square of 9 tissue blocks is activated with an increased luminal agonist
flux (0.4 µM s-1). As a response, vessel radii in the activated area become
oscillatory. The vessel segments are numbered from the root (126) to the
leaf (60, 61). Radial diameters are shown proportional to their size and
colour mapped as proportional to bloodflow. Tissue blocks are coloured
proportional to SMC Ca2+.
to include oscillation in the SMC, this is shown clearly in Figure 45 both in
the radius of cell 61 (in the high flux domain) and in the cytosolic Ca2+ of
the associated SMC. Additionally, although Ca2+ in the block outside of the
high flux domain is constant, the corresponding radius does exhibit small
oscillations and indicates that the vasculature provides a form of coupling
to other perfusing segments of the tree.
Figure 44 shows numbered segments of the vasculature from the root
segment (126) to the activated leaf of the H-tree (61). Figure 46 shows the
corresponding bloodflow time dependent profiles for the number segments
(60,...126). We see that the root (segment 126) has the lowest flow but con-
tains the sum of all the lower mass flow rates and has the largest radius.
Interestingly the blood flow to the two cells (60 and 61) both exhibit oscilla-
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Figure 45: SMC Ca2+ concentration changes in two adjacent tissue blocks and radius
dynamics in the corresponding leaf branches. Tissue block and leaf vessel
60 lay in a non-activated area and 61 in an area which is activated with a
time-dependent luminal agonist flux (0.4 µM s-1). NVU tissue blocks and
vasculature are uncoupled (stretch-activated channels disabled).
tions. Cell 61 has the lowest bloodflow and this is due to the fact that its Ca2+
has a high temporal average and thus induces a constriction. Conversely, the
cell adjacent but outside of the high agonist domain has the highest blood-
flow in order to maintain mass (flow) conservation. The remaining segments
exhibit oscillations due to pressure variations within the vasculature. Hence
even though the vasculature and tissue blocks are effectively decoupled by
forcing the pressure term in equation (7.1) to be constant, the tissue blocks
outside of the activated domain are dynamic. Figure 47 shows a 64 tissue
block with associated vasculature where the tissue colour map simulates
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Figure 46: Bloodflow time-dependent profiles in vessel segments (60, 61, 94, 110,
119, 123, 115, 126). Tissue block and leaf vessel 60 lay in a non-activated
area and 61 in an area which is activated with a time-dependent luminal
agonist flux (0.4 µM s-1)
cytosolic SMC Ca2+ and the vascular colour indicates bloodflow. In this case,
the agonist profile is varying linearly from top to bottom of the tissue block.
Four blocks are highlighted and numbered 0, 3, 5, 7. Figure 48 (top) shows
the time dependent Ca2+ profiles in the four tissue blocks for the decoupled
case, shown as an overview in Figure 47. The agonist profile is such that the
top two block rows and that of the bottom three are such as to produce a
steady state in the SMC Ca2+. All other rows induce oscillations in the SMC
compartment of the NVU. Figure 48 (bottom) shows the same situation, but
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Figure 47: 64 tissue block with agonist profile is varying linearly from top to bot-
tom of the tissue block. The tissue colour map simulates cytosolic SMC
Ca2+ and the vascular colour indicates bloodflow. The size of the radial
segments indicates the actual radius of the vessel segment. Four blocks
are highlighted and numbered 0, 3, 5, 7.
where the coupling between NVU and vasculature is active, (i.e. the stretch
channel has the radius and pressure terms changing). Comparison of the
profiles show only a small change, most notably in the Ca2+ of cell block
3. The Ca2+ in the coupled case has a higher frequency and the profile is
more sinusoidal in shape indicating that the calcium mediated channels are
opening more quickly.
7.3.2.3 Neuronal and Agonist Activation
For this case the neuron is activated by both an increase in K+ in the syn-
aptic cleft and an increase in agonist concentration over the highlighted area.
Figure 49 shows the tissue blocks and numbered cells on the border of the
activated area. Figure 50 shows for cells numbered 60, 61 and 62 the time
dependent profiles for both radius and Ca2+. Tissue cell 60 (outside of the
activated area) has the largest radius and the lowest Ca2+ perturbed only a
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Figure 48: Time dependent Ca2+ profiles in the four tissue blocks for the decoupled
(top) and coupled (bottom) case shown as an overview in Figure 47.
small value from equilibrium but showing small amplitude oscillations. This
is a particular effect of the vasculature on the system since if the vasculature
was decoupled then the radius and Ca2+ would be of a constant value. For
the cells (61 and 62) inside the activated area the time dependent profiles
indicate that there exists a phase difference between both radius and Ca2+.
The phase difference increases as time progresses. Because the time averaged
value of Ca2+ for both cells 61 and 62 is high, the radius attains a constricted
value compared to the equilibrium state.
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Figure 49: 64 block with both neuronal and agonist activation. Highlighted blocks
indicate outside (60), boundary (61) and inside (62) the activated domain.
Figure 50: Time dependent profiles for both radius and Ca2+ for cells numbered 60,
61 and 62.
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7.3.3 Diffusion
Figure 51 shows the effect diffusion has on the steady-state distribution of
K+ in the PVS. In both cases a sub-block of 8 ⇥ 8 tissue blocks was activated
with a neuronal K+ input. The AC in the NVU model within each tissue block
takes up K+ from the SC and subsequently releases K+ into the PVS upon
stimulation. Figure 51 a) depicts the perivascular K+ distribution without
diffusion. Here, there is a sharp edge between the K+ concentration in the
activated and the non-activated areas. When linear diffusion of K+ between
adjacent tissue blocks is activated, a steady-state gradient between the two
areas evolves (see Figure 51 b)).
3.5e3 µM
6.5e3 µM
[K+]pa) b)
Figure 51: Steady state distribution of K+ in the perivascular space during neur-
onal activation only in the activated area denoted by an 8 ⇥ 8 sub-block.
a) Without diffusion, b) with linear diffusion of [K+]p between adjacent
tissue blocks.
7.3.4 Nitric Oxide Signalling Pathway
The vascular tree model with the coupled NVU models can be used to also
include model extensions, such as the NO signalling pathway. Figure 52
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shows a 4096 block tissue slice with the NO signalling pathway (described in
Chapter 6) included in the NVU blocks. The colour mapped onto the blocks
depicts the NO concentration in the SMC. A Gaußian neuronal input signal is
given in the centre of the tissue slice. Figure 52b) shows the time-dependent
profiles of the NO concentration in the SMC in the highlighted blocks. The
SMC receives NO from two sources, the NE and the EC. During neuronal stim-
ulation NO production in the postsynaptic NE increases. The NO release from
the luminal side depends on the wss that is created through increased blood-
flow. The NO concentration in the SMC is higher the closer the tissue block is
to the centre of the activated area. The wss-mediated NO production in the EC
forms a further coupling mechanism of the vasculature-tissue interactions.
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Figure 52: The NO dynamics in the vascular tree model.
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7.4 discussion
We have developed a coupled model which links a large dynamic vascular
tree to a set of neurovascular coupling units whose details can be found
in the previous chapters. Coupling is enabled by the inclusion of a vari-
able pressure in the stretch-activated ion channel (see equation 7.1). We have
implemented three basic cases where a specific area of the tissue blocks
is activated by either neuronal activation and the corresponding increase in
perivascular K+, or the increase in agonist concentration, or both. Scaling res-
ults show that strong scaling provides a near ideal profile, and weak scaling
results indicate that the parallel algorithm is close to optimal parallelisation.
Figures 41 to 50 show a series of results from the three basic cases. They
show that on the basis of the single stretch-activated channel per NVU block
the effect of the vasculature coupling with the NVU shows only a weak asso-
ciation. However, there are interesting phenomena occurring on the bound-
aries of subdomains activated by either neuronal activity or agonist concen-
tration. As expected for a purely neuronal activation, the solution reaches
a steady state, with segments outside of the activated area reaching values
slightly smaller than the equilibrium. For the agonist induced case, only the
Ca2+ in cells inside the activated area becomes oscillatory. However, the radii
of cells both inside and outside the activated area oscillate (albeit small for
those outside). This shows the effect of the coupling through the pressure
variations evaluated in the vascular tree, although these are small. It is in-
teresting to investigate the difference between profiles exhibited with and
without coupling. Again, only small differences occur and a slightly higher
time averaged Ca2+ occurs with the coupled system. This is due to the in-
crease in the open probability of the stretch mediated ion channel and indu-
cing a larger flux of Ca2+ into the cytosol of the SMC and EC. In addition.
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the oscillation profile differs between coupled and decoupled states with
the time required to refill the cytosol with decreasing Ca2+ and increasing
frequency with coupling.
Diffusion of species between tissue blocks is an interesting addition to
the model. It allows a more physiological model of ion dynamics in the
ECS, but also between cells that are coupled through GJ like SMCs and ECs
are. Figure 51 shows the case of introducing diffusion for K+ in the PVS.
This is not a very physiological example of cerebral K+ diffusion. However,
it shows how diffusion of a given species acts on the overall steady-state
concentration distribution in the tissue slice. Further work will include the
diffusion of extracellular K+ and can potentially be helpful for the study of
underlying mechanisms in cortical spreading disease, where K+ waves in the
ECS are observed (Dreier, 2011).
The present vascular tree model preserves the character of modularity in-
troduced with the single NVU model in Chapter 4. Model extensions, such as
the NO signalling pathway described in Chapter 6, can be added in a straight-
forward manner. Adding the NO signalling pathway into the vascular tree
model increases the number of coupling mechanisms between the tissue and
the vasculature. This is due to the fact that wss is a trigger for the production
of endothelial derived NO, which causes vasodilation via the cGMP pathway
(Yang et al., 2005), see Figure 52.
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The NVC mechanisms to assure an adequate supply of blood perfusion in
the human brain exhibit a high level of complexity. A variety of cerebral cell
types, called neurovascular unit (NVU), work together to delicately regulate
perfusion, which is required for the supply of nutrients to sustain cerebral
activity.
Recent studies suggest that impaired cerebral perfusion is associated with
neurodegenerative disorders such as AD and other cerebral diseases (Zlokovic,
2005). Nevertheless, underlying mechanisms of NVC under normal and patho-
logical conditions are still poorly understood.
Mathematical modelling can be a useful tool to elucidate physiological
processes and to guide directions for further experiments. However, the de-
velopment of computational models for NVC is a challenging task. As in
any biophysical model, one of the difficulties is to obtain the right balance
between detail and complexity. The present work focusses on the use of
physiological rather than phenomenological models. This allows the study
of underlying mechanisms and identify governing NVC contributors.
The aims of the present research were accomplished in two main model
development phases. In a first step, a biophysical model of a single NVU
was developed, which successfully coupled neuronal activity to a vascular
response and which was extended further by including additional important
signalling pathways. The second step was to embed the single NVU model
in a large tissue-like structure, which is coupled to the cerebral vasculature
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and allows the study of NVC interactions on the vascular level. The presented
model is the first of its kind, leading the way in modelling the whole NVC
process.
8.1 single nvu models
Amathematical foundation model, based on the K+ and smooth muscle Ca2+
pathway, was developed. It describes NVC from a neuronal input signal to
the mechanical vessel response. The model successfully predicts vasodilation
upon neuronal activity. This research aim was accomplished by further devel-
oping available models found in the literature and extending them to include
additional ion channels, intercellular coupling and a mechanical model to
describe temporal variations in vessel diameter. The compartment lumped
parameter approach chosen in this work provides a certain degree of simpli-
city, as spatial homogeneity is assumed and therefore no partial differential
equations are needed to describe rates of change of species’ concentrations.
However, we are aware of the fact that spatial gradients may be important
for some physiological mechanisms.
In the NVU foundation model neuronal activity is modelled as K+ release
from the NE. This leads to an increase of K+ in the SC, which is taken up
by the AC surrounding the SC with its processes. The AC then successively
releases K+ into the PVS through its endfoot close to the arteriole. Changes
of K+ in the SMC cytosol lead to hyperpolarisation of the cell and therefore
mediate the closure of VOCCs. Less Ca2+ enters the cell and is available for
actin-myosin crossbridge formation. This leads to vasodilation and therefore
an increase in bloodflow providing more nutrients and oxygen during neur-
onal activity. The observed increase in radius of 27.4 % is in agreement with
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experimental data from Hillman et al. (2007), who obtain rapid dilation of
pial arterioles upon fore- and hind-paw stimulation of 17 % to 29 % in rats
in vivo. The detailed physiological model allows us to investigate the import-
ance of different ion channels.
The NVUmodel was developed such that new aspects can be added straight-
forwardly. This modular character is an important feature of the model, as
there are numerous signalling pathways that mediate the perfusion response
(LeCrux and Hamel, 2011), of which some may not be discovered yet. Modu-
larity allows the analysis of single signalling pathways, and additive effects
when combined and comparison between corresponding impacts.
In the present work NO and luminal agonist ATP were identified as further
important signalling molecules. The inclusion in the NVU foundation model
is able to analyse the contribution of these pathways. ATP has a considerable
effect on NVC via the IP3 pathway. During neuronal activity the mean vascu-
lar response is reduced. However, vasomotion is induced, a beneficial reac-
tion, which is known to increase perfusion in the capillary bed (Intaglietta,
1991). The main effects of including NO in the NVU model are a shift in the
resting radius value towards a more dilated state and an enhanced dilation
during neuronal activation.
The single NVU model has allowed the study of interesting phenomena
during normal and pathological conditions in silico and can be used to ex-
plain and analyse underlying mechanisms of NVC.
8.2 the vascular-tree model
Cerebral cells exhibit complex signalling pathways not only within the NVU,
but also via diffusion in the ECS and coupling with the vasculature. To study
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the NVC phenomena at this macro scale, the single NVU model was extended
into a network of tissue blocks coupled with (embedded within) a spatially-
embedded binary tree representing the cerebral vasculature.
Different input signals were given, namely a neuronal K+ release, luminal
agonist and a combination of the two. It could be shown that the ratio of
the activated tissue blocks influences the vascular response on the arteriolar
level, but also further up the vascular tree. Coupling between the vasculature
and the tissue was achieved by stretch-activated channels in the ECs and
SMCs. Coupling the vasculature to the NVU via these Ca2+ channels changes
the time-dependent profiles of bloodflow and reveals a myogenic response
of the arteriole, i.e. the increase in intraluminal pressure induced a (small)
increase in Ca2+ concentration in the SMC and therefore vessel constriction
(Takenaka et al., 1998).
Furthermore, the model is able to investigate the relationship between os-
cillatory states of the ECs/SMCs and the resulting motion of the vasculature.
8.3 computational infrastructure
The construction of the single NVU models was done in MATLAB (R2014b,
Math-Works, Massachussets, U.S.A.), which provides many implemented al-
gorithms and tools that allow a fast and straightforward construction of a
simple model. Nevertheless, to use the high performance computers of UC
HPC, the transfer of the model into C and parallelisation of the code was
necessary.
Scaling the NVU model into the vascular tree model and the use of mul-
tiple computational frameworks and programming languages, however, has
led to difficulties during the present work. Due to the large number of para-
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meters, algebraic expressions and ordinary differential equations problems
arise when models or model segments are transferred from one platform to
another.
Our research group has looked into possibilities to avoid these issues and
provide a more user-friendly interface for the development of complex mod-
els as well as the scaling into tissue-like structures. We have developed a
programme, the neurovascular simulator (NVS), which is based on the tem-
plate system Mako for Python and has shown promising initial performance
results. An overview of the programme idea is given in Figure 53.
Figure 53: Layout of the NVS program functionality. The user provides input to the
program via the INI files and can access the different modules. The NVS
core, including the NVS program and the templates, is not exposed to
the user.
The NVS program only needs to receive a simplistic input, in the form of
INI files, and then automatically generates simulation code in MATLAB and
C, together with LATEX documentation files, that all hold an identical copy of
the model equations and parameters. The code will be generated for a single
NVU model and for multiple NVUs embedded in the vascular tree model. The
INI file format is a simple text file, which is commonly used for configuration
files. It has the filename extension, .ini, which stands for “initialisation”. It is
separated into sections specified by the following headers:
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• Initial values for the state variables of the system will be listed under
[initial].
• Parameters to the module will be listed under [parameters]. Users
may specify the units of their parameters by inserting them after the
parameter value, separated by a comma.
• The optional [input] section contains variables to which input from
an external source will be assigned.
• Algebraic expressions will be listed under [algebraic].
• ODEs will be listed under [ode].
A unique identifier for each model module will be given at the top of the
file. An example INI file of the Hai and Murphy (1988) model is given in
Listing 1
Listing 1: An example INI file for the Hai and Murphy (1988) model.
identifier = haimurphy
[initial]
M_p = 0.19
AM_p = 0.7
AM = 0.08
[parameters]
gam = 17 , uM^{-3} s^{-1}
K_2 = 0.5 , s^{-1}
K_3 = 0.4 , s^{-1}
K_4 = 0.1 , s^{-1}
K_5 = 0.5 , s^{-1}
K_7 = 0.1 , s^{-1}
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[input]
Z =
[algebraic]
K_1 = gam * Z**3
K_6 = gam * Z**3
M = 1 - M_p - AM - AM_p
[ode]
dM_p_dt = K_4 * AM_p + K_1 * M - (K_2 + K_3) * M_p
dAM_p_dt = K_3 * M_p + K_6 * AM - (K_4 + K_5) * AM_p
dAM_dt = K_5 * AM_p - (K_7 + K_6) * AM ⇧
The INI files are processed by a Python script. It extracts the information
contained in them and passes it to Mako templates, which generate C and
MATLAB code. Due to its user-friendly interface and the fast code generation,
the NVS program has added a high amount of convenience to the handling
of mathematical models. It will also help with the further development of
the present NVU model as it simplifies the exchange and inclusion of new
model components.
8.4 future work
The presented work could be extended in several ways.
Further research would benefit from investigation into the development
of a more detailed NE model that can be included in the NVU. The NE model
used in this work only comprises one compartment. To simulate interac-
tions in neuronal networks it will be necessary to focus on multiple sections
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of the NE that can be modelled as connected compartments, such as that
described by Chang et al. (2013). Furthermore, the NE model should con-
tain Ca2+ dynamics, because of the known importance in neurodegenerative
diseases such as AD (Woods and Padmanabhan, 2012).
An extended NE model would also require a compartment for the ECS
as the NE strongly interacts with this surrounding space. The inclusion of
the ECS compartment will also allow us to investigate diffusion in the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which plays an important role in cell-to-cell sig-
nalling processes (Syková and Nicholson, 2008). The K+ waves observed in
ECF would be of particular interest from a modelling perspective.
Up to this point, the NE and AC compartments in our model are coupled
only through K+ exchange, because it is known to be one of the most im-
portant signalling molecules in NVC. There is growing evidence that there
are also metabolic interactions between the two cell types that may play
a crucial role in cerebral homeostasis. ACs supply NEs with energy meta-
bolites, such as glutamine, and are involved with neurotransmitter recyc-
ling (Allaman et al., 2011). A metabolic model presented by Cloutier et al.
(2009) includes mitochondria energy production via the TCA cycle and a lact-
ate shuttle between NE and AC. Preliminary unpublished work carried out
by our research group suggests that the incorporation of the Cloutier et al.
(2009) model into our NVU model is a promising extension.
We were careful to omit astrocytic Ca2+ dynamics in our NVU foundation
model in order to study the K+ pathway in isolation. Our results suggest
that Ca2+ is not the only mediating signalling pathway in NVC. Exploring
the relative contributions of different pathways, such as the astrocytic and
neuronal Ca2+ dynamics, however, will be an interesting research aim for fur-
ther studies. It is important to investigate the effect Ca2+ has on the neuronal
function and how it is disturbed from its non-pathological equilibrium. In
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particular we will concentrate on simulating the role of the Ca2+-mediated
TRPV4 ion channel, which is known to be enhanced under increased A-  con-
centration and to contribute to hippocampal damage with resulting Ca2+
dyshomeostasis (Bai and Lipski, 2014).
Including other cell types, such as other types of microglia or pericytes,
would provide further insights into interactions in the NVU. There is contra-
dictory evidence concerning whether or not pericytes play an important role
in the NVC signalling. Hamilton et al. (2010) promotes the idea that pericytes
modulate capillary diameter in response to neural activity, whereas Hill et al.
(2015) clearly indicate that pericytes do not have contractile properties. Our
mathematical model might be able to help clarify the previous findings and
suggest further experiments.
As our model is becoming increasingly complex and the number of state
variables and parameters is increasing steadily over time, analytical methods
could help to simplify and reduce aspects of the model without losing im-
portant capabilities. Non-dimensionalisation, uncertainty quantification and
sensitivity analysis provide promising tools to accomplish this aim.
At present, the variation in arteriolar vessels only occurs at the leaves
of the vascular tree model. The future model will include variations in up-
stream segments of the vasculature utilising a simple pressure balance.
The vascular model will further benefit from investigations of O2 flux from
the perfusing vessel into the NVU providing energy to the ATPase pump of
the NE. Furthermore, the incorporation of the wss-induced ATP production
and its influence on IP3 and subsequent pathways will be interesting to study.
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Neuron/Astrocyte Submodule
Input signals
Neuronal K+ input signal (dim.less):
fK/Na(t) =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
Finput
(↵n + n - 1)!
(↵n - 1)!( n - 1)!
✓
1- (t- t0)
 t2
◆ n-1✓t- t0
 t2
◆↵n-1
, for t0 6 t < t1
-Finput, for t2 6 t 6 t3
0, otherwise
(A.1)
End of neuronal pulse (s):
t1 = t0 + t (A.2)
Start of back-buffering (s):
t2 = t0 + t1 (A.3)
End of back buffering (s):
t3 = t1 + t1 (A.4)
Finput amplitude scaling factor 2.5 ME1
↵n beta distribution constant 2 ME
 n beta distribution constant 5 ME
t0 start of neuronal activation model input (s)
 t1 length of neuronal activation model input (s)
 t2 time-scaling factor 10 s (Østby et al., 2009)
Scaling
Astrocyte volume-area ratio (m):
dRk
dt
= Lp([Na+]k + [K+]k + [Cl-]k + [HCO-3 ]k - [Na
+]s - [K+]s - [Cl-]s - [HCO-3 ]s +
Xk
Rk
) (A.5)
1 Model Estimation
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Synaptic cleft volume-surface ratio (m):
Rs = Rtot - Rk (A.6)
Lp total water permeability per unit area of the astrocyte 2.1⇥10-9 m µM-1s-1 (Østby et al., 2009)2
Xk Number of negatively charged impermeable ions
trapped within the astrocyte divided by the astrocyte
membrane area
12.41⇥10-3 µM m (Østby et al., 2009)
Rtot Total volume surface ratio AC + SC ((Vsc + Vk)/Ak) 8.79⇥10-8 m (Østby et al., 2009)2
Ak characteristic exchange surface area 3.7⇥10-9 m2 (Østby et al., 2009)3
Differential equations
synaptic cleft
K+ concentration in the SC (times the SC volume-area ratio Rs; in µM m):
dNK,s
dt
= kCf(t)-
dNK,k
dt
- JBK,k ; [K+]s =
NK,s
Rs
(A.7)
Na+ concentration in the SC (times the SC volume-area ratio Rs; in µM m):
dNNa,s
dt
= -kCf(t)-
dNNa,k
dt
; [Na+]s =
NNa,s
Rs
(A.8)
HCO-3 concentration in the SC (times the SC volume-area ratio Rs; in µM m):
dNHCO3,s
dt
= -
dNHCO3,k
dt
; [HCO-3 ]s =
NHCO3,s
Rs
(A.9)
kC Input scaling parameter 7.35⇥10-5 µM m s-1 (Østby et al., 2009)
2 corrected value/unit obtained from CellML
3 corrected value/unit obtained from communication with author
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astrocyte
K+ concentration in the AC (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m):
dNK,k
dt
= -JK,k + 2JNaK,k + JNKCC1k + JKCC1k - JBK,k ; [K
+]k =
NK,k
Rk
(A.10)
Na+ concentration in the AC (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m):
dNNa,k
dt
= -JNa,k - 3JNaK,k + JNKCC1k + JNBC,k ; [Na
+]k =
NNa,k
Rk
(A.11)
HCO-3 concentration in the AC (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m):
dNHCO3,k
dt
= 2JNBC,k ; [HCO-3 ]k =
NHCO3,k
Rk
(A.12)
Cl- concentration in the AC (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m):
dNCl,k
dt
=
dNNa,k
dt
+
dNK,k
dt
-
dNHCO3,k
dt
; [Cl-]k =
NCl,k
Rk
(A.13)
Open probability of the BK channel (non-dim.):
dwk
dt
=  w (w1 -wk) (A.14)
perivascular space
K+ concentration in the PVS (in µM):
d[K+]p
dt
=
JBK,k
RkRpk
+
JKIR,i
Rps
- Rdecay([K+]p - [K+]p,min); (A.15)
Rpk Volume ratio of PVS to AC 10-3 [-] (Nagelhus et al., 1999)
Rps Volume ratio of PVS to SMC 10-3 [-] (Nagelhus et al., 1999)
Rdecay Decay rate 0.05 s-1 M.E.
[K+]p,min minimum K+ concentration 3 ⇥ 103 µM M.E.
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Fluxes
K+ flux (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s-1):
JK,k =
gKk
F
(vk - EK,k) (A.16)
Na+ flux (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s-1):
JNa,k =
gNak
F
(vk - ENa,k) (A.17)
Na+ and HCO-3 flux through the NBC channel (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s
-1):
JNBC,k =
gNBC,k
F
(vk - ENBC,k) (A.18)
Cl- and K+ flux through the KCC1 channel (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s-1):
JKCC1,k = Cinput
gKCC1,k
F
RgasT
F
ln
✓
[K+]s[Cl-]s
[K+]k[Cl-]k
◆
(A.19)
Na+, K+ and Cl- flux through the NKCC1 channel (times the AC volume-area ratio Rk; in µMm s-1):
JNKCC1,k = Cinput
gNKCC1,k
F
RgasT
F
ln
 
[Na+]s[K+]s[Cl-]s
2
[Na+]k[K+]k[Cl-]k
2
!
(A.20)
Flux through the sodium potassium pump (times the astrocyte volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s-1):
JNaK,k = JNaK,max
[Na+]k
1.5
[Na+]k
1.5 +KNa,k
1.5
[K+]s
[K+]s +KK,s
(A.21)
K+ flux through the BK channel (times the astrocyte volume-area ratio Rk; in µM m s-1):
JBK,k =
gBK,k
F
wk (vk - EBK,k) (A.22)
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F Faraday’s constant 9.649⇥104 C mol-1
Rgas Gas constant 8.315 J mol-1K-1
T Temperature 300 K
gKk Specific ion conductance of potassium 40⇥103 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
gNa,k Specific ion conductance of sodium 1.314⇥103 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
gNBC,k Specific ion conductance of the NBC cotransporter 7.57⇥102 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
gKCC1,kSpecific ion conductance of the KCC1 cotransporter 10 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
gNKCC1,kSpecific ion conductance of the NKCC1 cotransporter 55.4 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
JNaK,maxMaximum flux through the NaKATPase pump 1.42⇥10-3 µM ms-1 (Østby et al., 2009)
GBK,k Potassium conductance of the BK channel 4.3⇥103 pS (Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout, 1994)
Cinput Block function to switch the channel on and off 0 ; 1 [-]
KNa,k Michaelis-Menten constant 104 µM
KK,s Michaelis-Menten constant 1.5 ⇥ 103 µM
Cunit Unit converting factor 103 M.E.
Specific ion conductance of the BK channel (⌦-1m-2):
gBK,k =
GBK,k ⇥ 10-12
Ak
= 1.16⇥ 103 ⌦-1m-2 (A.23)
Additional Equations
synaptic cleft
Cl- concentration (times the SC volume-area ratio Rs; in µM m):
NCl,s = NNa,s +NK,s -NHCO3,s ; [Cl
-]s =
NCl,s
Rs
(A.24)
astrocyte
Membrane voltage of the astrocyte (V):
vk =
gNa,kENa,k + gK,kEK,k + gCl,kECl,k + gNBC,kENBC,k + gBK,kwkEBK,k - JNaK,kFCunit
gNa,k + gK,k + gCl,k + gNBC,k + gBK,kwk
(A.25)
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Nernst potential for the potassium channel (V):
EK,k =
RgasT
zKF
ln
✓
[K+]s
[K+]k
◆
(A.26)
Nernst potential for the sodium channel (V):
ENa,k =
RgasT
zNaF
ln
✓
[Na+]s
[Na+]k
◆
(A.27)
Nernst potential for the chloride channel (V):
ECl,k =
RgasT
zClF
ln
✓
[Cl-]s
[Cl-]k
◆
(A.28)
Nernst potential for the NBC channel (V):
ENBC,k =
RgasT
zNBCF
ln
 
[Na+]sHCO3,s2
[Na+]kHCO3,k2
!
(A.29)
Nernst potential for the BK channel (V):
EBK,k =
RgasT
zKF
ln
✓
[K+]p
[K+]k
◆
(A.30)
Equilibrium state BK-channel (-):
w1 = 0.5
✓
1+ tanh
✓
vk + v6
v4
◆◆
(A.31)
Time constant associated with the opening of BK channels (s-1):
 w =  w cosh
✓
vk + v6
2v4
◆
(A.32)
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gCl,k Specific ion conductance of chloride 0.879 ⌦-1m-2 (Østby et al., 2009)
zK Valence of a potassium ion 1
zNa Valence of a sodium ion 1
zCl Valence of a chloride ion -1
zNBC Effective valence of the NBC cotransporter complex -1
v6 Voltage associated with the opening of half the popula-
tion
0.022 V (Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout, 1994)
v4 A measure of the spread of the distribution of the open
probability of the BK channel
0.0145 V (Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout, 1994)
 w A characteristic time for the open probability of the BK
channel
2.664 s-1 (Gonzalez-Fernandez
and Ermentrout, 1994)
a.1.1 The Smooth Muscle Cell and Endothelial Cell Model
Conservation Equations
smooth muscle cell
Cytosolic [Ca2+] in the smooth muscle cell (in µM):
d[Ca2+]i
dt
= JIP3,i - Jupt,i + JCICR,i - Jextr,i + Jleak,i . . .
-JVOCC,i + JNa/Ca,i + 0.1Jstretch,i + JSMC-ECCa2+-couplingi
(A.33)
[Ca2+] in the sarcoplasmic reticulum of the smooth muscle cell (in µM):
d d[Ca2+]i
dt
= Jupt,i - JCICR,i - Jleak,i (A.34)
Membrane potential of the smooth muscle cell (in mV):
dvi
dt
=  i(-JNa/K,i - JCl,i - 2JVOCC,i - JNa/Ca,i - JK,i . . .
-Jstretch,i - JKIR,i) + V
SMC-EC
couplingi
(A.35)
Open state probability of calcium-activated potassium channels (dim.less):
dwi
dt
=  i (Kacti -wi) (A.36)
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IP3 concentration om the smooth muscle cell (in µM):
d[IP3]i
dt
= JSMC-ECIP3-coupling,i - Jdegr,i (A.37)
K+ concentration in the smooth muscle cell (in µM):
d[K+]i
dt
= JNa/K,i - JKIR,i - JK,i (A.38)
 i Change in membrane potential by a scaling factor 1970 mV µM-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
 i Rate constant for opening 45.0 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
endothelial cell
Cytosolic Ca2+ concentration in the endothelial cell (in µM):
d[Ca2+]j
dt
= JIP3,j - Jupt,j + JCICR,j - Jextr,j . . .
+Jleak,j + Jcationj + J0,j + Jstretch,j - J
SMC-EC
Ca2+-coupling,j
(A.39)
Ca2+ concentration in the endoplasmic reticulum in the endothelial cell (in µM):
d d[Ca2+]j
dt
= Jupt,j - JCICR,j - Jleak,j (A.40)
Membrane potential of the endothelial cell (in mV):
dvj
dt
= -
1
Cm,j
(JK,j + JR,j) + V
SMC-EC
coupling,j (A.41)
IP3 concentration of the endothelial cell (in µM):
d[IP3]j
dt
= JEC,IP3 - Jdegr,j - J
SMC-EC
IP3-couplingj
(A.42)
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Cm,j Membrane capacitance 25.8 pF (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
JEC,IP3 PLC / IP3 production rate 0.18 or 0.4 µM s
-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
J0,j Constant Ca2+ leak term (influx) 0.029 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Fluxes
smooth muscle cell
Release of calcium from IP3 sensitive stores in the SMC (in µM s-1):
JIP3,i = Fi
[IP3]2i
K2ri + [IP3]
2
i
(A.43)
Fi Maximal rate of activation-dependent calcium influx 0.23 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Kri Half-saturation constant for agonist-dependent calcium
entry
1 µM (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Uptake of calcium into the sarcoplasmic reticulum (in µM s-1):
Jupt,i = Bi
[Ca2+]i
2
c2bi + [Ca
2+]i
2
(A.44)
Bi SR uptake rate constant 2.025 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
cbi Half-point of the SR ATPase activation sigmoidal 1.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Calcium-induced calcium release (CICR; in µM s-1):
JCICR,i = Ci
d[Ca2+]i2
s2ci +
d[Ca2+]i2
[Ca2+]i
4
c4ci + [Ca
2+]i
4
(A.45)
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Ci CICR rate constant 55 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
sci Half-point of the CICR Ca2+ efflux sigmoidal 2.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
cci Half-point of the CICR activation sigmoidal 0.9 µM (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Calcium extrusion by Ca2+-ATPase pumps (in µM s-1):
Jextr,i = Di[Ca2+]i
✓
1+
vi - vd
Rdi
◆
(A.46)
Di Rate constant for Ca2+ extrusion by the ATPase pump 0.24 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
vd Intercept of voltage dependence of extrusion ATPase -100.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Rdi Slope of voltage dependence of extrusion ATPase. 250.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Leak current from the SR (in µM s-1):
Jleak,i = Li
d[Ca2+]i (A.47)
Li Leak from SR rate constant 0.025 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Calcium influx through VOCCs (in µM s-1):
JVOCC,i = GCa,i
vi - vCa1,i
1+ exp(- [(vi - vCa2,i) /RCa,i])
(A.48)
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GCa,i Whole-cell conductance for VOCCs 1.29⇥10-3
µM mV-1s-1
(Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
vCa1,i Reversal potential for VOCCs 100.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
vCa2,i Half-point of the VOCC activation sigmoidal -24.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
RCa,i Maximum slope of the VOCC activation sigmoidal 8.5 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Flux of calcium exchanging with sodium in the Na+Ca2+ exchange (in µM s-1):
JNa/Ca,i = GNa/Ca,i
[Ca2+]i
[Ca2+]i + cNa/Ca,i
 
vi - vNa/Ca,i
 
(A.49)
GNa/Ca,iWhole-cell conductance for Na+/Ca2+ exchange 3.16⇥10-3
µM mV-1s-1
(Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
cNa/Ca,iHalf-point for activation of Na+/Ca2+ exchange by
Ca2+
0.5 µM (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
vNa/Ca,iReversal potential for the Na+/Ca2+ exchanger -30.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Calcium flux through the stretch-activated channels in the SMC (in µM s-1):
Jstretch,i =
Gstretch
1+ exp
⇣
-↵stretch
⇣
 pR
h -  0
⌘⌘ (vi - ESAC) (A.50)
Gstretch Whole cell conductance for SACs 6.1⇥10-3 µMmV-1s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
↵stretch Slope of stress dependence of the SAC activation sig-
moidal
7.4⇥10-3 mmHg-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
 p Pressure difference 30 mmHg ME
 0 Half-point of the SAC activation sigmoidal 500 mmHg (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
ESAC Reversal potential for SACs -18 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
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Flux through the sodium potassium pump (in µM s-1):
JNa/K,i = FNa/K,i (A.51)
FNa/K,i Rate of the potassium influx by the sodium potassium
pump
4.32⇥10-2 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Chloride flux through the chloride channel (in µM s-1):
JCl,i = GCl,i
 
vi - vCl,i
 
(A.52)
GCl,i Whole-cell conductance for Cl- current 1.34⇥10-3
µM mV-1s-1
(Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
vCl,i Reversal potential for Cl- channels. -25.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al.,
2006)
Potassium flux through potassium channel (in µM s-1):
JK,i = GK,iwi (vi - vKi) (A.53)
GK,i Whole-cell conductance for K+ efflux. 4.46⇥10-3
µM mV-1s-1
(Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
vKi Nernst potential -94 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Flux through KIR channels in the SMC (in µM s-1):
JKIR,i =
FKIR,igKIR,i
 i
(vi - vKIR,i) (A.54)
FKIR,i Scaling factor of potassium efflux through the
KIR channel
750 mV µM-1 (Gonzalez-Fernandez and Ermen-
trout, 1994)
IP3 degradation (in µM s-1):
Jdegr,i = kd,i[IP3]i (A.55)
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kd,i Rate constant of IP3 degradation 0.1 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
endothelial cell
Release of calcium from IP3-sensitive stores in the EC (in µM s-1):
JIP3,j = Fj
[IP3]2j
K2rj + [IP3]
2
j
(A.56)
Fj Maximal rate of activation-dependent calcium
influx
0.23 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Krj Half-saturation constant for agonist-dependent
calcium entry
1 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Uptake of calcium into the endoplasmic reticulum (in µM s-1):
Jupt,j = Bj
[Ca2+]j
2
c2bj + [Ca
2+]j
2
(A.57)
Bj ER uptake rate constant 0.5 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
cbj Half-point of the SR ATPase activation sigmoidal 1.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Calcium-induced calcium release (CICR; in µM s-1):
JCICR,j = Cj
d[Ca2+]j2
s2cj +
d[Ca2+]j2
[Ca2+]j
4
c4cj + [Ca
2+]j
4
(A.58)
Cj CICR rate constant 5 µM s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
scj Half-point of the CICR Ca2+ efflux sigmoidal 2.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
ccj Half-point of the CICR activation sigmoidal 0.9 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
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Calcium extrusion by Ca2+-ATPase pumps (in µM s-1):
Jextr,j = Dj[Ca2+]j (A.59)
Dj Rate constant for Ca2+ extrusion by the ATPase
pump
0.24 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2005)
Calcium flux through the stretch-activated channels in the EC (in µM s-1):
Jstretch,j =
Gstretch
1+ e-↵stretch( - 0)
 
vj - ESAC
 
=
Gstretch
1+ e-↵stretch(
 pR
h - 0)
 
vj - ESAC
 
(A.60)
Leak current from the ER (in µM s-1):
Jleak,j = Lj
d[Ca2+]j (A.61)
Lj Rate constant for Ca2+ leak from the ER 0.025 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Calcium influx through nonselective cation channels (in µM s-1):
Jcationj = Gcat,j(ECa,j - vj)
1
2
 
1+ tanh
 
log10[Ca
2+]j -m3cat,j
m4cat,j
!!
(A.62)
Gcat,j Whole-cell cation channel conductivity 6.6⇥10-4
µM mV-1s-1
(Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
ECa,j Ca2+ equilibrium potential 50 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m3cat,j Model constant -0.18 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m4cat,j Model constant 0.37 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Potassium efflux through the JBKCaj channel and the JSKCaj channel (in µM s
-1):
JK,j = Gtotj(vj - vKj)
 
JBKCaj + JSKCaj
 
(A.63)
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Gtotj Total potassium channel conductivity. 6927 pS (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
vKj K+ equilibrium potential -80.0 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Potassium efflux through the JBKCaj channel (in µM s
-1):
JBKCaj = 0.2
✓
1+ tanh
✓
(log10[Ca
2+]j - c)(vj - bj)- a1j
m3bj(vj + a2j(log10[Ca
2+]j - c)- bj)2 +m4bj
◆◆
(A.64)
Potassium efflux through the JSKCaj channel (in µM s
-1):
JSKCaj = 0.3
✓
1+ tanh
✓
log10[Ca
2+]j -m3sj
m4sj
◆◆
(A.65)
c Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
-0.4 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
bj Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
-80.8 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
a1j Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
53.3 µM mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
a2j Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
53.3 mV µM-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m3bj Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
1.32⇥10-3
µM mV-1
(Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m4bj Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
0.30 µM mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m3sj Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
-0.28 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
m4sj Model constant, further explanation see refer-
ence
0.389 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Residual current regrouping chloride and sodium current flux (in µM s-1):
JR,j = GRj(vj - vrest,j) (A.66)
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GR,j Residual current conductivity 955 pS (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
vrest,j Membrane resting potential -31.1 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
IP3 degradation (in µM s-1):
Jdegr,j = kd,j[IP3]j (A.67)
kd,j Rate constant of IP3 degradation 0.1 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
Coupling
Heterocellular electrical coupling between SMCs and ECs (in mV s-1):
VSMC-ECcouplingi = -Gcoup(vi - vj) (A.68)
Heterocellular IP3 coupling between SMCs and ECs (in µM s-1):
JSMC-ECIP3-couplingi = -PIP3([IP3]i - [IP3]j) (A.69)
Calcium coupling with EC (in µM s-1):
JSMC-EC
Ca2+-couplingi
= -PCa2+([Ca
2+]i - [Ca2+]j) (A.70)
Gcoup Heterocellular electrical coupling coefficient 0.5 s-1 ME
PIP3 Heterocellular IP3 coupling coefficient 0.05 s
-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
PCa2+ Heterocellular PCa2+ coupling coefficient 0.05 s
-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
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Additional Equations
Equilibrium distribution of open channel states for the voltage and calcium activated potassium
channels (dimensionless):
Kacti =
 
[Ca2+]i + cwi
 2 
[Ca2+]i + cwi
 2
+ i exp(- ([vi - vCa3i ] /RKi))
(A.71)
Nernst potential of the KIR channel in the SMC (in mV):
vKIR,i = z1[K+]p - z2 (A.72)
Conductance of KIR channel (in µM mV-1 s-1):
gKIR,i = exp(z5vi + z3[K+]p - z4) (A.73)
cwi Translation factor for Ca2+ dependence of KCa
channel activation sigmoidal.
0.0 µM (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
 i Translation factor for membrane potential de-
pendence of KCa channel activation sigmoidal.
0.13 µM2 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
vCa3i Half-point for the KCa channel activation sig-
moidal.
-27 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
RKi Maximum slope of the KCa activation sig-
moidal.
12 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
z1 Model estimation for membrane voltage KIR
channel
4.5⇥103 mV µM-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z2 Model estimation for membrane voltage KIR
channel
112 mV (Filosa et al., 2006)
z3 Model estimation for the KIR channel conduct-
ance
4.2⇥102 mV-1s-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z4 Model estimation for the KIR channel conduct-
ance
12.6 µM mV-1s-1 (Filosa et al., 2006)
z5 Model estimation for the KIR channel conduct-
ance
-7.4⇥10-2
µM mV-2s-1
(Filosa et al., 2006)
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a.1.2 The Contraction Model
Fraction of free phosphorylated cross-bridges (dimensionless):
d[Mp]
dt
= K4[AMp] +K1[M]- (K2 +K3)[Mp] (A.74)
Fraction of attached phosphorylated cross-bridges (dimensionless):
d[AMp]
dt
= K3[Mp] +K6[AM]- (K4 +K5)[AMp] (A.75)
Fraction of attached dephosphorylated cross-bridges (dimensionless):
d[AM]
dt
= K5[AMp]- (K7 +K6)[AM] (A.76)
Fraction of free non-phosphorylated cross-bridges (dimensionless):
[M] = 1- [AM]- [AMp]- [Mp] (A.77)
Rate constants that represent phosphorylation of M to Mp and of AM to AMp by the active myosin
light chain kinase (MLCK), respectively (in s-1):
K1 = K6 =  cross[Ca2+]i
ncross (A.78)
a.1.3 The Mechanical Model
Wall thickness of the vessel (in µm):
h = 0.1R (A.79)
Fraction of attached myosin cross-bridges (dimensionless):
Fr = [AMp] + [AM] (A.80)
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K2 Rate constant for dephosphorylation (of Mp to
M) by myosin light-chain phosphatase (MLCP)
0.5 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K3 Rate constants representing the attachment/de-
tachment of fast cycling phosphorylated cross-
bridges
0.4 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K4 Rate constants representing the attachment/de-
tachment of fast cycling phosphorylated cross-
bridges
0.1 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K5 Rate constant for dephosphorylation (of AMp to
AM) by myosin light-chain phosphatase (MLCP)
0.5 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
K7 Rate constant for latch-bridge detachment 0.1 s-1 (Hai and Murphy, 1989)
 cross Sensitivity of the contractile apparatus to cal-
cium
17 µM-3 s-1 (Koenigsberger et al., 2005)
ncross Fraction constant of the phosphorylation cross-
bridge
3 [-] (Koenigsberger et al., 2005)
⌘ viscosity 104 Pa s (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
R0pas Radius of the vessel when passive and no stress
is applied
20 µm ME
PT Transmural pressure 4⇥103 Pa ME
Epas Young’s modulus for the passive vessel 66⇥103 Pa (Gore and Davis, 1985)
Eact Young’s modulus for the active vessel 233⇥103 Pa (Gore and Davis, 1985)
↵r Scaling factor initial radius 0.6 (Gore and Davis, 1985)
Vessel radius (in m):
dR
dt
=
R0pas
⌘
✓
RPT
h
- E(Fr)
R- R0(Fr)
R0(Fr)
◆
(A.81)
with:
E(Fr) = Epas + Fr
 
Eact - Epas
 
(A.82)
R0(Fr) = R0pas + Fr(↵r - 1)R0pas (A.83)
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a.2 model equations and parameters of the no
signalling pathway
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Global Constants
F Faraday’s constant 96500 C mol-1
T temperature 300 K
Rgas gas constant 8.315 J mol-1K-1
Dc,NO NO diffusion coefficient 3300 µm2s-1 (Malinski et al., 1993)
Model input
Glu concentration in the synaptic cleft (µM):
[Glu]sc(t) = [Glu]max (0.5 tanh (t- t0)- 0.5 tanh (t- t2)) (A.84)
Neuron
Differential equations
Rate of change of cytosolic Ca2+ concentration (µM s-1):
d[Ca2+]n
dt
=
ICa,tot/(2FVspine)- ex([Ca2+]n - [Ca2+]rest)
1+  buf
(A.85)
Rate of change of activated nNOS (µM s-1):
d[nNOSact]n
dt
=
Vmax,nNOS[CaM]n
Km,nNOS + [CaM]n
- µdeact,n[nNOSact]n (A.86)
Rate of change of neuronal NO (µM s-1):
d[NO]n
dt
= pNO,n - cNO,n + dNO,n (A.87)
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Algebraic equations
Fraction of open NR2A NMDA receptors (dim.less):
wNR2,A =
[Glu]sc
Km,A + [Glu]sc
(A.88)
Fraction of open NR2B NMDA receptors (dim.less):
wNR2,B =
[Glu]sc
Km,B + [Glu]sc
(A.89)
Inward calcium current per open NMDA receptor (fA):
ICa =
4vnGM(PCa/PM)([Ca2+]ex/[M])
1+ exp(↵v(vn + v))
exp(2vnF/(RgasT))
1- exp(2vnF/(RgasT))
(A.90)
Total inward calcium current for all open NMDA receptors per synapse (fA):
ICa,tot = (nNR2,AwNR2,A +nNR2,BwNR2,B)ICa (A.91)
Sum of all the states of bound calcium with respect to free calcium (dim.less):
 mc = 1+Q1[Ca2+]n +Q1Q2[Ca2+]2n +Q1Q2Q3[Ca
2+]3n +Q1Q2Q3Q4[Ca
2+]4n (A.92)
Number of calcium ions bound per calmodulin (dim.less):
mc =
[Ca2+]n
 mc
d mc
d[Ca2+]n
(A.93)
Calcium-calmodulin complex concentration (µM):
[CaM]n =
[Ca2+]n
mc
(A.94)
NO production flux (µM s-1):
pNO,n = Vmax,NO,n[nNOSact]n
[O2]n
Km,O2,n + [O2]n
[L-Arg]n
Km,L-Arg,n + [L-Arg]n
(A.95)
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NO consumption flux (µM s-1):
cNO,n = kO2,n[NO]2n[O2]n (A.96)
NO diffusive flux (µM s-1):
dNO,n =
[NO]k - [NO]n
⌧nk
(A.97)
Time for NO to diffuse between the centres of the NE and the AC (s):
⌧nk =
x2nk
2Dc,NO
(A.98)
Astrocyte
Differential equations
Rate of change of astrocytic NO concentration (µM s-1):
d[NO]k
dt
= pNO,k - cNO,k + dNO,k (A.99)
Algebraic equations
NO production flux (µM s-1):
pNO,k = 0 (A.100)
NO consumption flux (µM s-1):
cNO,k = kO2,k[NO]2k[O2]k (A.101)
NO diffusive flux (µM s-1):
dNO,k =
[NO]n - [NO]k
⌧nk
+
[NO]i - [NO]k
⌧ki
(A.102)
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[Glu]max maximum glutamate concentration 1846 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
t0 start time for Glu pulse var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
t2 end time for Glu pulse var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
Vspine dentritic spine volume 8⇥10-8 nL (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
ex decay rate constant of internal Ca2+ concentra-
tion
1.6⇥103 s-1 (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
[Ca2+]rest resting internal calcium concentration 0.1 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
 buf buffer capacity 20 (dim.less) (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
Vmax,nNOS maximum nNOS activation rate 25⇥10-3 µM M.E.
Km,nNOS Michaelis constant 9.27⇥10-2 (Hayashi et al., 1999)
µdeact,n rate constant at which nNOS is deactivated 0.0167 s-1 (Comerford et al., 2008)
Km,A Michaelis constant 650 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
Km,B Michaelis constant 2800 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
vn neuronal membrane potential -0.04 V M.E.
GM conductance of NMDA receptor 4.6⇥104 fS (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
PCa/PM ratio of NMDA receptor permeability to Ca2+ to
permeability to monovalent ions
3.6 (dim.less) (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
[Ca2+]ex external calcium concentration 2⇥103 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
[M] concentration of monovalent ions 1.3⇥105 µM (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
↵v voltage-dependent Mg2+ block parameter -80 V-1 (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
 v voltage-dependent Mg2+ block parameter 0.02 V (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
nNR2,A average number of NR2A NMDA receptors 0.63 (dim.less) (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
nNR2,B average number of NR2A NMDA receptors 11 (dim.less) (Santucci and Raghavachari, 2008)
Q1 Ca2+-CaM binding constant 1.9⇥105 µM-1 (Crouch and Klee, 1980)
Q2 Ca2+-CaM binding constant 2.1⇥105 µM-1 (Crouch and Klee, 1980)
Q3 Ca2+-CaM binding constant 0.4⇥105 µM-1 (Crouch and Klee, 1980)
Q4 Ca2+-CaM binding constant 0.26⇥105 µM-1 (Crouch and Klee, 1980)
Vmax,NO,n maximum catalytic rate of neuronal NO produc-
tion
4.22 s-1 (Chen and Popel, 2006)
[O2]n O2 concentration in the neuron 200 µM M.E.
Km,O2,n Michaelis constant for nNOS for O2 243 µM (Chen and Popel, 2007)
[L-Arg]n L-Arg concentration in the neuron 100 µM (Chen and Popel, 2007)
Km,L-Arg,n Michaelis constant for nNOS for L-Arg 1.5 µM (Chen and Popel, 2006)
kO2,n O2 reaction rate constant 9.6⇥10-6 µM-2 s-1 (Kavdia et al., 2002)
xnk distance between centres of NE and AC 25 µm M.E.
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Time for NO to diffuse between the centres of the AC and the SMC (s):
⌧ki =
x2ki
2Dc,NO
(A.103)
kO2,k O2 reaction rate constant 9.6⇥10-6µM-2s-1 (Kavdia et al., 2002)
xki distance between centres of AC and SMC compartments 25 µm model assumption
Smooth muscle cell
Differential equations
Rate of change of NO concentration in the SMC (µM s-1):
d[NO]i
dt
= pNO,i - cNO,i + dNO,i (A.104)
Rate of change of fraction of sGC in the basal state (s-1):
dEb
dt
= -k1Eb[NO]i + k-1E6c + k4E5c (A.105)
Rate of change of fraction of sGC in the intermediate form (s-1):
dE6c
dt
= k1Eb[NO]i - (k-1 + k2)E6c - k3E6c[NO]i (A.106)
Rate of change of cGMP concentration (µM s-1):
d[cGMP]i
dt
= Vmax,sGCE5c -
Vmax,pde[cGMP]i
Km,pde[cGMP]i
(A.107)
Algebraic equations
NO production flux (µM s-1):
pNO,i = 0 (A.108)
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NO consumption flux (µM s-1):
cNO,i = kdno[NO]i (A.109)
NO diffusive flux (µM s-1):
dNO,i =
[NO]k - [NO]i
⌧ki
+
[NO]j - [NO]i
⌧ij
(A.110)
sGC kinetics rate constant (s-1):
k4 = C4[cGMP]m4i (A.111)
Fraction of sGC in the fully activated form (dim.less):
E5c = 1- Eb - E6c (A.112)
Regulatory effect of cGMP on myosin dephosphorylation (dim.less):
RcGMP =
[cGMP]2i
K2m,mlcp + [cGMP]
2
i
(A.113)
Rate constants for dephosphorylation (s-1), see (Dormanns et al., 2014):
K2c = K5c =  i
 
kmlpc,b + kmlpc,cRcGMP
 
(A.114)
Equilibrium distribution of open channel states for the BK channel (dim.less), see (Dormanns
et al., 2014):
Kact,i =
([Ca2+]i + cw,i)2
([Ca2+]i + cw,i)2 + i exp(vCa3,i - vi/RK,i)
(A.115)
Translation factor, regulatory effect of cGMP on the BK channel open probability (µM):
cw,i =
1
✏i +↵i exp( i[cGMP]i)
(A.116)
Maximum cGMP production rate (µM s-1):
Vmax,pde = kpde[cGMP]i (A.117)
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Time for NO to diffuse between the centres of the SMC and the EC (s):
⌧ij =
x2ij
2Dc,NO
(A.118)
k-1 sGC kinetics rate constant 100 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
k1 sGC kinetics rate constant 2⇥103 µM-1
s-1
(Yang et al., 2005)
k2 sGC kinetics rate constant 0.1 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
k3 sGC kinetics rate constant 3 µM-1 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
Vmax,sGC maximal cGMP production rate 0.8520 µM s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
Km,pde Michaelis constant 2 µM (Yang et al., 2005)
kdno lumped NO consumption rate constant reflecting
the activity of various NO scavengers
0.01 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
C4 constant 0.011 s-1 µM-2 (Yang et al., 2005)
m4 cGMP feedback strength 2 (dim.less) (Yang et al., 2005)
Km,mlcp Hill coefficient 5.5 µM (Yang et al., 2005)
 i constant to fit data 58.1395
(dim.less)
(Hai and Murphy, 1988), fit
kmlpc,b basal MLC dephosphorylation rate constant 0.0086 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
kmlpc,c first-order rate constant for cGMP-regulated MLC
dephosphorylation
0.0327 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
↵i constant to fit data 1⇥1014 µM-1 (Stockand and Sansom, 1996),
fit
 i translation factor for membrane potential depend-
ence of KCa channel activation sigmoidal
0.13 µM2 (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
 i constant to fit data -3 µM-1 (Stockand and Sansom, 1996),
fit
✏i constant to fit data 1 µM-1 (Stockand and Sansom, 1996),
fit
[Ca2+]i calcium concentration in the SMC cytosol var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
vCa3,i half-point for the KCa channel activation sig-
moidal.
-27 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
vi SMC membrane potential var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
RK,i Maximum slope of the KCa activation sigmoidal 12 mV (Koenigsberger et al., 2006)
kpde phosphodiesterase rate constant 0.0195 s-1 (Yang et al., 2005)
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Endothelial cell
Differential equations
d[eNOSact]j
dt
=  eNOS
Kdis[Ca2+]j
Km,eNOS + [Ca2+]j
+ (1-  eNOS)gmaxFwss - µdeact,j[eNOSact]j (A.119)
d[NO]j
dt
= pNO,j - cNO,j + dNO,j (A.120)
Algebraic equations
Fraction of the elastic strain energy stored within the membrane (dim.less):
Fwss =
1
1+↵wss exp(-Wwss)
-
1
1+↵wss
(A.121)
Strain energy density (Pa):
Wwss = W0
(⌧wss +
p
16 2wss + ⌧
2
wss - 4 wss)
2
⌧wss +
p
16 2wss + ⌧
2
wss
(A.122)
Wall shear stress (Pa):
⌧wss =
r P
2L
(A.123)
NO production flux (µM s-1):
pNO,j = Vmax,NO,j[eNOSact]j
[O2]j
Km,O2,j + [O2]j
[L-Arg]j
Km,L-Arg,j + [L-Arg]j
(A.124)
NO consumption flux (µM s-1):
cNO,j = kO2,j[NO]2j [O2]j (A.125)
NO diffusive flux (µM s-1):
dNO,j =
[NO]i - [NO]j
⌧ij
-
4Dc,NO[NO]j
r2
(A.126)
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 eNOS relative strength of the Ca2+-dependent pathway
for the eNOS activation
0.1 (dim.less) (Comerford et al., 2008)
µdeact,j eNOS-caveolin association rate 0.0167 s-1 (Comerford et al., 2008)
Kdis eNOS-caveolin disassociation rate 0.09 µM s-1 (Comerford et al., 2008)
[Ca2+]j calcium concentration in the EC cytosol var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
Km,eNOS Michaelis constant 0.45 µM (Comerford et al., 2008)
gmax maximum wall-shear-stress-induced eNOS activa-
tion
0.06 µM s-1 (Comerford et al., 2008)
↵wss zero shear open channel constant 2 (dim.less) (Comerford et al., 2008)
W0 shear gating constant 1.4 Pa-1 (Comerford et al., 2008)
 wss membrane shear modulus 2.86 Pa (Comerford et al., 2008)
r radius of arteriole var. see (Dormanns et al., 2014)
Vmax,NO,j maximum catalytic rate of NO production 1.22 s-1 (Chen and Popel, 2006)
[O2]j O2 concentration in the EC 200 µM M.E.
Km,O2,j Michaelis constant for eNOS for O2 7.7 µM (Chen and Popel, 2006)
[L-Arg]j L-Arg concentration in the neuron 100 µM (Chen and Popel, 2006)
Km,L-Arg,j Michaelis constant for eNOS for L-Arg 1.5 µM (Chen and Popel, 2006)
 P/L pressure drop over length of arteriole 9.1⇥104 Pa m-1 M.E.
kO2,j O2 reaction rate constant 9.6⇥10-6 µM-2 s-1 (Kavdia et al., 2002)
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